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S u m m a r y
The work described in this thesis is based on the high spatial resolution magnetic 
imaging, which can be realised at the University of Glasgow on two transmission electron 
microscopes (TEMs). Both machines are highly modified to optimise magnetic imaging 
conditions. One is based on a JEOL 2000 FX and the other one on a Philips CM20 FEG 
microscope. Central to the thesis is the option to investigate samples in zero external field 
as well as to carry out in-situ magnetising experiments.
The aim was to study the magnetisation reversal behaviour of two groups of magnetic 
thin films with reduced dimensions which are not only interesting in terms of fundamental 
micromagnetic studies but also for applications (field sensors, MRAM). The first group 
were so-called small magnetic elements (patterned thin films of permalloy) and the second 
group were Co/Cu multilayers. The main focus of investigation for the former group lay on 
the effects of structuring the edges of acicular elements whilst in the case of the Co/Cu 
multilayers the influence of different degrees of gas-damage was evaluated. Furthermore 
experimental data of the small magnetic elements was compared with simulation results of 
a commercially available software package (LLG Micromagnetics Simulator™).
The first chapter gives an overview of basic ferromagnetism and discusses the energy 
considerations governing domain configurations in ferromagnetic thin films. Subsequently 
special emphasis was paid to the energy considerations with respect to the two groups of 
samples, which were investigated in this work, i.e. small magnetic elements and Co/Cu 
multilayers.
The second chapter deals with the instrumental requirements of a TEM in order to 
image the magnetic microstructure of thin film samples. The main focus hereby lies on the 
modified Philips CM20 FEG microscope. Different magnetic imaging modes, which were 
applied in this work are described and the magneto-optical Ken’ and Faraday effects are 
also briefly discussed.
In chapter 3 the fabrication processes for small magnetic elements and electron 
transparent substrates (Si3N4 membranes) are described. The in-plane dimensions of the 
small magnetic elements studied here lie in the micron to sub-micron range and are similar 
in size to state-of-the-art magnetic sensors. As the aim of this work is to assess the 
influence of structuring the edges of such elements, three types of periodic repeat 
structures were designed and are introduced in this chapter. No magnetising experiments
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were carried out with the test patterns, only the as-grown and ac-demagnetised states have 
been investigated.
Chapter 4 focuses on the physical and magnetic microstructure of acicular elements 
and their magnetisation reversal behaviour. The length of the elements was in the micron- 
range and their width was mainly in the sub-micron range. Standard elements with 
nominally straight edges were compared with elements with structured edges. Two 
different lengths as well as two widths of elements were investigated in the first pattern. 
Three different types of periodic repeat structures were designed and the period of the 
structure features was varied over a wide range. The magnetic microstructure of the 
elements in their as-grown and ac-demagnetised state was investigated and in-situ 
magnetising experiments were caiTied out.
Results are presented in chapter 5 of a second and third pattern which were also 
designed with the intention to investigate the influence of structured edges on the 
micromagnetic states and reversal behaviour of acicular elements. The effects of two 
different tips ratios of the double pointed elements were evaluated and the height of the 
structure features was varied. A description of the second and third patterns is given and 
the physical microstructure of the elements is dealt with. The magnetic microstructure in 
the as-grown and ac-demagnetised state is discussed and the results of the magnetising 
experiments are presented.
The aim of chapter 6 is to determine the effects of variation of overall width of the 
elements with structured edges which was present in the former patterns. Therefore small 
magnetic elements were designed with structured edges but nominally constant width in 
the fourth and fifth patterns. All other parameters were the same as in the previous chapter. 
A description of the two patterns is given before the physical microstructure of the 
elements is evaluated. The magnetic microstructure of the elements in their as-grown and 
ac-demagnetised states is dealt with and the development of the domain configurations 
under the influence of external fields is described.
The magnetic microstructure during magnetising cycles was also modelled for a 
number of elements which were investigated experimentally using commercially available 
software (LLG Micromagnetics Simulator'^’^ ) and the results are presented in chapter 7. A 
brief description of the theory underlying LLG is given and the set up of problems is 
discussed. A selection of simulation results is presented and compared with experimental 
findings.
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Chapter 8 deals with another group of magnetic materials with reduced dimensions 
which are multilayer systems of alternate layers of magnetic and non-magnetic materials 
with layer thicknesses in the nanometer range. The effects of so-called gas-damage on the 
GMR performance of different multilayer systems are discussed and the preparation of 
three Co/Cu multilayers samples with different degrees of gas-damage which were 
investigated in this work is described. In the results sections GMR measurements and 
MOKE hysteresis loops are presented before the investigation of the samples with several 
applied TEM investigation techniques is discussed. By these means the so-called 
biquadratic coupling was verified and quantified.
In the final chapter this thesis concludes with the discussion of possible future 
experiments following on from this work.
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Chapter 1: Magnetism of Thin Films of Magnetic Material
C h a p t e r  1:
M a g n e t ism  o f  T h in  F il m s  o f  M a g n e t ic  M a t e r ia l
1.1 In t r o d u c t io n
In this chapter the basic concepts of ferromagnetism are summarised in section 1.2 and 
the energy considerations which determine the properties and characteristics of 
ferromagnetic materials are discussed in section 1.3. The concept of domains and domain 
walls is then introduced in section 1.4. The last two sections deal with the characteristic 
effects and considerations for structured thin films firstly for so-called small magnetic 
elements in section 1.5 and secondly for multilayers in section 1.6.
1.2 B a sic  F e r r o m a g n e t is m
A type of material, which possesses a spontaneous non-zero net magnetic moment in 
the absence of an applied field is known as a ferromagnet. Examples of ferromagnets are 
transition metals, rare earth elements and certain alloys and oxides. All these materials 
display ferromagnetism below a critical temperature which is known as the Curie 
temperature (Tc). When a material has a temperature above Tc, the atoms act as 
paramagnets resulting in a random distribution of the atomic dipole moments due to 
thermal agitation.
Elemental feiTomagnetic materials possess a magnetic dipole moment associated with 
each atom. This is caused by the angular momentum which due to the quenching of orbital 
angular momentum, arises predominantly from the spin of unpaired electrons in the 3d or 
4f shells. Unlike in a paramagnet, where the magnetic dipoles are randomly oriented the 
dipoles in a feiTomagnet are aligned parallel to each other below the Curie temperature. 
Weiss (1907) proposed an internal molecular field in order to account for this co-operative 
phenomenon. This internal field is proportional to the magnetisation M  and causes 
the parallel alignment of the atomic dipole moments.
The molecular field was accounted for by Heisenberg (1928), who proposed a 
quantum mechanical interaction known as the exchange force between each atom and its 
nearest neighbours. Due to the Pauli exclusion principle the total wavefunction for a 
quantum mechanical system comprising electrons must be antisymmetric. The
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wavefunction can be thought of as the product of spatial and spin wavefunctions and for a 
two electron system the electrostatic energy is dependent on the relative angle between the 
two spins. A minimum in electrostatic energy is obtained for parallel alignment of the 
spins when the spatial part of the wavefunction is antisymmetric. The exchange force tends 
to align the atomic magnetic dipoles parallel to each other in order to reduce electrostatic 
energy. Thus the exchange force is the phenomenon responsible for fenomagnetism.
1.3 E n e r g y  C o n sid e r a t io n s
In certain cases it is possible to predict the micromagnetic state of a system by 
minimising the total energy which comprises various macroscopic energy terms. For many 
systems, however, the energies of different states are finely balanced and micromagnetic 
calculations are required. The main contributing energy terms for the ferromagnetic 
systems dealt with in this work are exchange, magnetostatic, anisotropy and Zeeman 
energy.
1.3.1 E x c h a n g e  E n e r g y
As introduced in section 1.2 the exchange energy depends on the relative orientation 
of two spins Sj and Sj of the atomic moments and is given by
where J(rij) is the exchange integral for the two interacting electrons separated by a
distance ry. As the exchange integral is found to be positive in ferromagnetic materials 
eqn. (1.1) implies that the minimum energy state occurs for parallel alignment of the 
magnetic moments and Sj.
In terms of a finite volume of magnetic material the exchange energy is more 
completely described by
g .  =  A |[ ( V a ) '  +(VyS)' + ( V r ) ' ]  d V  (1.2)
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where a ,  /?, and y are the directional cosines of the magnetic vector and A is the 
exchange constant of the material as defined below:
k \s  3l constant depending on the crystalline structure (1 simple cubic, 2 body centred cubic 
(bcc), 4 face centred cubic (fee)), J  is the exchange interaction constant (positive for 
fen*omagnetic materials), s is the magnitude of the magnetic moment of the atom and a is 
the lattice constant. For permalloy the exchange constant was determined to be 
lxlO ‘‘^ erg/cm (Prutton, 1964) and this value did not need to be corrected very much since. 
According to Scheinfein (1998) it is l.OSxlO'^^erg/cm .
1.3.2 M a g n e t o st a t ic  S e l f -E n e r g y
The magnetostatic contribution to the energy of a magnetic system Es arises from the 
interaction between magnetic "free poles" (discontinuities of magnetisation) which are 
either generated within the volume of the magnetic material or at its surface where there is 
a divergent component of magnetisation. The energy contribution from the interaction of 
free poles takes the fonn
H ^ d V . (1.4)
V
jUq is the permeability of vacuum and Hd is the so-called demagnetising field (eqn. 1.5). 
The free poles give rise to both an external stray field and an internal field, which is 
antiparallel to the magnetisation. These fields can be described in tenns of an integral over 
the volume V and surface S of the source. The resulting field is often termed the 
demagnetising field Hd and is given by
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where f  is the direction vector between the source and the considered field points and n 
the outward pointing unit vector normal to the surface. The term V • M is equivalent to the 
magnetic volume charge and M -n is the magnetic surface energy. It should be noted that 
the second terra in eqn. (1.5) is often termed surface anisotropy. The integrals in eqn. (1.5) 
are easily evaluated for an ellipsoid but for other common shapes, such as rectangles for 
example, the integral has no simple analytical form.
Es is highly dependent on the sample geometry and is at a minimum when the 
magnetisation fonns a flux closure structure without free poles. This is in direct 
opposition/competition with the exchange energy Eex and gives rise to the so-called shape 
anisotropy which is discussed in the next section.
1.3 .3  A n iso t r o p y  E n e r g y
A material possesses magnetic anisotropy if the magnetisation vector has a preferred 
direction and the energy necessary to magnetise/saturate the sample is dependent on the 
sample orientation. The prefeiTed direction with minimal energy consumption for 
magnetising processes is refened to as the easy axis and deviation of the magnetisation 
vector from the easy axis results in an increase of the anisotropy energy. In the case of 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy the anisotropy energy is related to crystal lattice directions.
Magnetocrystalline Anisotropy
For a single cubic crystal the anisotropy energy is well described by the first two terms 
of a series expansion
+ y^à^^ + K^d^0^y'^\ dV  (1.6)
y
where a , p ,  and y are the direction cosines and X, and are the first two anisotropy 
constants of the material. For transition metals and the anisotropy energy can be
approximated to just a single term.
For hexagonal or uniaxial crystals the anisotropy energy is described by
4
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dV (1.7)
with the c axis being coincident with the symmetry axis.
When the magnetic material is micro-polycrystalline then the direction of 
magnetocrystalline anisotropy varies locally from crystallite to crystallite. This results in a 
random contribution to the local easy axis direction and causes fluctuations in the direction 
of the magnetisation vector. This phenomenon is often referred to as magnetisation ripple 
(Fuller et al, 1960), (Hoffmann, 1968).
Shape Anisotropy
Magnetic anisotropy can also occur as a result of the shape of the sample. This shape 
anisotropy is based on the demagnetising field introduced in section 1.3.2 (eqn. 1.5). For 
an ellipsoidal sample it can be shown that
-  - A M ( 1 .8 )
where A is the demagnetising tensor. Using the diagonal form of this tensor
A -
A.
A.
A,
(1.9)
it can be shown that in the case of thin magnetic plates and continuous thin films the 
demagnetising factors for the three cartesian axes are Nx = Ny =0 and A% = 1 (in CGS 
units: 47t) (Chikazumi, 1964) which is the reason for the confinement of magnetisation in 
the film plane.
In general cases of feiTomagnetic bodies the situation is not so simple. If an irregularly 
shaped body is magnetised, even a uniform distribution of magnetisation gives rise to non- 
uniform demagnetising fields. This leads in return to an iiTegular magnetisation 
distribution and the demagnetising factor cannot be defined. However in the case of an 
ellipsoid a uniform demagnetising field results for a unifoim magnetisation distribution. 
Despite the calculated formulae of demagnetising factors being quite complex the
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equations are fairly simple and clear for special cases. One of these special cases is a fiat 
ellipsoid with two long axes of similar dimension (same order of magnitude) and a short 
axis. Figure 1,1 shows an illustration for the case y > x » z .
Figure 1.1
Schematic o f a fla t ellipsoid.
The demagnetising factors parallel to the % and y axes are approximately given by
iV , ■4 (1.10a)
1 2
16 (1.10b)
(Chikazumi, 1964). It should be noted that the demagnetising factor of compact bodies is 
often well approximated by the corresponding demagnetising factors of the inscribed 
ellipsoid (Hubert et al, 1998), Even numerical calculations of the demagnetising energy for 
arbitrary bodies can be checked by comparing them with the result for a suitable ellipsoid.
Induced Anisotropy
In a polycrystalline random magnetic alloy such as permalloy (Ni=80at%Fe=20at%) where 
the stoichiometry results in near zero magnetocrystalline anisotropy, it is possible to induce 
significant uniaxial anisotropy by different means. The most common options, especially 
in the case of continuous thin films are to either deposit the material in a magnetic field or 
to anneal the sample after deposition in the presence of a field. This induced anisotropy is 
caused by a preferential ordering of atom pairs in the otherwise random alloy (Chikazumi, 
1964). During deposition an interaction between the local magnetisation and the atom pairs 
tends to align the "pair axis" with the magnetisation vector. This results in a "pair axis" 
throughout the sample, which remains after deposition as so-called induced anisotropy.
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1.3.4 Z e e m a n  E n e r g y
In the presence of an external field H  there is also a magnetostatic contribution from 
the interaction between the magnetisation and the applied field. This is known as the 
Zeeman energy Eh and is given by
In the minimum energy state the magnetic moments of a ferromagnet align parallel with 
the applied field.
1.3.5 M a g n e t ic  D o m a in s  a n d  W a l l  E n e r g y
The net magnetisation of a ferromagnetic body is often substantially less than the 
saturation magnetisation of the magnetic material which it is made from. In an attempt to 
explain this, Becker (1930) introduced the concept of magnetic domains. This hypothesis, 
which was later confiimed by Bitter (1931), assumes that within a sample there are volume 
fractions of spontaneously aligned magnetisation, each of them possessing a different 
direction of magnetisation. Such volume fractions are tenned domains and the different 
directions of magnetisation lead to a reduction of the overall net magnetisation of the body. 
The boundaries between domains are known as domain walls and the magnetisation vector 
gradually rotates within a wall between the two directions of magnetisation in the adjacent 
domains. Depending on how the magnetisation vector rotates the wall is either refeired to 
as a Bloch, Neel or cross-tie wall (Fig. 1.2). A Neel wall possesses an in-plane rotation of 
magnetisation (Fig. 1.2(a)) whilst in a Bloch wall the magnetisation rotates out of the 
sample plane as shown schematically in Fig. 1.2(b). For further theoretical elaboration see 
Landau et al (1935), Néel (1944), Lifshitz (1944), Hubert et al (1998).
Important in this context is the term ‘polarity’ of a domain wall, which describes the 
‘mean direction of magnetisation’ within the wall. The polarity is positive in a certain 
direction and negative opposite to it (illustrated for x-direction in Fig. 1.2(a)). In the case 
of 180° Néel walls it does not make a difference which polarity the wall has as both 
possibilities are equivalent in terms of energy considerations. Therefore the polarity of a 
wall is the result of the magnetisation direction in adjacent domains for all other wall
7
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angles. This means that in the case of positive magnetisation components in the two 
adjacent domains positive polarity is favourable for the wall whilst negative polarity is the 
result for negative magnetisation components in neighbouring domains. It should be noted 
that the polarity of a wall will not simply ‘flip’ not even during magnetisation reversal 
processes and that walls of opposite polarity will not annihilate but instead form so-called 
360° walls (He y derm an et al, 1994), (Gillies et al, 1995).
A cross-tie wall (Huber Jr et al, 1958) is an intermediate structure with sections of 
Néel walls and parts of Bloch walls (Fig. 1.2(c)). The parts of a cross-tie wall with out of 
plane component of magnetisation are singularities commonly known as Bloch lines which 
are located (i) at the crossings of walls and (ii) in the centre of magnetisation rotation 
(vortices) (Middelhoek, 1963), (Feldtkeller et al, 1965), (Hubert et al, 1998). It should be 
noted that the orientation of the Bloch lines need not alternate as shown in Fig. 1.2(c). 
Instead all Bloch lines could point in the same direction.
NÉEL WALL
wall w idth
BLOCH WALL
wall width
t t t
t t f
t t t
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.2
Planar schematics o f domain walls, (a) Néel wall, (b) Bloch wall, (c) cross-tie wall. 
Big black arrows indicate magnetisation direction in adjacent domains.
^  magnetisation components o f Néel walls with positive/negative polarity.
© , ©  components o f Bloch walls (i.e. Bloch lines) pointing out and in the plane 
o f the sample.
The rotation of magnetisation across a domain wall results in contributions to the 
exchange energy the anisotropy energy Ek and in some cases magnetostatic energy Es.
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For a Bloch wall in a bulk material it is possible to define the domain wall energy per unit 
area of the wall
^wall ~  4-VÂ^
with A being the exchange constant (section 1.3.1) and K  the anisotropy constant (section 
1.3.2).
Although the wall energy is a combination of previously introduced energies it is valid 
to consider it as a separate entity E^. The type of domain wall depends on the film 
thickness and Fig 1.3 shows the expected wall type in permalloy as a function of film 
thickness. The reason for the different variations of the energy densities of different wall 
types depending on the film thickness is that a Bloch wall has VM = 0 but it creates 
surface charges and is therefore less favourable for thinner films. Néel walls on the other 
hand have a VM ^ 0 but do not create magnetic surface charges which is preferable for 
thinner films. As cross-tie walls are the intemiediate wall type its energy density does not 
vary with film thickness.
N éel wall
Cross-tie wall
B loch wall
160 2000 120 
Film Thickness (nm)
Figure 1.3
Comparison between energy densities o f Néel, Bloch and cross-tie walls versus permalloy 
film  thickness (Prutton, 1964).
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1.3.6 T o t a l  E n e r g y
The total energy of a magnetic system Etot is given by the summation of all the 
energies introduced above,
E „ « = E „ + E ,+ E , + E„+E„  (1.13)
It should be noted that the magnetostriction energy is not taken into account in the 
energy considerations here as it does not play an important role for the materials and 
material systems discussed in this work.
In order to deteiTnine a possible magnetic state of a system the total energy must be 
minimised. Micromagnetics and domain theory are based on the same variational principle 
which is derived from thermodynamic principles as established initially in Landau et al 
(1935) and as reviewed for example in Hubert et al (1998). The energy tenns are inter­
related and the balance between them is the factor, which controls the micromagnetic state 
(domain configuration) of the sample. For example, in many cases the magnetostatic 
energy may be lowered, or even averaged to zero by the formation of flux closure domains. 
This, on the other hand, leads to an increase of other energies. E^ may be increased as a 
result of different wall configurations and Ek is increased since flux closure domains are 
often orthogonal to the easy axis direction. Hence, several low energy states exist for a 
system and it is easily possible to detennine a local energy minimum instead of the 
absolute minimum state. In a demagnetised state the magnetic system will be such that 
there is a global minimum in the total whilst the remanent state is only a local minimum. 
Thus the energy of the system is dependent on its magnetic history. This dependence is 
known as hysteresis and is dealt with next.
1.4 H y st e r e sis
The hysteresis effect of the magnetisation M  versus the applied magnetic field H is a 
fundamental characteristic of feiTomagnetic materials and therefore the hysteresis loop is 
the most common way to represent (bulk) magnetic properties (files, 1991). An example of 
a typical hysteresis loop is shown in Fig. 1,4. Crucial values of hysteresis loops are the 
saturation magnetisation Ms, the remanence My? and the coercivity as these values
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determine the usefulness of a material for certain applications. Permanent magnets for 
example require high coercive values (i.e. need to be magnetically hard) whilst transformer 
cores need to be soft magnetic materials. In the magnetic recording industry it is necessary 
to carefully balance Mj, M r and H e  depending the application to achieve high performance 
and reliability.
M
► H
Figure 1,4
Hysteresis loop; 
dashed curve: virgin curve 
Ms: saturation magnetisation, 
M r : remanent moment,
He.' coercive field.
1.5 Sm a l l  M a g n e t ic  E l e m e n t s
In the case of soft magnetic micro- and nano-structured thin films as investigated in 
this work the main energy terms are exchange and magnetostatic self-energy (in zero field 
conditions). The exchange energy is minimum for parallel alignment of the magnetic 
moments whilst magnetostatic energy favours alignment of the magnetic moments parallel 
to the nearest edge (and surface for thin films) and the interplay between both energies 
determines the equilibrium state of magnetisation for small magnetic elements. It should be 
noted that in the case of a hard magnetic material the crystal anisotropy would also 
contribute non-negligibly to the total potential energy.
Figure 1.5 shows schematics of favourable domain configurations of elements 
depending on the geometry of some small magnetic elements (dimensions in the micron 
and sub-micron range) of permalloy with a film thickness in the range - 2 0 - 3 0  nm. Such 
configurations were not only observed in this work but can also be found in Me Vi tie et al 
(1988), Kirk et al (1997a, b) and Gomez et al (1999) and further geometries are discussed 
in a recent review article by Cowbum (2000).
11
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A
(c) (d)
V
(e)
Figure 1,5
Schematics o f favourable domain configurations o f small magnetic thin film  elements.
(a), (b) Flux closure structures, (c), (d) end domains, (e) single domain state.
Squares and rectangles of certain dimensions are known to support flux closure 
structures (Figs. 1.5(a), (b)). Such configurations result in a minimum for Es on the 
expense of Eex, More elongated rectangles (Figs. 1.5(c), (d)) clearly posses a net 
magnetisation parallel to the element length whilst end domains form in order to reduce 
magnetic charge at the element ends. This domain configuration is near to an absolute 
minimum of Ecx but it is not favourable in terms of Es. The situation differs again for 
double pointed elements (Fig. 1.5(e)) where end domains are suppressed and the element is 
in a single domain state. Therefore the system is at the absolute minimum for E^x whilst Es 
is maximised.
It should be noted that due to the finite lateral dimensions (micron and sub-micron 
range) of small magnetic elements the demagnetising factor out of the sample plane is 
slightly <1 even for thin films (thickness 20-30nm). As the dimensions are of suitable 
magnitude and proportion one can work out that the demagnetising factor for the 
inscribed ellipsoid is =0.99 by means of eqns. (1.10a), (1.10b). Despite this value being 
that close to one it does reduce the confining effect of the magnetisation direction in the 
sample plane. The magnetisation direction depends on the cosine of N  and this means that 
the magnetisation can easily be tilted a few degrees out of the sample plane in the case of 
small magnetic elements as discussed in this work. This should be taken into account when 
caiTying out magnetising experiments in the way described in section 2,2.5 (magnetic 
fields applied orthogonal to the sample plane).
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1.6 M u l t i l a y e r  S t r u c t u r e s  - GMR
The great interest in magnetic multilayer systems originated with the discovery of the 
so-called giant magnetoresistance (GMR) effect arising from the exchange coupling 
between successive magnetic layers separated by non-magnetic spacer layers. Generally 
magnetoresistance (MR) is the change in electrical resistance of a material in the presence 
of an external magnetic field. This property can be utilised as a magnetic field sensor in 
various devices such as magnetic read heads or electrical compasses. Commonly one 
distinguishes between anisotropic (AMR), the above mentioned giant (GMR) and colossal 
magnetoresistance (GMR) which is found in mixed valence manganese oxides (Ramirez, 
1997). The former two MR effects are described in the following sections.
Anisotropic Magnetoresistance
AMR was discovered by Thomson (1851) and arises upon the application of an 
external field to a ferromagnetic body. The underlying mechanism is the following: In the 
absence of an applied field the conduction electrons within a ferromagnetic body 
experience a Lorentz deflection which is proportional to the component of magnetisation, 
orthogonal to the electron motion. When the direction of current is orthogonal to the 
average direction of magnetisation, the Lorentz deflection is a maximum and, in the case 
of a thin film, this leads to strong electronic scattering from the film surfaces. Upon the 
application of an external field, which is non-parallel to the magnetic vector, the 
magnetisation rotates towards the field direction. Consequently there is a decrease in the 
component of magnetisation orthogonal to the electron path and the Lorentz deflection is 
lowered. This results in a cosine squared dependence for the AMR amplitude for fields 
applied orthogonal to the zero field direction of magnetisation.
Giant Magnetoresistance
GMR was reported for the first time in 1988 by Baibich et al for a Fe/Cr multilayer 
superlattice. The investigated sample was grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and it 
was found that at T=4.2K the resistance was lowered by almost a factor of 2 upon the 
application of a 2T magnetic field. The origin of GMR was conectly suggested by the 
authors to be due to spin-dependent scattering of conduction electrons, predominantly at 
the interfaces of the multilayer. Upon variation of the thickness of the Cr layer, oscillations 
in the coupling constant between the adjacent layers were observed. This effect was
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interpreted as a change from ferromagnetic (FM) to antifeiTomagnetic (AF) exchange 
coupling between the magnetic Fe layers depending on the Cr layer thickness.
The same effects have later been observed for a variety of sputtered multilayer 
systems (Parkin et al, 1990), (Grünberg et al, 1991) with one of the most common ones 
being Co/Cu multilayers. The oscillatory dependence of the GMR on the thickness of the 
non-magnetic spacer layer is shown in Fig. 1.6 for layer systems with a constant Co 
thickness of 10 Â. The measurements were taken at room temperature with the cun*ent in 
plane (CIP) and the experiments were earned out at the University of Leeds using the 
standard four probe method (MaiTows et al, 1999). The trend of a theoretical curve (dashed 
line) is included in the diagram.
It is important to specify whether the direction of the current is in the plane of the 
layers (cuiTent in plane (CIP)) or perpendicular to the layers (cuiTent perpendicular to 
plane (CPP)) when quoting magnetoresistance values for GMR multilayer materials. In 
general CPP geometries give rise to a larger change in resistance since the current is 
directed across the interfaces rather than along the layers. It should be noted though that in 
CPP the total resistance of the multilayer is very low (typically lO'^Q for a Imm^ 
multilayer). This is a considerable drawback for the application of the CPP geometry as the 
contact leads commonly have a much higher resistance than the sensor itself and therefore 
swamp the effect.
Experiment
Theory
CD 30
0 10 30 40 50 6020
t(Cu) [Â]
Figure 1,6
GMR as a function o f the Cu layer thickness.
Data set from C. Marrows; Co layer thickness constant 10Â, GMR measured at room 
temperature.
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Despite many efforts to determine the reason for the marked variation of resistance 
with variation of the external field, theoretical physicists are still working on a universal 
theory to describe different GMR varieties. Some theoretical explanations, however, are 
already generally accepted:
If the spacer layer thickness does not exceed the ‘spin conserving’ mean free path of 
the electrons, an additional spin dependent scattering mechanism can occur. Depending on 
the magnitude of other electrical scattering processes this spin dependent scattering may 
have a considerable influence on the total resistance of such systems. Spin dependent 
scattering can take place at interfaces as well as within the magnetic layers. The main 
points are summarised in a phenomenological model:
Exchange interaction in a ferromagnet results in a spin dependent band shift dividing 
the electrons into two ‘groups’ (Fig. 1.7). One group are the majority electrons (in the fully 
occupied d-band, black in Fig. 1.7) and the second group are the minority electrons (red in 
Fig. 1.7 in the d-band with unoccupied states).
▲
Co
0
n (E) n (E)
Figure 1.7
Schematic o f densities o f states fo r  a typical band ferromagnet (here Co).
Majority electrons, ^  minority electrons; n(E): density o f states; 
d: d-band, Ep: Fermi level.
Figure 1.8 shows schematics of the scattering behaviour of electrons with different 
spin for FM (Fig. 1.8(a)) and AF (Fig. 1.8(b)) alignment of the magnetisation in a Co/Cu 
multilayer together with the corresponding circuit diagrams. In the case of a multilayer 
system the spin of the majority electrons corresponds to the magnetisation direction in the 
ferromagnetic layers. As a result of the different densities of states at the Fermi level the
15
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scattering probability is higher for minority electrons than for majority electrons (Smits, 
1992). This means that for parallel (FM) alignment in the multilayer stack, the main 
earners are the majority electrons and the resulting total resistance of the layer system is 
low. For antiparallel (AF) alignment, however, the scattering probability is high for both 
groups of electrons therefore resulting in an increase of total resistance.
R
R
X
Figure 1.8
Schematics o f spin dependent electron 
transport in Co/Cu multilayers for
(a) FM (b) AF alignment.
Corresponding circuit diagrams for  
(c) FM alignment: high and low resistance 
branches, (d) AF alignment: similar resistance 
in both branches.
(c) (d)
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C h a p t e r  2:
In v e st ig a t io n  o f  M a g n e t ic  M ic r o st r u c t u r e
2.1 In t r o d u c t io n
In this chapter various techniques are described on how to image magnetic domains. 
Particular emphasis will be paid to Lorentz electron microscopy because this is the main 
investigation method applied to collect data for this work. At the end of this chapter, there 
is a brief discussion about KeiT microscopy as the magneto-optic KeiT effect (MOKE) was 
used for magnetic measurements at the University of Leeds, It was, however, not the aim 
to visualise the domain configuration of the investigated Co/Cu multi-layers this way.
The simplest technique for imaging magnetic domains was first demonstrated by 
Bitter (1931) and involved coating the magnetic material with a colloidal suspension of 
fine feiTomagnetic particles. Due to the stray magnetic field emanating from domain walls 
the particles accumulated at domain boundaries and thus revealed information about the 
magnetic state at the surface of the sample. This technique has relatively low resolution 
(only a few pm) and does not yield further infoimation about either the wall structures or 
the direction of magnetisation within the domains.
A further method to obtain information about the magnetic microstructure of a 
specimen is photoemission electron microscopy (PBEM). PEEM utilises the phenomenon 
of magnetic dichroism: The absorption coefficient and therefore the number of emitted 
photoelectrons depends on the polarisation of the incident light and the magnetisation 
direction within the sample. High energetic light (a laboratory ultraviolet lamp or 
synchrotron radiation) is used to generate photoelectrons via photoemission and an 
electrostatic lens system images the emitted electrons. Such a set-up was developed 
already in 1933. Nowadays PEEM is becoming an important mesoscopic imaging 
technique for surface physics and chemistry as well as biology (Swiech et al, 1997), With 
the easier access to synchrotron radiation sources which are much better suited as 
illumination source than UV lamps, PEEM is developing into a versatile analytical tool in 
surface and materials science (Kortright et al, 1999).
Another approach to visualise the magnetic microstructure of sample surfaces is 
magnetic force microscopy (MEM) (Hubert et al, 1998). The first MEM images were 
obtained by Martin et al (1987) from a magnetic recording head with the instrument 
operated in static mode. The MEM offers nowadays a resolution in the sub-lOOnm range
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without the need of sample preparation (Dahlberg et al, 1999). MFM images are formed by 
detecting the interaction between the magnetisation of the tip and the magnetic stray field 
emanating from the sample respectively the interaction between the magnetisation of the 
sample and the MFM tip stray field. The resulting force is the negative gradient of the
interaction energy F{r) = -grad  with = - j  dV  respectively
l i p
^ inter =  “  J  Msample ' ^lip . Thus the Obtained images are highly dependent on the
sample
magnetic characteristics of the tip. In order to extract quantitative data from MFM images 
the magnetic structure of the tip needs to be known and stable. The most significant effects 
of the magnetostatic interaction between the tip and the specimen’s stray field are 
depending on the operating mode: (i) Deflection of the cantilever by the magnetic force 
according to Hooke’s law or (ii) change of the resonance frequency of the oscillating 
cantilever due to the force gradient.
In a transmission electron microscope the Lorentz deflection of an electron beam 
caused by a magnetic specimen may be utilised in order to image the sample’s magnetic 
microstructure. This was first achieved by Hale et al (1959) and has since spurred the 
development of a variety of imaging modes. As several modes of so-called Lorentz 
microscopy have been used extensively to study the magnetic configuration of thin film 
samples, a detailed review is given dealing with the requirements (instrumentation) in 
section 2.2 prior to the description of the different imaging modes of Lorentz microscopy 
in section 2.3.
2 .2  T r a n s m is s io n  E l e c t r o n  M ic r o sc o p y  - T E M
The physical and magnetic microstructure of thin film samples was investigated for 
this work using two transmission electron microscopes (TEMs). The machines were 
modified in order to optimise magnetic imaging conditions. The first microscope was 
based on a JEOL 2000 FX (Tsuno et al, 1984), (Hefferman et al, 1991) and the second one 
was a modified Philips CM20 FEG microscope (Chapman et al, 1994). Both instruments 
enable the experimenter to observe the magnetic microstructure of samples in a field free 
environment (section 2 .2 .2 ) but additionally possess in-situ magnetising capabilities 
(section 2.2.5).
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2.2.1 E l e c t r o n  G u n
The above mentioned microscopes had different types of electron guns. Whilst the 
JEOL microscope possessed a theimionic cathode (i.e. tungsten hairpin with «0.1-0.2mm 
diameter of wire) the Philips microscope was equipped with a field emission gun (FEG).
Thermionic guns consist of three electrodes (triode structure). The first electrode is the 
heated filament which forms the cathode at a potential ~~U. In the case of tungsten the 
cathode is directly heated as the electrical resistivity is low enough. The second electrode 
is the Wehnelt electrode with a potential even more negative than the cathode and the third 
electrode is the earthed anode. The minimum diameter of the (first) crossover is limited by 
the lens like effect of the electric field in front of the cathode and the radial components of 
the electron exit momenta. Due to the Maxwell distribution of exit velocities the radial 
distribution of the cunent density in the crossover possesses an approximately Gaussian 
shape.
A field emission gun consists of an even more pointed cathode tip which is held at a 
potential -U  and at least two anodes {Uj<U2). A tungsten wire of «0.1mm diameter is 
spotwelded on a tungsten haiipin cathode before being etched to a radius of curvature of 
«0.1pm (Reimer, 1997). The resulting electric field strength at the tip is high enough not to 
depend on (excessive) hearing to emit electrons. Instead emission occurs by means of 
quantum mechanical tunnelling. The first anode is called the extraction anode and 
I -  Igenerates a field | E | ~ —  at the filament tip. The electrons are then accelerated
further to their final energy E = eU  by the voltage U between the filament tip and the 
second anode (earthed). Ultrahigh vacuum (pressure < 5xlO'^Pa) needs to be maintained in 
order to avoid damage of the tip due to ion bombardment as the field emission cuiTent 
depends not only on the work function but also on | E | . A focused electron probe (first
crossover) with a diameter of «lOnm is formed as an image as the anodes act as an 
electrostatic lens.
Compared to thermionic guns, field emission guns have the advantage of higher 
brightness and considerably less energy spread. These parameters are of interest for all 
work that requires high coherence and high current densities, e.g. high resolution phase 
contrast, electron beam holography, scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)
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and last but not least Lorentz microscopy. The acceleration voltage of both microscopes 
was t/=200kV corresponding to an electron wavelength T = 2.5* 10"*^  m.
2 .2 .2  M ic r o sc o p e  C o l u m n
The microscope column encapsulates the path of the electron beam from the gun to the 
viewing screen. In contrast to the gun region a higher pressure of « lO'^-lO'^Pa can be 
tolerated in the column. The basic principle is the same as in every cathode ray tube: 
Several electromagnetic lenses (coils) are mounted along the electron path and interact 
with the beam electrons. A schematic of the column of the modified Philips CM20 FEG 
microscope is given in Fig. 2.1.
Field em ission gun 
with W ehnelt cylinder
T‘ Condenser lens
ond
Condenser aperture
Specim en  
Objective aperture
Selected area aperture
Retractable M DPC  
detector
Condenser lens
Scan coils  
Upper Lorentz Lens 
O bjective lens
Goniometer 
Lower Lorentz lens
Descan coils  
Diffraction lens 
Intermediate lens 
Projector lens 
2"** Projector lens
V iew ing screen
Figure 2.1
Schematic o f the Philips CM20 FEG transmission electron microscope.
The electron source is the field emitting gun on top of the column. The emitted 
electrons are firstly focused following the trajectories of the É -field surrounding the tip
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and successively in the anode system (Wehnelt cylinder). This crossover is then 
demagnified by the condenser lens in order to approximate a point source (virtual 
electron source). This virtual source lies in the focal plane of the 2"*^  condenser lens and the 
beam is therefore in good approximation parallel after passing through this lens. The 
quality of beam parallelism is enhanced further by means of the condenser aperture as 
divergent beam parts are masked. The described procedures are important alignment steps 
as they result in the best possible approximation of ideal imaging conditions (i.e. point 
source, parallel beam, coherence).
The scan and descan coils are used in scanning mode of the microscope. The first set 
of coils scan the electron probe across the specimen and the second set (descan coils) is 
necessary to align the scanning signal with the detector.
The Lorentz lenses (green in Fig 2.1) and the standard objective lens (red in Fig 2.1) in 
the CM20 are described best together as the objective lens system. An objective lens 
focuses the electron beam to produce a diffraction pattern in its back-focal plane. As in 
optical microscopy it is aberrations within the objective lens which determine the final 
resolution of the microscope. The commonly used immersion lenses produce a high 
magnetic field orthogonal to the sample plane. Usually this vertical field does not cause 
any problems in terms of interaction with the specimen as many samples are non-magnetic 
or one is not interested in the magnetic infoimation of the sample (e.g. bright field 
imaging, electron diffraction, high resolution (Reimer, 1997)). In our case, however, with 
the observation of the magnetic microstructure and the investigation of the behaviour of 
the sample under the influence of well-defined magnetic fields being the main aims, the 
common field values for standard objective lenses (0.5-LOT) are not tolerable. Precautions 
are necessary not to expose the samples to unwanted magnetic fields which would perturb, 
falsify or swamp the micromagnetic characteristics of the specimens. A possible solution is 
to leave the objective lens unexcited and use the diffraction lenses in order to form the 
image. The problem with this approach is that one is limited to low resolution studies. In 
order to image magnetic structures with a reasonably high resolution it is necessary to 
physically modify the objective lens.
In the case of the Philips CM20 FEG microscope the problem is solved by the 
incoiporation of additional lenses (green in Fig. 2.1) above and below the standard 
objective lens (red in Fig. 2.1). The additional lenses are referred to as the upper and lower 
Lorentz lenses and can be used instead of the objective lens in order to achieve field free 
magnetic imaging with a point resolution of 2.1nm and a line resolution of LOnm for in­
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focus imaging techniques. In the JEOL 2000 FX the sample is kept in field free space by 
replacing the original objective lens with a split pole-piece lens creating a field free 
specimen area (Tsuno et al, 1983).
All lenses below the selected area aperture simply magnify the image and the 
diffraction pattern of the sample as appropriate and the result can be monitored on the 
viewing screen.
There are several apertures in the column which often range in diameter from 10- 
500p.m. The first aperture in the column is the condenser aperture. As already mentioned it 
defines the diameter of the electron probe and since it is at the top of the column it is 
crucial that it is aligned with the optical axis of the microscope. The next aperture is the so- 
called objective aperture, which is situated near the back focal plane of the objective lens. 
The main puipose of this aperture is to enhance diffraction contrast but it is also necessary 
to implement Foucault imaging (section 2.3.2). The final aperture is the selected area 
aperture, which allows diffraction patterns to be collected from specific areas of the 
sample.
2.2.3 A b e r r a t io n s  in  a  CTEM
As in light optics there are different kinds of lens abenations also in the case of 
electromagnetic lenses. Amongst these there are spherical and chromatic aberration and 
astigmatism which are discussed in this section.
Spherical Aberration
The effect of spherical aberration is to reduce the focal length for electrons passing 
through outer zones of the lens. This means that electron rays which are not parallel to the 
optical axis will intersect the Gaussian image plane (image position for very small 
apertures) at certain distances from the paiaxial image point (Reimer, 1997). Therefore a 
conical electron beam with angular aperture does not produce a sharp image point but a 
disc of confusion. Refened back to the specimen the beam possesses a minimum radius 
rs,min given by
K s ,m in ~  Q  ( ^ - l )
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with Ca being the spherical aberration coefficient. Eqn. (2.1) shows the importance of a 
parallel beam as the angular aperture governs the resulting diameter of the disc of least 
confusion. Typical values for Q  of standard objective lenses are of the order of 0.5-2mm. 
It should be noted that the Q  of Lorentz lenses lies in the range of some centimeters up to 
a few meters due to the higher focal length of those lenses.
Chromatic Aberration
The term chromatic aberration summarises the adverse effects of energy spread of the 
electrons and fluctuations of the acceleration voltage as well as lens cun’ent instabilities on 
the imaging quality. Whilst lens cun’ent fluctuations lead to variations of the focal length 
of the affected lens, electrons of different energy have different focal lengths even for a 
perfect lens. Generally electrons with lower energy are focused more easily (i.e. are 
stronger deflected). For a thick lens the radius of the disc of least confusion in the object 
plane is
AE
where AE is the energy dispersion and Cc is the chromatic abenation coefficient which is 
usually slightly less than the focal leng th /o f the lens (Reimer, 1997).
Astigmatism
Astigmatism will be observed if the lens field is not exactly rotationally symmetric 
(Fig. 2.2). Due to the different focal lengths in the two lens axes object point P is imaged in 
a vertical and a horizontal line (?v" Ph/. The disc of least confusion is located between the 
two lines. Reasons for such asymmetries are inhomogeneities of the pole pieces, ellipticity 
of the pole piece bores or electric charging of apertures. In effect these inhomogeneities 
lead to different focal lengths for paraxial rays. Fortunately astigmatism can easily be 
compensated in electron optics by means of so-called stigmators. Such a stigmator system 
consists of two quadrupole lenses which are mounted with a relative rotation of 45° around 
the optical axis (Reimer, 1997).
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Object
Lens
Disc of least 
confusion
Figure 2.2
Astigmatism,
2 .2 .4  Im a g e  R e c o r d in g
Micrographs can be recorded on photographic plates, a video camera or by means of a 
slow scan CCD camera. For this work a CCD camera and two types of photographic film 
(CEA Reflex-15 and at a later stage Kodak DEF-5 as the other film was no longer 
available) were used. A major drawback associated with the films is that time consuming 
processes are involved: The preparation of the material (cut, degas) as well as the 
development of the negatives and the production of hard copies (either prints or scanning 
of the negatives). All these disadvantages can be overcome by using the CCD camera and 
it also offers further advantages as for example real time observations and comfortable 
digital processing of the images/results. The camera used for this work was a Gatan slow 
scan CCD camera. A schematic of a CCD chip is shown in Fig. 2.3.
Electrons
<—  Scintillator
<—  Fibre Optics 
<—  CCD AiTay
<— - Cooling
Figure 2.3
Schematic o f CCD chip.
CCD sensors consist of aiTays of silicon-based photodiodes that define the picture 
elements (pixels). The CCD cannot be inadiated directly with the electrons owing to the 
generation of defects which would result in a long-time fading of the sensitivity and also 
because of limited number of recordable electrons per diode. Thus the electrons are 
converted to photons in a scintillator first which are then transfeiTed through a fibre optical 
plate. The photons generate electron-hole pairs in the CCD array where they accumulate. 
By applying sequences of different biases to adjacent diodes the charges are transfeiTed
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into a serial shift register and the signal is read out. Cooling o f the chip by m eans o f a 
Peltier elem ent decreases the background dark cuiTents m arkedly with the result of 
considerable increase o f the signal-to-noise-ratio.
2 .2 .5  M a g n e t isin g  E x p e r im e n t s
When investigating the micromagnetic state of samples by means of a TEM it is 
important to be able to cany out zero field observations (section 2.2.2), However, it is also 
desirable to carry out in-situ magnetising experiments in well-defined fields. At the 
University of Glasgow two methods are commonly used to generate magnetic fields at a 
specimen: (i) A custom made magnetising stage enables the experimenter to apply pure in­
plane fields to a sample in the JEOL microscope whilst (ii) in the Philips microscope in­
plane components of magnetisation are generated simply by exciting the standard objective 
lens and tilting the sample in this field (Fig. 2.4).
Figure 2.4
Generation o f in-plane components o f magnetic field  
in the modified Philips CM20 FEG microscope.
The in-plane component of the magnetic field can be calculated if the vertical field 
value Hvert and tilt angle e are known:
s in e  (2.3)
The advantage of this method is that it is easy to implement and convenient to use as 
there are no beam defomiations (astigmatism) or shifts associated with this technique. It 
should be noted though that significant out of plane components of magnetisation can be 
present at the sample. This is not expected to perturb the behaviour of continuous film 
samples, it might, however, alter details in the behaviour of small magnetic elements. This 
is due to the different demagnetising effects for these two groups of samples as discussed 
in sections 1.3.2 and 1.5. In order to rule out such uncertainties the use of magnetising 
stages as described by Hefferman et al (1991), Uhlig et al and Heumann et al (University
25
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of Regensburg) is recommended. Apart from difficulties like realigning the electron path, 
another major disadvantage of such custom made magnetising stages is their limited field 
range, which especially for small magnetic elements is often not sufficient to saturate the 
specimens. An overview of the characteristic parameters for the above mentioned methods 
to generate defined fields in the sample area in a TEM is given in table 2.1.
field generation
constant field 
Hiii^  max [Oe]
pulsed field 
Hill, max [Oe]
possible directions 
in-plane out of plane
CM20; 
tilt sample
«6000 no optional yes
JEOL 
magnetising stage
«125 «800 one no
Regensburg 
magnetising stage 
Table 2.1
65 65
for/ <  16.5kHz
optional no
Comparison o f différent methods o f magnetic field generation in a TEM.
2.3  O b s e r v a t io n  o f  M a g n e t ic  D o m a in s  b y  M e a n s  o f  E l e c t r o n  M ic r o sc o p y
In this section a number of methods are described to image the magnetic domain 
structure of thin film samples making use of the interaction between transmitted electrons 
and a magnetic specimen.
2.3.1 E l e c t r o n  B ea m  a n d  S p e c im e n  I n t e r a c t i o n  
Lorentz deflection - classical approach
Passing through a magnetic sample, electrons with velocity v interact with the 
magnetic induction B of the specimen due to the Lorentz force
= - e  ( v x  b ) (2.4)
where e is the elementary charge. The result of such an interaction is the Lorentz deflection 
, which can be calculated according to Reimer, 1997 by means of
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2m„
4  ^
V 1 + eU
(2 .5)
where nig is the rest mass of an electron, is the component of the magnetic induction 
vertical to the incident electron beam, tmm is the thickness of the magnetic material, U is the 
acceleration voltage of the TEM and c is the speed of light in vacuum.
Alternatively can be calculated for a parallel beam of electrons incident 
perpendicular to the plane of the film by means of
(2.6)
where is the Lorentz deflection in x-direction, e is the electric charge of an electron,
X is the wavelength of the electrons, h is Planck’s constant and By(x,z) is the y-component 
of magnetic induction at a point (x,z). For a magnetic film with constant thickness and 
on condition that there is no stray field emanating from the film, eqn. (2 .6 ) becomes
A (2.7)
where B^ is the component of the magnetic induction vertical to the incident electron 
beam.
Figure 2.5 shows a schematic of the beam deflection when electrons pass through a 
magnetic sample with three 180° domains.
Incident electrons
Sample with magnetic 
indention B
Deflected electrons
Figure 2.5
Lorentz deflection - 
classical approach.
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The incident electrons are deflected by an angle Pi due to the Lorentz force and the beam 
consists of convergent and divergent parts at the exit plane of the specimen.
With eqn. (2.6) it is clear, that the resulting Lorentz deflection is an integrative effect 
of the magnetic induction and the conesponding film thickness. This means that P^ not 
only scales with B but also with t,„m- Different results of Lorentz deflection due to different 
samples and magnetic microstructure are illustrated in Fig, 2.6. It should be noted that the 
Lorentz deflection in magnetic material is drawn in linear approximation in the figure 
despite the actual trajectory being circular.
Incident electron Incident electron
ttt
/ <8)■ i\______ I  0
/  i ®
1 O4A 0! ! .
J3l Pl
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.6
Lorentz deflection in (a) a single layer sample, (b) a multilayer system with parallel 
alignment o f M  in successive magnetic layers respectively (c) antiparallel alignment o f 
M  in adjacent magnetic layers. CZl Magnetic material LU non-magnetic material.
Incident electrons are deflected by p^  ^ when passing through magnetic material and 
propagate without any further deflection (dashed aiTows) while passing through non­
magnetic material or free space. Therefore of a multi-layer with ferromagnetic (FM) 
alignment of the magnetic layers is the same as for a single layer of the same magnetic 
material if the thickness of is identical for both cases. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.6 
where the magnetic induction of the material is the same in the single layer (Fig. 2.6(a)) as 
in all magnetic layers of the multi-layer system (Fig. 2.6(b)). After identical distances 
(total thickness of multi-layer = thickness of single layer + distance through free space 
equal to thickness of non-magnetic material) the Lorentz deflection is identical for both
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cases. The resulting is however markedly reduced in the case of antiparallel alignment 
of the magnetisation in successive magnetic layers (i.e. antifeiTomagnetic (AF) coupling. 
Fig. 2.6(c)). In the case of perfect AF alignment and an even number of magnetic layers, 
the resulting Lorentz deflection s  0.
It should be noted that the deflection angle after passing through a soft magnetic thin 
film sample is very small (in the range 10'^ -  10'^ rad). This is the reason why no contrast 
variation due to magnetic structure is detectable in the micrograph when the sample is 
imaged in focus. Examples of magnetic imaging techniques due to Lorentz deflection in a 
TEM are described in section 2.3.2.
Aharonov and Bohm theory - quantum mechanical approach
In order to inteipret TEM images correctly one needs to take into account the 
interactions between the beam electrons and the sample as well as the effects of the 
imaging system. In the following section a quantum mechanical approach will be used to 
explain the image formation in a TEM considering the wave properties of electrons. With 
respect to the effect on an incident normalised plane electron wave a specimen is 
characterised as an amplitude and/or a phase object. Pure amplitude objects merely alter 
the amplitude of the wave function whereas pure phase objects solely change the phase. 
The general description of the normalised wave function of the electron is
(2.8)
where k is the wave vector, r is the spatial vector, co is the angular frequency and t is 
time. The modulation which a wave suffers by passing through a specimen can be
described by means of a 2-dimensional transmission function q (x,y)  (Cowley, 1981).
The wave vector k is orthogonal to the x-y-plane of the sample and the transmission 
function is given by
q {x,y) = e ' (2.9)
where (j) (x,y) describes the local phase shift, p  (x,y)  is the local absorption coefficient 
and f, is the thickness of the sample. The local absorption fx (Y,y) results in a change
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of the amplitude of whilst the local phase shift ^ {x,y} has the effect of a phase 
modulation. The exit wave of the electrons after passing through the sample is given 
by
(^) ■
_  ^  i  ( k r - ü x + p ( x , y ) )  -  t ,
If the imaging system transfening this exit wave in the image plane would be perfect, 
the detectable intensity I  {x, y) would be
I (x,y) = (2 .11)
and variations of intensity (^contrast) would only arise due to changes in the local 
absorption. As the absorption of specimens which are suitable for TEM is in most cases 
very low (very thin samples) and the fluctuation of the absoiption within small sample 
areas is also negligible, most thin film samples can in good approximation be regarded as 
pure phase objects. The resulting transmission function is therefore given by
q (x,y)  = . (2 .1 2 )
Aharonov and Bohm described in 1959 the quantum mechanical interaction between 
the beam electrons and a magnetic specimen: Electrons with the same start and end points 
which travel along different paths of equal length suffer a phase difference (p which is 
proportional to the magnetic flux 0  enclosed by the two paths (Fig. 2.7).
Source * (Vi ^  à Observation
Figure 2,7
Two electron paths o f equal length enclosing the magnetic flux  0  (Aharonov Bohm effect).
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This phase difference is given by
n
In the case of a plane incident wave on a magnetic thin film sample (as illustrated in 
Figs. 2.5 and 2.6) the phase shift between two points xj m d x 2 is
(j) (Ax) = ^ \ b , ( x )  d x .  (2.14)
It should be noted that this phase shift is very small, usually too small to generate 
contrast in the image. This problem can, however, be overcome by an ‘additional’ phase 
shift. This additional phase shift is realised simply by defocusing the image forming lens as 
illustrated in Fig. 2.8.
2.3.2 C o n v e n t io n a l  T r a n s m is s io n  E l e c t r o n  M ic r o s c o p y  M o d e s  - CTEM
Three magnetic imaging modes of conventional transmission microscopy were applied 
in the course of this work. These were the so-called Fresnel and Foucault modes as well as 
low angle diffraction (LAD). A brief description of these techniques is given in the 
following sections. For further information see Chapman (1984) and Reimer (1997).
Fresnel Mode
The Fresnel mode of Lorentz microscopy is an out of focus imaging technique which 
shows domain wall locations as either black or white lines (wall contrast) within a grey 
background. Considering 180° domains as in Pig. 2.8(a) the magnetisation in such domains 
leads to a deflection of the electron beam either in positive or negative x-direction. This 
results in regions where the transmitted electron beam is either convergent or divergent at a 
certain distance below the specimen plane. Imaging such a plane by means of defocusing 
the image forming lens as appropriate i+Af), the locations of domain walls are visible as 
black and white lines within a grey background. If the electron beam is of sufficient 
coherence, interference effects will occur (Fig. 2.8(b)). Magnetic and electrostatic contrast 
in a Fresnel image is reversed when the virtual image {-Af) is viewed whilst absoiption
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contrast is the same in over- and undeifocus. Magnetisation ripple also gives rise to 
contrast (fainter than wall contrast) in Fresnel images. As this ripple contrast is directional 
(i.e. orthogonal to the mean direction of magnetisation) it is possible to deduce the average 
direction of magnetisation from such image areas therefore allowing a qualitative 
assessment of domain structures.
Intensity
Incident electrons
Sample with magnetic 
induction B
Deflected electrons
i  Intensity
Vhtual image 
Af
Image
Sample with magnetic.jy^c, 
induction B
i  Intensity
11 n n
(a) (b)
Figure 2.8
Fresnel imaging.
(a) Classical, (b) quantum mechanical approach. Af: Defocus.
The principal advantages of the Fresnel mode are the ease with which it can be 
implemented, the high contrast which can arise at domain walls and the option of real time 
image recording. Therefore Fresnel imaging is very well suited for (qualitative) 
observation of dynamic processes. The main disadvantage is that it is an out of focus 
technique with the drawback of poor resolution and difficulties in relating magnetic 
structure with topographical contrast. As the transfer function is non-linear it is also 
difficult to deduce quantitative information from Fresnel images.
Foucault Mode
Another magnetic imaging technique is the Foucault mode of Lorentz microscopy. In 
contrast to Fresnel imaging the Foucault mode is an in focus technique and the classical
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theory of image formation is illustrated in the schematic in Fig. 2.9. The main principle of 
image formation in the Foucault mode is the fact that electrons passing through a certain 
domain (with -constant B) are deflected by the same angle. Therefore all these electrons as 
well as electrons passing through domains with identical direction of magnetic induction 
are focused in the same point in the back focal plane of the image foiming lens. Insertion 
of the objective aperture, which is situated near the back focal plane, in such a way to mask 
certain spots results in zero intensity for corresponding domains in the image (i.e. black 
areas).
Sample with magnetic 
induction B
Objective lens
Objective aperture Back focal plane
Image
i  Intensity
Figure 2,9
Schematic o f Foucault mode, classical approach.
Foucault imaging gives rise to domain contrast and domains with magnetisation in 
opposite directions show up in the image as black respectively white areas on suitable 
imaging conditions. Intermediate grey levels belong to domains with magnetisation 
directions between these antiparallel directions. The positioning of the objective aperture 
can be set in order to ‘map’ in different directions and it is standard to always collect at 
least a pair of images, which have orthogonal mapping directions. Although this technique 
is relatively simple to implement and does not suffer from the same poor resolution which 
limits Fresnel imaging, the intensity variations which can be brought about by small 
movements in the positioning of the objective aperture make it ill-suited for quantitative 
studies. A further problem is that real time observations of dynamic processes can only be 
made for one mapping direction at a time.
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Low Angle Diffraction
As discussed in the previous section with respect to Foucault imaging, all electrons 
passing through a given domain are deflected by the same angle and thus are imaged in the 
same point near the back focal plane of the image forming lens. In the mode of low angle 
diffraction (LAD) the configuration of the post-specimen lenses are changed so that this 
plane is projected onto the viewing screen. This is of interest for magnetic studies when the 
central spot, which is unscattered by the crystal lattice, is considered. In a sample which 
contains several domains the central unscattered spot is split into several sub-spots. Each 
of these sub-spots coiTesponds to a different direction of magnetic induction in the sample. 
The intensity of the spots is indicative of the relative fractions of induction in the sample, 
which have a direction which lie perpendicular to a line which joins the spot with the 
position of an undeflected beam (Fig. 2.10).
Central 
undeflected spot
V Direction of M 
Magnetic spot
Figure 2,10
Schematic illustration o f a low angle diffraction (LAD) pattern.
The difference between ‘standard’ and low angle diffraction is the option to choose 
very high camera lengths in LAD. For this work a camera length of 170m was set in the 
experiments with Co/Cu multilayers (section 8 .5.3.2). Such quite enormous values are 
necessary in order to clearly image different spots instead of a conglomeration of hardly 
discernible spots due to the small Lorentz deflection angles (in the range ICf* - 1 0   ^rad 
compared to typical Bragg deflection angles which are of the order of =10^ rad). As only 
one image is necessary to ‘image’ the distribution of magnetisation directions of a sample 
within the field of view, real time observations of dynamic processes are possible. If the 
sample thickness is known quantitative conclusions can be drawn by means of eqn. (2.7) 
about the magnetic induction within the sample.
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2.3.3 S c a n n in g  T r a n s m is s io n  E l e c t r o n  M ic r o sc o p y  M o d e s  - STEM
The reciprocity theorem was discussed first by Helmholtz (1860) in light optics. In 
geometrical optics it is known as the reciprocity of ray diagrams. In wave optics, however, 
it also implies that the excitation of a wave at a point P by a wave from a source Q is the 
same as that detected at Q with the source P (Fig. 2.11), (Cowley, 1969, I98I), (Reimer, 
1997). Therefore the ray diagram of STEM is the reciprocal of TEM.
Q Q
Source
TEM
I
Objective
aperture
Image 
Figure 2.11
Illustration o f the theorem o f reciprocity.
Specimen
Objective lens
PP
Detector
Detector
aperture
STEM
t
Aperture 
Scan coils
Source
Due to this theorem of reciprocity any imaging mode which can be performed on a 
CTEM can also be implemented on a Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope 
(STEM). Although it is often simpler to implement many of the standard magnetic imaging 
modes on a CTEM, the versatility of a STEM often allows modes which would be 
otherwise impractical. One of these is differential phase contrast (DPC). This technique, 
which was first suggested by Dekkers et al (1974) and further developed by Rose (1977), 
requires a configured detector split into quadrants and contrast is generated by taking the 
difference signal from opposite segments. The technique has been developed for studying 
magnetic materials predominantly by Chapman et al (1983), at the University of Glasgow.
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Image Formation
Image formation in a STEM differs markedly from that in a CTEM. In the former 
instrument a small, often coherent, probe of electrons is scanned in a regular raster across 
the specimen and some portion of the scattered or unscattered beam is detected (Fig. 2.12). 
In contrast to a CTEM the detected signal is collected sequentially and a digital image is 
constructed. The physical size of each sample point is usually defined by the probe size.
 Sâ U
Probe forming 
aperture
Scan coils
n Ki ~ l Specimen
Descan coils
Post specimen 
lenses
DPC detector
Figure 2.12
Schematic o f DPC imaging mode in 
a STEM.
a: Probe angle, Lorentz 
deflection angle.
In the scanning mode of the Philips CM20 PEG, which was used exclusively for the 
acquisition of so-called (M)DPC images (next section) in this work, the illumination of the 
specimen is controlled by the two condenser lenses and depending on whether a field free 
specimen area is required, either the objective or upper Lorentz lens (Fig. 2.1). Although 
the upper Lorentz lens is the final pre-specimen lens and demagnifies the source onto the 
specimen it is not this lens which is varied to focus the probe. The reason for this is that 
focusing a lens (i.e. changing the excitation cunent of the lens) gives rise to thermal 
changes in the lens core which in turn results in a thennal drift. Since the upper Lorentz 
lens is situated immediately above the specimen even small theraial changes in the lens 
characteristic could result in notable blurring of the final image due to thermal drift. To 
limit this problem the upper Lorentz lens is set to a pre-determined value and in STEM it is 
the second condenser lens, which is considerably further away from the sample area, which 
is varied in order to focus the probe onto the specimen. The electron beam is rastered over 
the scan area by the scan coils and after passing through the sample descan coils
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compensate for the raster motion (Figs. 2.1, 2.12) so that in the absence of a specimen 
there is no lateral beam movement. The beam is then finally projected onto the detector, 
which is situated in the far field with respect to the specimen.
Although this classical approach explains the image formation in scanning mode, a 
more rigorous quantum mechanical approach as given by Chapman (1984) is often 
required to explain the finer issues or to interpret images.
Modified Differential Phase Contrast Imaging - MDPC
The detector which is fitted to the CM20 is a sensitive eight segment photodiode 
(Oxford Instruments) and is shown schematically in Fig. 2.13(b). This detector geometry 
allows the option of implementing Modified DPC (MDPC) which is discussed in the next 
section. Firstly, however, a general discussion of standard DPC is given.
DPC
Standard DPC requires only a four segment detector (Fig. 2.13(a)) and allows two 
orthogonal maps of magnetic induction to be collected simultaneously. Each segment is a 
p-n junction in silicon separated by inactive strips « 2 0 0 pm wide.
line Q line P
/  ^  y X B \
f
\  D C /
W (b)
Figure 2,13
Schematic o f detector geometry, (a) Four segment detector with probe location (DPC).
(b) Eight segment detector with probe location (DPC and MDPC); ka: Maximum spatial 
frequency in the probe, ki.' largest spatial frequency component falling on inner segments.
For alignment purposes the post-specimen lenses (Figs. 2.1, 2.12) are used to centre 
the electron beam on the detector in the absence of a specimen. Therefore equal amounts 
of electrons are falling on each of the segments and the difference signals, A-C and D-B,
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are zero. If however a magnetic specimen is present, the beam is deflected by the Lorentz 
deflection angle p i  (Fig. 2.12) and the signals on each segment are no longer equal. 
Provided that the deflection is small compared to the probe angle, then the difference 
signal of A-C is proportional to the component of in-plane magnetic induction which lies 
along line P in Fig. 2.13(a). Similarly the D-B signal is proportional to the component of 
magnetic induction along line Q (Fig. 2.13(a)). The two difference signals provide maps of 
orthogonal components of magnetic induction, i.e. a complete quantitative description of 
the in-plane magnetic induction.
MDPC
A serious problem in deteimining the magnetic microstructure by means of any mode 
of Lorentz microscopy is due to contributions of contrast of non-magnetic origin such as 
surface topography or from the crystallites which make up a polycrystalline thin film. In 
this case the expression for the phase gradient of the specimen must also consider the 
changes of the inner potential at crystallite boundaries as it can conceal the magnetic 
structure (Chapman et al, 1992). The spatial frequencies of the crystallites contributing to 
the image signal are generally much higher than those containing most of the magnetic 
inforaiation and this can be exploited to substantially alleviate the problem.
The solution adopted in modified differential phase contrast (MDPC) imaging 
involves replacing the four channel detector by an eight channel device as shown in 
Fig. 2.13(b). The images formed by taking the differences of cuiTents falling on the outer 
detector segments (i.e. A-C  and B-D) are refeiTed to as MDPC images. Standard DPC 
images can also be obtained with the MDPC detector using the signal combinations (AwE)- 
(G+Cj and (D-\-H)-(B-^F). When imaging is intended with the eight segment detector, the 
excitation of the post specimen lens has to be adjusted in such a manner that the radius of 
the bright field disc is slightly larger than the radius of the inner annular detector 
(Fig, 2.13(b)). Thus the earlier mentioned problem that the spatial frequencies originating 
from crystallite boundaries can swamp the magnetic signal can be overcome: Adjusting the 
probe size in a way that k/ka >0.8 (Fig. 2.13(b)) leads to considerable damping of the 
phase gradient transfer function for high spatial frequencies and is therefore beneficial for 
the imaging conditions of magnetic structures (Chapman et al, 1991). Another advantage 
of the MDPC imaging mode is that through the removal of the contribution of the inner 
detector the signal-to-noise-ratio at low spatial frequencies is enhanced (Chapman et al,
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1990). Thus, using the modified detector geometry results in considerable enhancement of 
the magnetic information of a sample whilst the unwanted contribution of the crystallite 
boundaries is markedly reduced.
2.4 O b se r v a t io n  o f  M a g n e t ic  D o m a in s
U t i l i s i n g  t h e  M a g n e t o - o p t i c a l  K e r r  E f f e c t  (MOKE)
Two techniques of light microscopy are based on Faraday and Kerr magneto-optic 
(MO) effects (Chikazumi, 1964), (Hubert et al, 1998). Whilst the Kerr effect may be 
utilised on any metallic or otherwise light absorbing magnetic material with sufficiently 
smooth surface, the Faraday effect is restricted to transparent media. In both cases the 
rotation of the polarisation of plane polarised light upon interaction with the specimen is 
detected. Measurements based on the magneto-optical Kerr effect were carried out on 
Co/Cu multi-layers at the University of Leeds and some principles of the Kerr rotation are 
discussed next.
Magneto-optical Rotation
The rotation of the plane of polarisation of light can be explained in terms of the 
Lorentz force acting on light-excited electrons. Depending on the orientation of the 
polarisation plane of the incident light as well as the plane of incidence four cases of 
magneto-optical Kerr and Faraday effects are known. There are two geometries for the 
longitudinal effects (Figs. 2.14(a), (b)), a polar configuration (Fig. 2 .14(c)) and the 
transversal arrangement (Fig. 2.14(d)). Generally the magneto-optical amplitudes can be 
understood as generated by the Lorentz motion v .^
For the longitudinal effects, the magnetisation direction is parallel to the plane of 
incidence and parallel to the specimen surface. The light beam needs to be inclined relative J
to the surface and the effect scales with sin î9q . In the case of perpendicular polarisation 
(with respect to the plane of incidence) as well as in the case of parallel polarisation, 
magneto-optical rotation is the result for the Kerr effect as well as for the Faraday effect.
The sense of rotation is however opposite in the two cases (Figs. 2.14(a), (b)). For = 0, 
the Lorentz force either vanishes (longitudinal case) or points along the beam 
(perpendicular case). Thus no detectable radiation is generated. i
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In the case of the polar effects (Fig. 2.14(c)) the magnetisation is pointing normal to 
the sample surface and the effect is strongest for perpendicular incidence ( = 0 ). It
should be noted, that the polar effects are largely independent of the direction of 
polarisation E.
E
+  V iM
E R n
R,
/ M
(b) (c)
E
----
(d)(a)
Figure 2,14
Magneto-optical Kerr and Faraday effect.
(a) Longitudinal 1, (b) longitudinal //, (c) polar, (d) transversal.
Ûq: angle o f incident light, E: direction o f polarisation o f light, M: magnetisation 
direction, R^: regularly reflected electric field  amplitude, Rk, Rf- magneto-optical 
amplitudes, vi: Lorentz motion
For transverse orientation (Fig. 2.14(d)) where the magnetisation direction is 
perpendicular to the plane of incidence, no magneto-optical effect occurs in transmission. 
In reflection, however, a Ken’ amplitude is generated for light of parallel polarisation since 
the reflected beam has a different direction. The effect scales again with sin Ûq and the 
polarisation is constant. The result is therefore a variation of the amplitude of the light 
which can be measured, but in tei*ms of imaging of the domain structure the transverse 
effect is not very useful as it produces only little contrast. In order to generate a ‘visible’ 
rotation, the polarisation of the incident beam is chosen between the parallel and 
perpendicular orientation. Thus the perpendicular component is constant whilst the parallel 
component suffers an amplitude modulation with the result of a detectable polarisation 
rotation.
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Kerr Microscopy
In a Kerr microscope the light passes first through a polariser, setting the polarisation 
angle and is then reflected from the sample experiencing regular amplitude reflection Rn as 
well as Kerr amplitudes Rk according to the respective geometry (Fig. 2.14). Finally the 
light passes through an analyser leading to the total signal amplitude relative to the 
incident amplitude before the image is magnified. For two domains with opposite direction 
of magnetisation, the KeiT amplitudes only differ in sign. Aligning the analyser as 
appropriate, domain contrast becomes visible (Hubert et al, 1998).
The advantages of both Faraday and Ken' microscopy are that they are linear 
techniques and that in-situ magnetising experiments with large fields can be carried out 
(RUhrig et al 1990), (Rave et al 1990), (Hubert et al 1998). Furthermore large areas can be 
observed and microscopic information can be imaged on the order of 150nm (Dahlberg et 
al, 1999). Magneto-optical techniques are well suited for observations of domains which 
are larger than Ipm.
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Ch a p t e r  3:
P r e p a r a t io n  o f  P a t t e r n e d  T h in  F il m s  - S m a l l  M a g n e t ic  E l e m e n t s
3.1 In t r o d u c t io n
This chapter deals with the procedures involved to prepare patterned thin film 
elements and a summary of first results of test patterns. An overview of the fabrication 
processes is given in sections 3.2-3.4, different types of edge structures of thin film 
elements are described in section 3.5 and the findings for the test patterns ai’e discussed in 
section 3.6.
The in-plane dimensions of the small magnetic elements studied here lie in the micron 
and sub-micron range and are similar in size to state-of-the-art magnetic sensors (de Boeck 
et al, 1999), (Tondra et al, 1998), (Read-Rite, 1999), (IBM, 1999). Electron beam 
lithography in combination with lift off techniques was applied to create the patterned thin 
film elements. As the aim of this work is to assess the influence of structuring the edges of 
such elements, three different edge structure types were designed which were called types 
A, B and C (section 3.5). Detailed descriptions of the created test patterns are given in 
section 3.6.1. The physical microstructure of the elements, with emphasis on the quality of 
pattern transfer, is discussed in section 3.6.2 and the micromagnetic configurations of some 
elements are presented in section 3.6.3. It should be noted that no magnetising experiments 
have been earned out with the test patterns, only the as-grown and ac-demagnetised states 
have been investigated.
The film thickness of the samples studied in this work lies in the range 20-35nm which 
is suitable for TEM investigations. However electron transparent substrates were needed to 
investigate the small magnetic elements by means of TEM and this was realised by using 
Si3N4 window substrates instead of standard silicon wafers. The fabrication of such Si3N4 
membranes was the starting point in sample preparation and is described in the following 
section.
3.2  F a b r ic a t io n  o f  S 13N 4  M e m b r a n e s
The Si3N4 membranes were fabricated at the University of Glasgow with the 
membrane production being the first stage of sample preparation (Riihrig et al, 1996),
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(Khamsehpour et al, 1996). The starting substrate was a 3" (100) silicon wafer of a 
thickness ~400p,m covered with amorphous silicon nitride layers of approximately 50nm 
on both surfaces. The thin films of SisN^ were deposited by low pressure chemical vapour 
deposition (CVD) at the Edinburgh Microfabrication Facility (University of Edinburgh). 
The silicon nitride was deposited at 900°C in a tube furnace, introducing Dichlorosilane 
(SiCl2H2) and Ammonia gas (NH3) at a reduced pressure of 250mToiT in a volume ratio 
1:4 to ensure complete reaction of SiCl2H2 (Gundlach, 1999) The silicon wafers were 
obtained from commercial suppliers. The silicon was grown by means of the Czochralski 
technique in which polycrystalline silicon is melted in a heated crucible. After the desired 
initial temperature is reached, crystal growth is initiated by dipping a seed crystal in the 
melt and a cylindrical single crystal is then pulled vertically from the melt. The wafers 
were sawn from the cylindrical single crystal parallel to the (1 0 0 ) plane with an accuracy of 
1 ° and the [110] direction of the wafers was marked by flats on the wafer edges. The 
surface roughness of the wafers due to sawing damage was reduced considerably by means 
of chemical etching/grinding of both surfaces. After this general polish one wafer surface 
was polished further applying a chemical/mechanical polishing process using a reactive 
slun'y. Atomic force microscopy measurements, carried out at Edinburgh Mi crofabri cation 
Facility, indicate an average roughness of this smooth and shiny wafer side in the range of 
approximately a few Â. After deposition of the SisN^ layers the difference in roughness of 
both sides is still easy to discern as the smooth side is considerably more reflective. The 
smooth Si3N4 surface is going to form the Si3N4 window substrates and will be referred to 
as the top (sur)face. These Si3N4 coated wafers were the raw material for the membrane 
fabrication process, which is described next.
Firstly both surfaces needed to be protected against damage. As the smooth top surface 
was going to be used as the substrate it was crucial not to damage (e.g. scratch) this surface 
and to maintain its integrity. Therefore the top surface was protected first and for this 
purpose photo resist (Shipley S1818) was spun onto the top side of the wafer with 4000rpm 
for 30s. The resist was then baked for 30min at 90°C. The resulting protective layer of 
resist had a thickness of 1 .8 pm and the same procedure was applied for the bottom surface. 
Then the wafer was scribed in quarters parallel to the [110] direction using a diamond 
stylus. At this stage the actual fabrication of the membranes began and an overview of the 
procedures involved is given in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1(a) illustrates the patterning process of the bottom face of the (quarter) 
wafers. Firstly the quarter wafers were cleaned three times for 2min each in the ultrasonic 
bath using acetone. Then they were rinsed three times also for 2min each in the ultrasonic 
bath firstly using opticlear, secondly acetone, thirdly methanol and finally RO (reverse 
osmosis) water before they were blown dry. After the cleaning process the top side of each 
quarter wafer was again protected with photo resist (Shipley S i 805), which was spun onto 
the substrate with 4000rpm for 30s and baked for 20min at 90°C. Then S i 805 resist was 
also spun with 4000rpm for 30s on the bottom face of the wafer and baked for 30min at 
90°C. The thickness of the 81805 resist layers was 0.5pm and the quarter wafer was at this 
stage ready for the patterning of its bottom face. After aligning the mask BF395-9x9 (short
(a)
Si S Î 3 N 4 Photoresist
] [ After cleaning the wafer and 
protecting the top surface the 
bottom surface is patterned and 
CHF3  etched to expose the Si.
T: Tracks; S: Squares
(b) NaOH etching of Si
(c)
Top surface is patterned and CHF3  
etched to expose the Si.
M: Marker; P: Pyramid trunk
(d)
cleavage groove e-beam marker cleavage groove Membrane substrate finished; prior 
to cleaving
cleavage groove membrane cleavage groove
Figure 3.1
Schematic overview of the steps of Si3 N4  membrane fabrication showing a cross sectional 
view of the wafer.
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for: mask for back face of wafers with 395pm thickness for resulting 9x9mm membrane 
arrays) with the [110] direction of the substrate by means of an UV mask aligner stage, the 
photo resist was exposed with UV light of a mercury lamp for 4s. The resist was sensitive 
to the 394nm wavelength of the mercury lamp. Next the photo resist was developed for 75s 
using Microposit Developer in a 1:1 mixture with RO water and then rinsed in RO water 
and blown dry before the quality of the pattern was checked with a light microscope. Then 
the patterned bottom side was CHF3 etched for 5min using the BP80 REE (reactive ion 
etching) system. This dry etching process removed the Si3N4 from the exposed areas of the 
pattern.
Figure 3.1(b) shows a schematic of the wafer after the next fabrication steps where the 
exposed silicon was wet etched in refluxed boiling sodium hydroxide solution (20% NaOH 
in RO water at 112±I°C) in order to create pyramid trunks at the membrane areas and 
cleavage grooves. The etch rate of this process is 5.5pm min^ for Si [100]. After 45min the 
wet etch was finished by rinsing the quarter wafer in RO water and blowing it dry. Now the 
etch depth needed to be checked using an optical microscope. The height difference from 
the bottom face of the wafer to the top of the pyramid trunk should be 210-240pm at this 
stage. The wafer was then cleaned by rinsing it firstly in opticlear, secondly in acetone, 
thirdly in methanol and finally in RO water. Due to the cleavage grooves the quarter wafers 
were quite fragile and therefore could not be put in the ultrasonic bath.
Next (Fig. 3.1(c)) S I805 was spun on the top side of the wafer with 4000ipm for 30s 
and baked at 90°C for 30min and the top face was patterned with the mask TF395-9x9 
(short for: mask for top face of wafers with 395pm thickness for resulting 9x9mm 
membrane aiTays) using the UV mask aligner stage. The pattern of the mask needed to be 
carefully aligned with the etch pattern of the bottom face of the quarter wafers. For this 
purpose the substrate was not only illuminated with light from above but also with infrared 
light from underneath so that the pattern of the mask and the etched pattern were visible 
simultaneously and it was possible to match up both patterns. After the alignment the 
substrate was exposed with UV light for 4s. Then the resist was developed for 75s in a 1:1 
mixture of Microposit Developer and RO water and the substrate was rinsed in RO water 
and finally blown dry.
Figure 3.1(d) shows a schematic of a finished membrane substrate after the top face of 
the substrate has been dry etched and the quarter wafer was wet etched for a second time.
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Apart from a reduced duration of the wet etch, the same conditions were applied for both 
processes as before. The wet etch was complete when the membranes were clearly visible 
from the front side. At this stage the substrate was very fragile and needed to be handled 
with great care when it was taken out of the NaOH solution and rinsed in RO water. The 
substrate was blown dry very gently in order to avoid breaking the thin Si3N4 windows and 
finally the substrate was cleaved in aiTays of 2x2 membranes which were a sunounded by a 
frame for easier handling. The dimensions of such an airay were 9x9mm^ and a schematic 
is shown in figure 3.2.
Figure 3.3 shows schematics of one SisN4 window substrate. The size of each 
membrane was lOOxlOOpm^, the membrane thickness was about 50nm and it was lying in 
the centre of an 2 x2 mm^ block of silicon covered with silicon nitride on top and bottom.
markers
e-beam markers
membrane
Figure 3.2
Top view o f 2x2 membrane array with markers and surrounding frame, overall size 
9x9 mm^. The markers are fo r  correct loading o f the substrates in the e-beam writer and 
the e-beam markers are used to position the patterns in the centre o f the membranes.
SigN  ^membrane 
;
(a)
SO nm i 
400|4m ^  
50 nm 4
ShN.
lOOgm
 ► 2 mm (h)
Figure 3,3
Silicon nitride membrane; (a) 2x0. mm^ silicon block with membrane in the centre; looking 
at bottom side, (b) Schematic o f a cross section o f a silicon nitride membrane in the 
surrounding silicon block.
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3 .3  S m a l l  M a g n e t ic  E l e m e n t s
In small elements of soft magnetic thin film the dominant energy terms are 
magnetostatic energy which aims to minimise magnetic charge on the surface and 
exchange energy which is minimal for parallel alignment of the magnetic moments. The 
balance between these two energies leads to different domain configurations for different 
shapes of the elements (sections 1.3 and 1.5). Acicular elements are known to support a 
single domain state at remanence and they reverse very quickly ( ‘switch’) at a well defined 
field value. It is also known that the perfection of the edges of such elements is crucial in 
determining their switching field values (Gadbois et al, 1995). Therefore we are interested 
in finding out the effects of deliberately modulated edge structures of acicular elements.
At first, however, test patterns with in-plane dimensions of the elements in the range 
of 0.5-4.0pm and aspect ratios up to //w= 8  (/: length, w: width of the elements) were 
designed. The starting dimensions of the edge features were in the range of 
(!/Sx)500x500nm^ depending on the shape of the structure features (i.e. triangular or 
square). The purpose of these test patterns was to look at the large scale effects first. No 
magnetising experiments were carried out with these samples. Later only acicular elements 
with aspect ratios between 4 and 16 were designed and investigated. Furthermore the 
dimensions of the structure features were scaled down and the period and the height of the 
structure features were varied. In the case of the patterns designed in this work the smallest 
edge structure features were in the range of lOOnm by 50nm (chapters 4-6).
The patterns were designed using a program called WAM, which is short for 
WaveMaker. This program allows the design of highly complex planar structures with a 
finest grid spacing of one nanometer. Detailed descriptions of the patterns created in this 
work are given for the different investigated samples prior to the discussion of the 
experimental results. It is possible to save the WAM files in = \^dxf format (drawing 
exchange format) and open them in AutoCAD (Computer Aided Design) programs which 
are better suited to get high quality hard copies of the designs.
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3 .4  F a b r ic a t io n  o f  P a t t e r n e d  T h in  F il m s
The patterning of the magnetic thin film elements involved several steps which are 
divided in two main parts. The first part is electron beam lithography and the second is 
metal deposition and lift off. Both processes are described in the following sections.
3.4,1 Electron Beam Lithography
Firstly the Si3N4 membrane substrate was cleaned by gently rinsing it with acetone, 
methanol and IPA (isopropyl alcohol) before it was blown dry carefully and then a double 
layer of resist (PMMA: polymethylmethacrylate) was spun on the substrate (Khamsehpour 
et al, 1996). PMMA is a polymer, which is available in various molecular weights. 
Polymer molecules are long chains of carbon atoms with various atoms or molecules at the 
remaining bonds of the carbon atoms. In the case of PMMA the carbon chains are broken 
when exposed with an electron beam. The statistical process of breaking bonds in long 
polymer chains and their random distribution in the solution gives rise to the generic edge 
roughness of electron beam lithography which lies in the range of 5-IOnm (Thoms, 1996).
In the USSL (Ultra Small Structures Lab) at the University of Glasgow two standard 
PMMA brands are currently in use. One is ‘ELY’ from Elvacite and the other is ‘ALD’ 
from Aldrich. They are used in solutions of some percent PMMA in ortho-xylene. The first 
PMMA layer spun on the substrate was 2.5%ALD and the second layer was 2.5% ELY. 
The 2.5%ALD was spun on with 3000ipm for 60s and then baked for Ih at 180°C. After 
letting the sample cool down, 2.5%ELV was spun on with SOOOipm for 60s. The 
temperature for the following bake was also 180°C, but the duration of the bake was 2h for 
this layer of resist. The overall thickness of these two layers of PMMA was 110-150nm 
with the layer thickness of the ALD being 40-50nm and that of the ELY layer 70-100nm. 
The double layer of resist was applied because the two resists have a different sensitivity 
and are therefore damaged to different degrees by the electron beam. This results in an 
undercut profile in the PMMA cross section at the interface of the different resists as 
illustrated in figure 3.4. The reason for applying a double layer of resist was to enhance the 
final lift-off stage of the resulting pattern as the thin film elements are not in contact with 
the PMMA. It should be noted, that electron beam lithography generally results in an 
undercut profile even for single layers of resist which is due to multiple scattering of the
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electrons in solids. This leads to spreading of the beam and therefore the area where the 
PMMA molecules are broken increases with the thickness of the resist and also depending 
on the material and thickness of the substrate (Mackie, 1984), (Reimer, 1997). Very thin 
substrates (as in our case) in combination with thin layers of resist however reduce this 
effect and therefore the depth of the undercut. This is why the option to enhance the quality 
of lift off by means of a double layer of resist was chosen.
H  PMMA (2.5% ELY)
O  PMMA (2.5% ALD)
Si]N4  membrane
Figure 3.4
Schematic of undercut profile in double layer of PMMA. The overall height of PMMA is 
~110-150nm.
The designed patterns were transferred to a Leica-Cambridge beam writer where the 
PMMA was exposed using 100kY electrons with a spot size of 12nm. The exposure dose 
was varied between 1.3xlO^Cm'^ and 1.7xlO^Cm'^ by an increase of 10% from membrane 
to membrane for each 2x2 membrane array. This variation led to a reduction of adverse 
effects of statistical variation of parameters like beam current or changes in the 
mixture/thickness of resist as well as changes of the developing conditions. Furthermore 
different doses can be better suited for different parts of the patterns and therefore by 
changing the dose from one membrane to the other it is more likely to get good results for 
all features on one membrane or the other. The topological alignment marks, created by the 
UY-patteming process described in section 3.2, were used to position the patterns. Finally 
the patterns were developed for 37s in 3:1 IPA-MIBK (methyl isobutyl ketone) solution 
with a temperature of 23°C. The process was completed by rinsing the samples in IPA 
before gently blowing them dry.
The actual writing process is illustrated in figure 3.5. As the patterning is realised by 
sequentially filling in a designed shape with the scanning electron beam, the spot size as 
well as the dose need to be considered carefully. It should be noted, that not all designed 
shapes will be transferred in the same quality as far as edge acuity is concerned. Straight 
edges and step-like features will usually be very true to the actual design. For ellipsoidal or
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wedge structures the pattern transfer will be less perfect. The effect of deterioration of edge 
acuity however is demonstrated exaggeratedly in figure 3.5, as the overlap of the exposed 
areas of adjacent beam positions is not shown in these schematics. A more realistic 
description of the writing process is given in figure 3.6, where this overlap is taken into 
account.
Another limitation in pattern transfer is caused by proximity writing. While this is 
obvious in the case of wedge structures (Fig. 3.5(d)), it also frequently observed in the case 
of step structures such as illustrated in Fig. 3.5(b). The reason for this is that the electron 
beam scans more often in close proximity to the regions marked by the red circles than 
close to other sections of the edge. Therefore the likelihood of unintentionally damaging 
the PMMA is considerably increased in the marked areas and can lead to rounding of the 
comers of step and wedge structures.
(b) (c) (d)(a)
Figure 3.5
Illustration of the patterning process of different shapes by means of an e-beamwriter. 
Patterning (a) a rectangle, (b) a step structure, (c) an ellipse and (d) a wedge structure. 
Red circles indicate regions affected by proximity writing.
Figure 3.6
Detailed schematic of the e-beam writing 
process.
3.4.2 Metal Deposition and Lift Off
Schematics to illustrate the processes of metallization and lift off are given in figure 
3.7. After developing the PMMA, a thin film of magnetic material was thermally 
evaporated onto the patterned resist on the substrate (Fig. 3.7(a)).
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WÊ metal
(a) B  PMMA (2.5% ELY)
H  PMMA (2.5% ALD)
B  Si3N 4  membrane
Figure 3,7
Schematic of the patterning of thin films by means of lift off (a) Metal is deposited on top 
ot the patterned PMMA, (b) Patterned thin film elements after lift off.
This involved placing pieces of metal in a crucible, which was mounted between high 
current terminals in a vacuum evaporating stage with a base pressure in the lO^Pa range. 
Each alloy or metal was evaporated from a separate crucible and the material itself was 
cleaned prior to evaporation. It is crucial that any mixing of different pure metals or alloys 
is avoided. The evaporation process was monitored using a crystal oscillator. The 
frequency change of the crystal due to the change in its overall mass, as metal is also 
deposited on the crystal, has to be calibrated for each material and can then be used as a 
guide for the desired film thickness if  m'^ )^. It should be noted that the film thickness 
generally influences magnetic parameters as e.g. coercivity, domain structures, magnetic 
dispersion and wall type (chapter 1). Therefore the aim was to avoid considerable 
variations of the film thickness between different samples. The heating, as well as the 
shutter, was controlled by hand. The shutter was placed between the crucible and the 
substrate and was opened when a reasonable evaporation rate was reached. It was shut 
when the crystal oscillator reading reached the desired value. The fact that the controls 
were not only done by hand but were also dependent on the subjective interpretation of the 
operator of e.g. reasonable evaporation rate indicates that the deposition parameters could 
vary for each evaporation process. It is known that different grain sizes of films and stress 
influence the magnetic parameters (Hubert et al, 1998), (Akhter et al, 1998) and the film 
parameters depend on growth conditions like vacuum and substrate temperature. While the 
base pressure was kept as constant as possible, there were certainly changes in deposition 
time from one run to the next which altered the substrate temperature. However, in the case 
of small magnetic elements the magnetic properties are much more determined by the 
element shape than by the intrinsic properties of the material (Hubert et al, 1998).
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Therefore the variations due to the deposition process are not expected to perturb the 
results to an unacceptable extent.
By applying standard lift off techniques the unexposed resist was dissolved by simply 
putting the samples in acetone and the metal on top of the resist was removed with the 
resist (Fig. 3.7(b)). The result was a pattern of small elements of metal on top of the 
membrane, which matched the design. The film thickness of the investigated elements was 
in the range of 20-35nm and we used mainly permalloy, a NiFe alloy of the composition 
Ni=80at%Fe=20at% for our studies. Permalloy is widely used in the magnetic data storage 
industry and also for other applications in sensors. This dominance is due to the fact that 
pennalloy not only displays negligible magnetostriction but its magneto-crystalline 
anisotropy is very small and therefore bulk pennalloy is isotropic with no preferred 
magnetic axis (files, 1991), (Mallinson, 1996).
After lift off the film thickness was deteraiined accurately for each pattern using a 
Dektak surface profiler. As the patterns consisted of completely isolated metal elements on 
an insulating SiaN4 membrane, the substrates needed to be coated with carbon as a 
conductive overlayer in order to avoid charging of the sample in the microscope. At this 
stage the patterns were ready for TEM investigation (Riihrig et al, 1996), (Khamsehpour et 
al, 1996).
3,5 S t r u c t u r e d  E d g e s  o f  S m a l l  M a g n e t ic  E l e m e n t s
Three different types of edge structure were designed for this project. Examples of 
elements with structured edges in the test patterns are shown in figure 3.8. The structure 
types were called A, B and C and they were realised by periodic repeat structures of (a) 
isosceles and (b) right-angled triangles and (c) rectangles. The in-plane dimensions w and I 
of the elements were in the range of 0.5-4.0p,m and the elements had aspect ratios of 
//vi;=l-8 . The dimensions of the edge features were in the range of (16x)500x500nm^ and 
neither the period nor the height of the structures was varied in the case of the test patterns.
As the requirements of the fabrication process and magnetic imaging techniques were 
met by the test patterns (sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3) the parameters of the edge structure 
features could be scaled down at a later stage. Our research was focused on double pointed 
acicular elements with aspect ratios in the range of 4-16. Schematics of the designs of such 
elements are given in figure 3.9. In order to achieve a detailed understanding of the effects
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caused by structuring the edges different types of edge structure were investigated with 
variation of period and height of the features (chapters 4-6). Standard elements with 
straight edges have been fabricated and studied for comparison (Fig. 3.9(d)).
p=0.5pm p=0.5pna p= 1.0pm
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(a)
/i=0.5pm
(b) (c)
Figure 3.8
Schematic o f elements o f test patterns. Rectangular elements with width w and length I in 
the range of0.5-4.0jum and (a) edge structure type A on one edge (b) edge structure type B 
on two edges (c) edge structure type C on three edges. Neither p nor h was varied in the 
test patterns.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d) < w >
Figure 3.9
Schematic o f double pointed acicular small magnetic 
elements with (a) edge structure type A, (b) edge 
structure type B, (c) edge structure type C.
The period p is varied form the length I down to 
0.1 jum fo r  types A and B and 0.2 jum fo r  type C. The 
height h is constant fo r  this set with 0.1 jum.
(d) Standard element with straight edges, parameters 
width w (0.25 and 0.5jum) and length I (2.0 and 
4.0jum) o f base rectangle as indicated.
3.6  T e st  P a t t e r n s  - P h y sic a l  a n d  M a g n e t ic  M ic r o st r u c t u r e
The test patterns were designed in order to evaluate the fabrication and imaging 
conditions and to try out different types of edge structure. No magnetising experiments 
were carried out with these samples, only their as-grown and ac-demagnetised states were 
investigated. In these test patterns the size of the designed edge structure was
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approximately the high resolution limit of photo lithography, the most common 
commercial patterning technique.
3.6.1 D e s c r ip t io n  o f  P a t t e r n s
Three patterns have been designed with different edge structure types A, B and C as 
described in section 3.5. Figure 3.10 shows the design of one of these test patterns where 
elements with all three structure types were on a single membrane.
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Fig, 3.10
Design o f one o f the test patterns; all three structure types on one membrane, permutations 
o f numbers o f edges structured.
For this pattern the numbers of edges structured were 1, 2 and 4 with 1 or 2 long edges 
being structured in this case. The height of the structure features was constant with 
/î=0.5pra for all types, the period of the triangular shapes was also pA,a=0.5pm, whereas the
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period of the squares was pc=LOpm. On each membrane were nine arrays of 30 rectangles 
with varying side lengths of 4, 3, 2, 1 and 0.5pm. Each single array was a permutation of 
the number of structured edges. In another test pattern 1, 2 and 3 (short) edges were 
structured and in a different set of test patterns the edge structure type was not varied, but 
instead eight arrays of 30 rectangles with all possible permutations of 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4 
structured edges were on a single membrane.
3.6 .2  P h y sic a l  M ic r o st r u c t u r e
The physical microstructure of the patterned thin film elements was revealed by means 
of bright field imaging. Figure 3.11 shows examples of bright field images of different 
samples.
m
Fig. 3.11
Bright field images of patterned elements of NiFe film.
Two samples with a thickness of22±2nm, one sample (a), (b) has a much finer grain 
structure than the other one (c). (a) Central and (b) edge area (structure type C) of 
patterned elements, (c) Edge structure type A of an element of another sample.
Figures 3.11 (a) and (b) are images of a sample of the first set. The NiFe film was 
micropolycrystalline as expected and it had a very fine granular structure with an average 
grain size of <10nm. The edge acuity was very high as can be seen in figure 3.11 (b) and
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was of the order of the expected generic edge roughness of 5-lOnm due to the PMMA 
(section 3.4.1). Figure 3.11 (c) shows an example of a pattern of the second set of test 
patterns. The films of the second set were of the same film thickness and they were also 
micropolycrystalline, but displayed a much coarser grain structure than the samples of the 
first set and had a larger average grain size in the range 10-15nm. This variation of the 
grain size is almost certainly due to the uncontrollable changes of the deposition process as 
described earlier (section 3.4.2). It should be noted that the increase of the average grain 
size did not result in a considerable deterioration of the edge acuity. Lift off was of good 
quality for both sets of test samples with all excess metal having been removed, however 
there was a layer of PMMA remaining in some areas.
Figure 3.12 shows a set of lower magnification bright field images of the sample also 
displayed in figures 3.11 (a) and (b).
500nm 5(X)nm 500nm
Fig. 3.12
Bright field images of small magnetic elements with edge structure type A (a), B (b) and 
C (c); material NiFe alloy; film thickness 22±2nm.
Figure 3.12 is an overview of elements with all four edges structured and an example 
is given for each structure type. The pattern transfer was of high quality and the two 
triangular structure types are easy to distinguish. In the case of the triangular edge
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structures the central area of the elements was slightly broadened. This is an artefact of the 
writing process as discussed in section 3.4.1 (Fig. 3.5).
3.6 .3  A s -g r o w n  a n d  A c-d e m a g n e t is e d  S t a t e
Imaging of the magnetic microstructure of the as-grown and ac-demagnetised states of 
the samples was realised by means of Lorentz microscopy. The main two imaging modes, 
which were applied in this work to small magnetic elements are Fresnel and Foucault 
imaging (section 2.3.2). In general the domain configurations of the elements in their as- 
grown state were very similai' to those after the samples had been ac-demagnetised. 
However, as expected, the elements often showed even more symmetric domain 
configurations after demagnetising, as demagnetisation results in a low energy state of a 
sample, especially the magnetostatic energy component. As the as-grown state is a unique 
state and because there was very little difference between the as-grown and the ac- 
demagnetised states, the main focus of this work will lie on the demagnetised state of the 
samples.
Figure 3.13 shows a Fresnel image of an aiTay of rectangles of an ac-demagnetised test 
sample. The locations of domain walls were clearly visible as black and white lines within 
the unifoim grey background of the elements. The domain configurations are highly 
symmetric and in agreement with the work of others (Ziethen et al, 1998), (Swiech et al, 
1997), (Kirk et al, 1997 a), (Hefferman et al, 1995), (McVitie et al, 1988).
The square elements supported highly symmetric flux closure structures with four 
domains of equal size with the four walls being 90° walls of the Neel type. Neel walls with 
opposite polarity (indicated by green and red aiTows in Fig. 3.14) which meet in an element 
with flux closure structure led to the expected formation of a Bloch line at that location 
(solid circle in Fig. 3.14(a), (McVitie et al, 1997). The elements with aspect ratios l<//w<4 
also had very symmetric four-domain structures. The four walls of the triangular end 
domains were 90° walls whereas the wall in the centre of the element was a 180° wall with 
cross ties observed in some cases (Fig. 3.14(b)). It should be noted that at least one Bloch 
line ought to be expected due to the reason given above.
The narrow elements with aspect ratios >4 were clearly unifonnly magnetised in the 
central region of the element but displayed walls at the element ends. Small end domains 
form in order to reduce the magnetostatic energy of such elements (Figs. 3.14(c), (d)). In
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Foucault mode stray fields were visible at the ends of these elements which were similar to 
the field distribution around a bar magnet. This is in agreement with a nearly uniformly 
magnetised state of this kind of element, which is a result of the strong shape anisotropy of 
such an element (Kirk et al, 1997 b). It should be noted though that the end domain 
configurations in Fig. 3.14(c) are vortex structures and therefore Bloch lines form at the 
intersections of the walls. As the illustration was already quite busy the polarities of the 
Neel walls were not given in the schematic.
■
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%
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Figure 3.13
Fresnel image of an array of rectangles 
showing wall contrast; material: NiFe 
alloy, film thickness: 22±2nm.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.14
Schematics of common domain configurations of rectangular elements depending on the 
aspect ratio l/w of the elements; (a) l/w = 1, (b) l/w < 4 , (c) and (d) l/w >4. The direction 
of magnetisation is illustrated by black arrows (shown outside the element for very small 
domains). Green and red arrows indicate opposite polarity ofNéel walls (not in (c) as the 
schematic is too small). The locations of Bloch lines are given by solid circles.
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As the aim of this work is to study the effects of structured edges on the magnetic 
microstructure of small elements, Fig. 3.15 shows the Fresnel images of two arrays of 
elements of ac-demagnetised samples. The first image is of an array of elements with 
structure type A on all four sides (Fig. 3.15(a)) and the second is of an array with structure 
type C on three element sides (Fig. 3.15(b)). The most striking observation was that there 
were many additional walls in all elements which were very localised and clearly 
associated with the structure features whilst in many cases the larger scale structure seen in 
the elements with straight edges was retained. Most of the additional walls originated in the 
comers of structure features, resulting in a predominantly spike like appearance of the 
walls for both triangular edge structure types and flux closure like configurations for 
structure type C.
Figure 3.15
Fresnel images of arrays of patterned elements of nickel-iron alloy with (a) edge structure 
of type A on four sides, (b) edge structure of type C on three sides.
More detailed information was gained from Foucault images at higher magnification 
as shown in figure 3.16. Pairs of Foucault images are displayed for rectangular elements 
with straight edges with /=4 .0 |0,m and w=3.0, 2.0 and 1.0|im (Figs. 3.16(a), (b)) and similar
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elements with structure type A, B and C on all four edges of the elements (Figs. 3.16(c)- 
(h)). The mapping direction for each row is indicated by a double arrow. For the images in 
the top row, with the mapping direction parallel to the element length, it is found that all 
elements have a net magnetisation along the length of the element. This can be deduced as 
the main body of most elements is either black or white. For the narrow two elements with 
straight edges non flux closure structures were observed as a result of their strong shape 
anisotropy and stray fields are clearly visible at the element ends in Figs. 3.16(a), (b).
ie
Figure 3.16
Overview of pairs of Foucault images of small magnetic elements with aspect ratios of 2, 4 
and 8 of the base rectangle. Mapping direction as indicated by double arrows.
(a), (b): Rectangles; (c), (d) Structure type A; (e), (f); type B; (g), (h); type C.
The Foucault images with mapping direction parallel to the element length (top rows 
of Fig. 3.16) for elements with structured edges either showed predominantly black or 
white contrast and therefore their mean direction of magnetisation was parallel to the 
element length. There were however contrast variations visible in the main body of the 
elements which got more pronounced with increase of the element width. Even stronger
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contrast changes were associated with the structure features, which indicated the existence 
of magnetisation components antiparallel to the mean direction of magnetisation within 
these features.
In the set of Foucault images with the mapping direction parallel to the element width 
(bottom rows of Fig. 3.16) the well known domain structures and stray fields for non flux 
closure structures were observed in the case of the elements with straight edges (Kirk et al, 
1997 a), (McVitie et al, 1988). The central parts of the nanow elements with l/w-4  and 8  
did not show any contrast variations and the wider element with //w= 2  displayed the well 
known contrast variation around a cross tie wall (Heffennan et al, 1995), (Chapman et al, 
1991), (Hubert et al, 1998).
In the case of the elements with structured edges the situation changed drastically 
(Figs. 3.16(d), (f), (h)). Strong contrast variations were associated with the structure 
features of all three types indicating abrupt changes of the direction of magnetisation 
parallel to the element width within the features. In the case of the triangular edge 
structures these strong contrast variations also affected the structure in the main body of the 
elements with the two highest aspect ratios (Fig. 3.16(d), (f)). These perturbations were less 
pronounced in the central parts of the wider elements which suggests that the influence of 
all edge structure types is highly localised. This is in agreement with the observations of 
the Fresnel images of such elements (Fig. 3.15).
Schematics of the magnetisation distribution were derived within the elements with 
structured edges. Only the domain configurations within and close to the structure features 
were considered partly for reasons of clarity but also because the effects of the structure 
features on the magnetisation distribution were found to be very localised. Figure 3.17 
shows an overview of such schematics for all three edge structure types. It was found that 
corners of structures were common nucléation sites for walls. This was expected as the 
magnetisation tends to remain parallel to the edges of the elements. The reason for this is 
that magnetostatic energy is minimal for parallel alignment of the magnetisation to the 
edge and therefore this kind of alignment is favourable. Observation of the samples showed 
indeed, that the magnetisation preferably aligned parallel to the nearest edge and parallel to 
the mean direction of magnetisation of the element. Figure 3.17 shows schematics of the 
magnetisation distribution together with an indication of their frequency of occurrence. 
Depending on structure type and number of edges structured between =40 (structure type 
C, only one small edge structured) and M-00 (structure types A and B, all four edges
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structured) structure features were evaluated in a negative. Despite the different magnetic 
configurations observed for the different structure types, certain similarities could be 
detected which led to the classifications given in Fig. 3.17. The most dominant groups 
were the ‘flux closure’ and ‘bisector’ structures. It should be noted, that ‘wall singlet’, ‘end 
domain’ and ‘single domain’ were observed too, but less frequently. The latter two were 
mainly a result of the specific local geometry of certain elements and will therefore not be 
discussed in detail.
flux closure bisector wall singlet end domain single domain
Type
A
=(50% =70%
A
=70%
Type
B
-20% =60% =70%
-10%
V
70%
Type
C
=^0% —30%
-10%
-10%
Figure 3.17
Schematics o f magnetisation distribution within edge structure features o f types A, B and C 
with indication o f their frequency o f occurrence.
The flux closure structures were expected to be the most likely domain configurations 
if the structure features were isolated. The reasons for this are that (i) the lateral dimensions
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of the structure features were too big (>500nm) and (ii) furthermore no shape anisotropy 
ought to be expected as all edge lengths were of similar magnitude and had (iii) significant 
comers so that single domain states could almost certainly be ruled out. This was shown 
experimentally for the case of structure type C, as the smallest elements in the arrays of 
rectangular elements with straight edges were squai'es of the same dimensions, which were 
generally found to support flux closure structure. The reason for this is that flux closure 
configurations result in a minimum state of the total magnetic energy as the balance 
between magnetostatic and exchange energy is best. Therefore it is reasonable to assume 
that isolated triangular elements would support flux closure structures, too (Schneider, 
2000), (Cowburn, 2000). If the features are no longer isolated, but joined to a larger 
element, it should still be possible to form flux closure structures. This was indeed 
observed for all three investigated structure types, with a majority of this domain 
configuration in the case of structure type C. It should be noted that for structure type C 
two kinds of flux closure structures were observed with one of them being much more 
dominant than the other. To form the less common one, an additional wall needed to be 
generated (dashed red line in Fig. 3.17). As this results in a higher energy state this 
configuration is expected to be less common which is in agreement with the observations. 
The walls, which meet in the centre of the features are modified Neel walls which are in 
the case of flux closure structures of different polarisation and therefore Bloch lines are 
expected at the intersections. Due to the geometry of the features the angle of the walls was 
=120° for all three walls in the case of structure type A, in the case of type B two walls had 
an angle of =135° and the third wall was =90° while in the case of structure type C all four 
walls were 90° walls.
The bisector structure was also commonly observed for structure type C, but it was by 
far the most frequent configuration in the case of the triangular structure types A and B. 
This was expected as the magnetisation within the structure features was not only parallel 
to the closest edge (minimum of magnetostatic energy) but also had components parallel to 
the nearest mean direction of magnetisation (reduces exchange energy) and only one wall 
needed to be generated. The bisector wall is a high angle wall from 120°in the case of 
structure type A up to 180° in the case of structure type C. To foiTn the bisector stmcture in 
the case of edge structure type C, two more (90°) walls are needed but no Bloch line is 
generated as the Neel walls are all of the same polarity.
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Wall singlet structures were only observed in the case of the two triangular structure 
types A and B and they were not very common. The reason that these states were quite rare 
is that despite only one wall (>90°) being present, the magnetisation within the structure 
features was almost uniform and therefore generated considerable magnetic charge on the 
edges.
3.7  S u m m a ry
This chapter dealt with the procedures necessary for the fabrication of thin film 
elements suitable for TEM investigation. The preparation of the electron transparent Si]N4 
membrane substrates as well as the fabrication of a set of test patterns of small magnetic 
elements was described in detail before discussing preliminary results of these test samples. 
By means of transmission electron microscopy it was found that the pattern transfer was of 
good quality and that the elements had the common micropolycrystalline structure of 
evaporated NiFe films. Lorentz microscopy was applied successfully for the study of the 
magnetic microstructure of the patterned thin films. The domain configurations of the 
small magnetic elements were investigated in the as-grown and ac-demagnetised states of 
the samples and only very little difference was found between these two states. In general 
the magnetic microstructure could be observed in great detail. Even domains as small as 
=0.05|Ltm^  were clearly visible and qualitative information about the direction of 
magnetisation could easily be deduced. As the preliminary results of the test patterns were 
very encouraging, the fabrication and investigation of acicular elements with smaller edge 
structure features, as described in section 3.5, was the next step.
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C h a p t e r  4;
1ST PATTERN: A c ic u l a r  E l e m e n t s  w it h  S t r u c t u r e d  E d g e s  o f  T y p e s  A , B , C
4.1 In t r o d u c t io n
This chapter focuses on the physical and magnetic microstructure of acicular elements 
and their magnetisation reversal behaviour. The thin film elements were fabricated using a 
combination of e-beam lithography and lift off techniques as described in chapter 3. The 
length of the elements was in the range of 2.5-5.0pm and their width was mainly in the 
sub-micron range. Standard elements with straight edges (Fig. 3.9(d)) were compaied with 
elements with structured edges (Figs. 3.9(a)-(c)). With exception of the control squares all 
elements were double pointed as acicular elements of this kind are known to support single 
domain states with the magnetisation being almost uniformly aligned parallel to the 
element length at remanence (Kirk et al, 1997). Application of an opposite magnetic field 
parallel to the element length results in a very rapid magnetisation reversal (switch) of such 
elements at a well defined coercive field He- The resulting hysteresis loop is squai’e with 
the element width being a crucial parameter for He (Riihrig et al, 1996), (Kirk et al, 1999). 
Two different lengths as well as two widths of elements were investigated in the first 
pattern. Three different types A, B and C of periodic repeat structures were designed and 
the period of the structure features was varied over a wide range. Schematics of the designs 
were given in section 3.5 and a detailed description of the pattern is given in section 4.2.
Transmission electron microscopy was used to investigate the physical and magnetic 
microstructure of the samples. Bright field imaging (Reimer, 1997) revealed the physical 
microstructure and is discussed in section 4.3. Lorentz microscopy (Chapman, 1984), 
(Reimer, 1997), (section 2.3.2) was used to determine the magnetic microstructure of the 
elements and the observations will be presented in sections 4.4 and 4.5. Investigation of the 
elements in their as-grown and ac-demagnetised state was performed on the JEOL 2000 FX 
microscope whereas all in-situ magnetising experiments were carried out on the Philips 
CM20 PEG microscope. It must be remembered that a significant component of field out 
of the sample plane HobjXcosa{Hobf> field of objective lens; cc. tilt angle), is present and the 
effect of the objective lens field in this direction needs to be considered (Chikazumi, 1964), 
(Scheinfein, 1998), (sections 1.3, 1.5, 2.2.5 and 7.4).
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4 .2  D e s c r ip t io n  o f  P a t t e r n
In the case of the first pattern acicular elements with three edge structure types were 
designed on a single membrane. The film material of the sample was a thermally 
evaporated soft magnetic NiFe alloy with a thickness of =33nm.
Figure 4.1 shows the design of the first pattern of acicular elements with and without 
structured edges. The squares were designed for control and alignment purposes. The 
pattern parameters are indicated by the blue letters. Two widths (wy=250nm, W2=500nm) 
and two lengths (/;=2.0|xm, /2=4 .0 pm) were chosen for the base rectangles (section 3.5) of 
the elements. All three structure types described in section 3.5 were in this pattern. The 
pattern was made up of six aiTays of acicular elements. The upper three arrays in Fig. 4.1 
are the wide elements (W2) and the lower three the naiTow elements (wy). The two top rows 
of each aiTay were standard elements for each width value and control squares. The three 
columns shown are elements with edge structure types A, B and C going from left to right. 
The period of the repeat structures was varied from the entire length of the base rectangle 
(2.0|rm or 4.0|rm) down to O.lfxm in the case of the triangular structure types A and B 
respectively 0.2|rm for the rectangular structure type C. The height of the structure features 
was /î=100nm for all types and was not varied in this pattern. Structuring the edges here 
varied the overall width of the elements and as the width is known to be crucial for the 
field value necessary to reverse the magnetisation in acicular elements (Kirk et al, 1999), 
(Rührig et al, 1996), standard elements of four widths have been designed for comparison. 
The widths of the standaid elements were wy=250nm, wy+2/i=450nm, W2=500nm and 
W2+2/y=700nm. The chosen tip ratio of the double pointed elements was t=ltip/wup-l. The 
tips of the standard elements with W ]+ 2 h  and W2+2h of the first pattern however were 
blunter {t-Vz) due to a design error.
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A B C
A
W2 P
Wi
5flm
Figure 4,1
Overview o f first pattern o f acicular elements with all three edge structure types.
Type A in first column, type B in second and type C in third column. Blue letters indicate 
pattern parameters.
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4 .3  P h y s ic a l  M ic r o s t r u c t u r e
An overview of bright field images of different elements of the first pattern of acicular 
elements is given in figure 4.2.
(b) (c) (d) (e) (f)(a)
Figure 4.2
Bright field images of short narrow elements of the first pattern of acicular elements; 
(a), (b) elements with edge structure type A and period p=0.2, 0.1 jam;
(c), (d) type B edge structure with p=0.2, 0.1/mr,
(e), if) typ^ C edge structure with p=0.4, 0.2jum;
(g) standard element.
(g)
The NiFe film displayed the expected polycrystalline microstructure. The grains were 
easily visible and the average grain size was 15-20nm. The pattern transfer was of good 
quality with the different structure types in general easy to distinguish. The only exceptions 
were the two triangular edge structures with the smallest period of 0 . 1  |xm, which looked 
quite similar (Figs. 4.2(b) and (d)). This was due to the fact that not all of the designed 
right angled triangles appeared exactly right angled but often this angle was slightly smaller 
and this deviation from the actual design had a more notable effect for smaller periods. 
Furthermore it should be noted that the height of the structure features decreased by 20- 
30nm for the elements with the smallest period triangular edge structures whereas the
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width of the base rectangle increased by the approximately twice this amount. These were 
artefacts of the writing process as discussed in section 3.4.1.
4.4 A s -g ro w n  a n d  a c - d e m a g n e t is e d  S t a t e
Initially the magnetic microstructure of the small elements was investigated in the as- 
grown state and secondly after the elements were ac-demagnetised. Foucault images were 
taken in the JEOL 2000 FX microscope. The differences between the micromagnetic 
configurations supported by the elements in these states were very small. As the ac- 
demagnetised state is a reproducible state of the sample, this is discussed in detail. For the 
same edge structure the same micromagnetic structures were observed in-espective of 
element length and width over the range of the elements investigated here. Most of the 
standard elements with wi+2h and W2 +2 h displayed end domain structures similar to those 
of the very narrow elements with aspect ratios //w=4 described in section 3.6.3 and the 
short elements (/;) with W2+2h even supported flux closure structures. However as this was 
a result of the design en’or of the tips which were too blunt (/=V5) for these elements, this is 
not discussed further.
As the elements were investigated in the demagnetised state, different directions of net 
magnetisation of the elements ought to be expected and Fig. 4.3 shows that this was the 
case. All standard elements with wj and W2 were clearly observed to support a single 
domain state as shown in the Foucault images Figs. 4.3(a) and (b) for wj. The lack of any 
variation of contrast within the element confirmed uniform magnetisation along its length. 
Additionally the stray field observed outside the element is consistent with such a 
magnetisation state and in agreement with earlier observations (Kirk et al, 1997). While the 
elements with the structured edges retained some similarities to this simple structure, 
distinct differences were noted. In Figs. 4.3(c)-(l) the stray field contrast outside the 
elements has a similai* form to that of the standard element. This indicates that the mean 
direction of magnetisation lay pai’allel to the element length suggesting that the overall 
shape anisotropy was still quite strong in these elements. For elements with structure type 
A only small contrast variations were visible close to the structured edges which became 
more pronounced with decrease of the period as can be seen in Figs. 4.3(f), (h), (j), (1). In 
the case of the smaller periods (0.4-0. lp.m) strong contrast variations were observed close 
to the element ends. Most notably, the elements with p=0.1p.m did not display contrast
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variations close to the structured edges and looked in that respect very similar to the 
standard elements, but they were found to support the domains close to the element ends.
M
(b)
Figure 4,3
Overview of Foucault images of ac-demagnetised elements with edge structure type A of 
different period. Mapping direction indicated by double arrows.
Figure 4.4 shows a compilation of Foucault images of a standard element and elements 
with edge structure type B with different periods. As in the case of structure type A, only 
negligible contrast variations were detected while mapping parallel to the element length. 
Therefore only images with the mapping direction parallel to the element width are shown. 
The contrast variations in the elements with structured edges generally looked very 
reminiscent to those found in elements with structure type A. The mean direction of 
magnetisation was parallel to the element length, too, and the contrast variations were also 
very localised. Apart from the end domain structures, the most pronounced changes in 
contrast occurred at the sites of the most sudden changes of edge direction. Unlike for
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structure type A, no increase of contrast was observed with decrease of the structure period. 
The reason for this was that in the case of structure type B the major changes of the edge 
direction were constant (=90°) and did not depend on the structure period as they did in the 
case of structure type A. The magnetic microstructure of the elements with the smallest 
period of structure B looked very much like that of the elements with the smallest period 
edge structure A. This is a result of the physical similarities of these shapes as discussed 
earlier. It should, however, be noted that there was usually only one end domain observed 
for the elements with 0.5p.m<p<4.0^tm which was due the different end geometry for the 
two ends as indicated in Fig. 4.4(c). The long end geometry was similar to the long period 
type A elements (p>0.5|xm) where no end domains were detected. The short end had 
sections of edge orthogonal to the element length, which generally resulted in notable 
changes in the direction of magnetisation at those locations and even led to the formation 
of these domains close to the element end.
iong^ r
(b) (c) (d) (e) (f)(a)
Figure 4.4
Overview of Foucault images of ac-demagnetised elements with edge structure type B of 
different period. Mapping direction indicated by double arrow.
In the case of structure type C the mean direction of magnetisation was also found to 
be parallel to the element length. The contrast variations, however, were much more 
pronounced than in the elements with the triangular edge structure types and they were not 
restricted to the edge regions. This is an indication that the rectangular structure type had a 
more significant impact on the magnetic microstructure (Fig. 4.5). Even domains with the 
direction of magnetisation antiparallel to the mean direction of magnetisation were
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observed in many structure features for p<1.0|am. These locations are indicated by single 
arrows in Fig. 4.5.
(h) (c) (d) (e) (f)(a)
Figure 4.5
Overview of Foucault images of ac-demagnetised elements with edge structure type C oj 
different period. Mapping direction indicated by double arrow. Single arrows indicate 
domains with magnetisation direction antiparallel to the mean direction of magnetisation.
As Foucault imaging is sensitive to the in-plane components of the magnetic induction 
for an un tilted specimen, schematics can be derived from the Foucault images as shown in 
Fig. 4.6. Despite the mean direction of magnetisation (green arrows in Fig. 4.6) being 
parallel to the element length for all elements, the magnetisation also aligned parallel to the 
local edge in all cases. For structure type A this resulted in small domain wall sections 
appearing at the outer vertices of most elements as shown in Fig. 4.6(b). Exceptions were 
the elements with the longest (p=4.0|xm and 2.0p,m, see Fig. 4.3(c)) and the smallest 
(/7=0.1p,m) structure periods where no such variations were observed.
In the case of structure type B, domain wall sections were associated with the outer 
vertices of the elements, in agreement with the observations made for structure type A. It 
was at these vertices where the most abrupt change of edge direction occurred which 
results in very localised strong contrast variations in the Foucault images as the direction of 
magnetisation changed by =135° for type B (Fig. 4.6(c)). This condition did not change 
with period, which is the reason for the constancy of the contrast variations of the type B 
structure. The only exceptions were the elements with the smallest period where the central 
part looked uniformly magnetised and only end domains were visible.
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(b) (c)(a)
Figure 4.6
Foucault images of elements with corresponding schematics of magnetisation direction in 
central part of the elements (i.e. the three inner pairs of structure features). Dashed lines 
show locations of domain walls, green arrows indicate the mean direction of 
magnetisation of the elements and red ones mark domains with the magnetisation being 
antiparallel to the mean direction of magnetisation. The mapping direction of Foucault 
images is indicated by double arrow.
In the case of edge structure type C the generated wall sections were more pronounced. 
Small reverse domains (indicated by red arrows in Fig. 4.6(d)) associated with each 
structure period were observed and walls ran across the entire width of the elements at the 
widest parts as indicated in Fig. 4.6(d). The domain configurations within such pairs of 
structure features were similar to the flux closure structures observed in larger rectangular 
elements where the magnetisation remained parallel to the edges (Kirk et al, 1997), 
(McVitie et al, 1988) and they were observed in most elements with structure type C: In the 
case of elements with edge structure periods <1.0|xm such domain configurations formed in 
several pairs of structure features.
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Clearly the walls present in Figs. 4.3,4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 arise directly due to the presence 
of the structured edges. Due to the thickness of the film (=33nm) the walls were expected 
to be of the Neel type (Hubert, 1998), (McVitie et al, 1997). It is however evident that the 
nature of these walls must be constricted in some way by the presence of the edge 
modulation. While the Neel walls normally present in pennalloy films have widths of the 
order of hundreds of nanometres, the dimensions of the investigated structure features are 
smaller than that in many cases, but there was often a number of Neel walls present within 
these features.
Another important aspect arises from the consideration of the polarity of the Neel 
walls present in a flux closure like structure, which is illustrated by green and red an*ows in 
Fig. 4.7. The Neel walls on the right hand side clearly possess opposite direction of 
magnetisation (polarity) and it is known that Bloch lines forai where Neel walls with 
opposite polarity meet (McVitie et al, 1997), (Arrott et al, 1979). Therefore Bloch lines 
(solid circle in Fig. 4.7) ought to be expected for each flux closure like domain 
configuration even in the case of very thin films (sections 1.3.5, 1.5). This means, that out 
of plane components of the direction of magnetisation will be present in the case of flux 
closure and flux closure like domain configurations in films which are too thin for the 
generation of Bloch walls.
Figure 4 J
Schematic o f polarity ofNéel walls within a pair o f C type 
structure features. A Bloch line arises (solid circle) where 
Néel walls with opposite polarisation meet.
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4 .5  M a g n e t is in g  E x p e r im e n t s
Magnetising experiments were earned out to study differences in the reversal 
behaviour of the elements. All experiments described here were carried out on the Philips 
CM20 instrument using the Fresnel mode of Lorentz microscopy. The Fresnel mode was 
chosen as it is easier to implement than the Foucault mode and shows simple domain wall 
contrast in a single image in real time and is therefore more suited to dynamic experiments 
than Foucault imaging or DPC mode. After application of a large field (>1000 Oe) along 
their length, a reverse field was applied to the elements. In order to get information on 
reproducibility, the magnetising experiments were repeated several times. An overview of 
some elements in their remanent state (remanent state here means i7,„=0 Oe although 
Ho/y=1200 Oe for all the images discussed in this chapter; section 2.2.5) as well as their 
state prior to switching is given in Fig. 4.8. The magnetic microstructure and reversal 
mechanism of elements with the triangular edge structure types (A and B) are similar for 
elements with the same period. Therefore the main focus of this discussion is on the 
standard elements and elements with edge structure types A and C.
As expected, the standard elements with wj and W2 were single domain at remanence 
(Fig. 4.8(a)) and they were also uniformly magnetised after magnetisation reversal which 
was in agreement with earlier work (Kirk et al, 1997), (Kirk et al, 1999). In contrast to 
earlier observations however was the build up of domain structures near the element ends 
at the two inner comers of the element tips (marked with white arrows in Fig. 4.8(b)). The 
most likely reason for this difference is that the tip ratios of the earlier investigated 
elements were higher than for the elements described here. As illustrated in Fig. 4.9, 
smaller tip ratios result in a more pronounced kink of the element edge and therefore more 
notable deviations of the mean direction of magnetisation exist even at remanence 
especially in the case of tip ratios t<2. This kink with its considerable change of 
magnetisation direction in the case of t=l (Fig. 4.9(a), a i-27°, ot2=14°, aa=9°) makes the 
inner corners of the element tips natural nucléation sites. Another possibility is that the 
probability of the foiTnation of such domain configurations increases with element width as 
most of the elements investigated here were wider than the elements in earlier experiments.
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(b) (d) (f)
Figure 4.8
Fresnel images taken during magnetising experiments with corresponding schematics 
showing the distribution of magnetisation within the elements. Upper row shows the 
elements in their remanent state and lower row just prior to switching. White arrows in 
the Fresnel images mark inner comers of element tips in (b) and domain configurations 
near element end in (d). Black arrows in the Fresnel image of(e) mark parts of the edge 
normal to the element length.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.9
Dependence of deviation of magnetisation direction at inner comers of tips on tip ratio.
(a) Tip ratio t= l, (b) t=2, (c) t=3. œ change of edge direction.
The elements with triangular edge structures supported identical domain 
configurations in the ac-demagnetised state and at remanence (Figs. 4.3, 4.4 and 4.8). 
Applying a reverse field led to further development of the existing wall sections 
(Fig. 4.8(d)). Furthermore an increase of wall contrast was observed while the reverse field 
was increased indicating an increase in the angle of the domain walls. A pair of walls were 
observed per period at the widest parts of the element (i.e. one each from opposite outer 
vertices) and there were also very strong contrast changes noted near the ends of the
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elements (marked with white arrows in Fig. 4.8(d)) which was consistent with the reversal 
mechanism in the standard elements (Fig. 4.8(b)). Notably the elements with the very small 
period (p=0.1|Tm) of the triangular structure types showed a very similar behaviour to that 
of the standard elements. No walls were generated in the central part of these elements, not 
even prior to switching. The reversal itself was too rapid to observe with the elements 
being uniformly magnetised in the opposite direction after switching. The main difference 
between the two triangular edge structure types was the asymmetric behaviour of type B as 
far as the build up of the end domain structures is concerned. As in the case of structure 
type C the element end geometry was different. There was one long end and one short end 
(similar to that shown for type C in Fig. 4.8(f); see also Fig. 4.4(c)). Especially in the case 
of periods in the range 4.0-0.33|am this gave rise to different domain configurations at the 
two element ends prior to switching.
The elements with structure type C no longer supported the small domains oppositely 
magnetised to the mean direction of magnetisation at remanence (Figs. 4.6(d), 4.8(e)). 
After relaxing from the saturated state a micromagnetic structure with a higher net 
magnetic moment compared to the ac-demagnetised state was observed with a pair of 
slightly bent y-shaped walls per structure period visible. It should be noted that in this case 
no Bloch lines needed to be generated as these domain configurations are non flux closure 
structures and therefore no singularities ought to be expected. Applying a reverse field led 
to an increase in contrast of these existing walls, indicating an increase in wall angle, with 
a slight straightening of them (Fig. 4.8(f)). Additional walls were generated only in the 
short end regions which was merely due to the geometry for structure type C where edge 
sections perpendicular to the element length exist close to the element end (as indicated by 
black aiTows in the Fresnel image of Fig. 4.8(e)). In the case of structure type C with 
periods in the range 4.0-0.33p,m this was an asymmetric effect, as there is one long and one 
short end (e.g. Fig. 4.8(f)). For smaller structure periods however, edge sections, which 
were perpendiculai’ to the element length existed close to both ends and the generation of 
additional walls became more common in both element ends.
For all the elements investigated here formation of a stable domain structure in the 
presence of a reverse field was observed. The actual switching process occurred at a well 
defined field and was too rapid to observe although it is very likely that reverse domains 
would be formed and grow rapidly in the presence of the external field. Increase of wall
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contrast prior to switching indicated that some rotation of magnetisation was also taking 
place.
Initially, the standard elements with wj and W2 were expected to be the magnetically 
hardest elements for each set but this was not the result of this experiment. The elements 
with structure type A with periods 1.0p,m<p<2.0p,m switched at even higher field values 
than the standard elements. In this experiment the generation of small domains close to the 
end of all elements appeai'ed to be the major mechanism in the reversal process. An 
exception were the above mentioned elements (1.0iam<p<2.0p.m). Figure 4.10 shows the 
change in the geometry of the vertex nearest to the tip for the standard element and that 
with structure type A with p=2.0p.m.
Figure 4.10
Schematic o f end geometry o f element with structure type A o f period p -2 .0 fm . denotes
angle subtended at the end o f the standard element and Op denotes angle subtended at the 
end o f the element with p-2.0jum.
The angle otp at the inner comer of the tip of the element with edge structure type A of 
p=2.0pm is noted to be blunter than the corresponding angle % of a standard element and it 
would appear that this is the reason that nucléation of walls was found to be inhibited. For 
most periods of structure type A, a shift of the domain walls from the inner corners of the 
element tips towards the outer vertices of the edge structure next to the element end was 
observed (white anows in Fresnel images of Figs. 4.8(b), (d)). In the case of the elements 
with periods 1.0jU.m<p<2.0|rm there was no such shift apparent but the walls were formed 
at higher fields, with a resulting higher switching field.
Further it was found that during magnetising experiments the elements with structured 
edges not only generated domains neai* the tip regions of the elements but prior to 
switching formed reproducible multi-domain states which were strongly dependent on 
structure type and structure period. After magnetisation reversal, all elements with the 
triangular structure types supported uniform magnetisation in the presence of the reverse 
field. In the case of structure type C however, the magnetisation of the element had not
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completely saturated for elements with periods /?=0.2-0.3|U.m. In these cases small 
antiparallel domains as shown in Figs. 4.11(b) and (c) remained within the edge structures. 
Further increase of the applied field finally pushed these domains towards the edge before 
the element was finally saturated.
(a) (à) (c)
Figure 4,11
Domain structures within the elements with structure type C with periods in the 0.2-0,3jum 
range (a) prior to reversal, (b) and(c) after magnetisation reversal in the main body. The 
change from (b) to (c) is due to increase o f the applied field.
The switching field values for the standard elements with w; and W2 (circles in 
Figs. 4.12 and 4.13) formed a reference with which to compare the results from the 
elements with structured edges. Due to the design error for the tips of the elements with 
w+2h it was not possible to ascertain the switching field range of the standard elements 
over the width variation present in the elements with structured edges for this pattern. The 
error bars mainly reflect the accuracy in the tilt angle setting of the goniometer in the 
electron microscope.
Fig. 4.12 shows an overview of switching field vs. structure period for short elements 
for both investigated widths with edge structure types A, B and C and Fig. 4.13 shows the 
results for the long elements. Apart from the wide elements with structure type C where the 
longer elements were harder to switch (Figs. 4.12(f) and 4.13(f)), all the other elements did 
not show a dependence of the switching field values on the element length. The narrow 
elements with structured edges were clearly easier to switch than their correlated standard 
elements with the exception of those with type A structure and periods in the range 
1.0pm<p<2.0fim as discussed previously. Most wide elements had switching field values 
within and below the bandwidth of the switching field values (i.e. range of 40 Oe) of their 
corresponding standard elements.
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Figure 4,12
Switching field values V5. structure period of short elements (l=2jum) of first pattern of 
acicular elements with structure types A, B and C. (a)-(c) Narrow elements (wi~250nm); 
(d)-(f) wide elements (w2=500nm,). Spread of switching field values of corresponding 
standard elements (circles) given for comparison.
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Figure 4.13
Switching field values vs, structure period o f long elements (l~4pm) o f first pattern o f 
acicular elements with structure types A, B and C. (a)-(c) Narrow elements (w]—250nm); 
(d)-(f) wide elements (w2=500nm,). Spread o f switching field values o f corresponding 
standard elements (circles) given fo r comparison.
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4 .6  S u m m a r y
It was found that structuring the edges of acicular elements of a soft magnetic NiFe 
alloy led to changes in the magnetic microstructure compared to standard elements with 
straight edges. Magnetising experiments were carried out and in the case of the elements 
with structured edges variations of the magnetic microstructure were observed which were 
strongly dependent on the type and period of the edge structure. The main reversal 
mechanism for all investigated elements prior to switching was the fonnation of a domain 
structure near the element ends. In the case of the elements with structured edges 
reproducible multi-domain configurations were observed prior to switching. Most elements 
displayed domains close to ends of the elements even at remanence and the elements with 
edge structure type C were found to support characteristic multi-domain states under zero 
field conditions.
The observed effects for the switching field values are due to the structured edges 
themselves and are not associated with differences in the switching fields due to the natural 
edge acuity of the fabrication technique of the elements studied elsewhere (Gadbois et al, 
1995). An interesting aspect of the behaviour of the elements with structured edges is that 
it appears that the switching field of acicular elements may be tailored by vaiying the type 
and period of edge structure.
In order to gain a more quantitative insight in the relevant stmcture parameters further 
experiments were earned out including the design of four more patterns. The patterns and 
the results of the experiments will be described in the following chapters.
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C H A P T E R S :
A c ic u l a r  E l e m e n t s  w it h  S t r u c t u r e d  E d g e s  o f  T y p e s  A  a n d  C  
- Se c o n d  a n d  T h ir d  P a t t e r n
5.1 In t r o d u c t io n
As the first pattern, the second and third patterns were also designed with the intention 
to investigate the influence of structured edges on the micromagnetic states and reversal 
behaviour of acicular elements. All elements were now designed symmetrically in order to 
avoid the different end domain configurations observed in the previous chapter due to 
asymmetric end geometry. As the switching of most elements of the first pattern seemed to 
be triggered by the formation of end domains which nucleated at the inner corners of the 
element ends (section 4.5 and Figs. 4.8 and 4.9) the effects of more pointed tips needed to 
be evaluated. For this puipose the elements of these two patterns had different tip ratios. In 
the second pattern it was as for the first pattern and shaiper tips with t2 = 2  were
designed for the third pattern.
It was decided to design short elements only as negligible differences were observed 
between the elements with the two lengths discussed in the previous chapter. The two 
widths however were retained. Structure type B was no longer designed and investigated as 
it was found to have strong similarities with structure type A (sections 4.4 and 4.5). With 
only two edge structure types and one element length there was enough room to vary the 
height of the structure features and three different heights were designed and investigated.
Another aim was to improve the statistics of the experiments by having at least five 
identical elements on one membrane. The material for all the elements discussed from here 
on was permalloy (Ni=80at%Fe=20at%) and the film thickness was ~22nm in all cases. The 
constancy of the film thickness was a result of the simultaneous metallization of four 
samples with the second and third patterns described in this chapter together with the 
fourth and fifth patterns which are discussed in chapter 6.
A description of the second and third patterns is given in section 5.2 and the physical 
microstructure of the elements is dealt with in section 5.3. The magnetic microstructure in 
the as-grown and ac-demagnetised state is discussed in section 5.4 and the results of the 
magnetising experiments are given in section 5.5. The chapter finishes with the summary in 
section 5.6.
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5 .2  D e s c r ip t io n  o f  P a t t e r n s
Figure 5.1 shows examples of all acicular elements of the third pattern. The entire 
pattern consisted of 12 anays of elements, six arrays were standard elements and elements 
with structure type A and the remaining six aiTays were type C elements and standard 
elements. In Fig. 5.1 only one row of each of the arrays is given for reference. The length 
of the base rectangle was 2pm for all elements whereas two widths wj and W2 were 
designed. The aspect ratio of the element tips was kept constant at ^2=2 in this pattern 
whilst it was ri=l in the second pattern. As a result of the different widths of the standard 
elements (w=250-1000nm), the overall length of the standard elements varied from 3.0pm 
to 6.0pm as the tip length needed to be varied accordingly to keep the tip ratio constant. 
The lengths of the standard elements are given in the bottom half of Fig. 5.1, All natTow 
elements with structured edges were 3.0pm long and the length of the wide elements with 
structured edges was 4.0pm.
Structure features of three heights were designed for both structure types with 
A/=50nm, /i2=100nm and /zj=250nm. The number of different structure periods was 
reduced to five for each type. For type A they were p=2.0, 0.5, 0.33, 0.2 and 0.1pm and for 
type C p=2.0, 0.67, 0.33, 0.25 and 0.2pm. As a result of the reduction (no type B, only one 
(short) element length, reduced number of periods) there was space for 5-30 identical 
elements for each set of paiameters therefore improving the statistics of the experiments. 
Standard elements of eight different widths were fabricated on one membrane for detailed 
monitoring of the changes in switching behaviour which were solely due to variation of the 
element width. The width and length of the standard elements is given in Fig. 5.1. The two 
left hand side columns in Fig. 5,1 were standard elements having a width (w) of either W} 
or W2 respectively w+2h. The resulting widths were in the range 250-1000nm and they are 
given for each standard element in the upper half of the figure. Five squares with a side 
length of 1.0pm were also designed in the middle of the pattern for control and alignment 
purposes. For an overview of the common parameters of the small magnetic elements see 
also section ‘Symbols and Acronyms’.
The second pattern was similar to the third pattern except for the blunter element tips 
with an aspect ratio of ti and a higher number of standard elements with wj and W2 (30 
instead of 20 elements). The overall length of the elements varied from 2.5pm to 4.0pm in
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Figure 5.1
Standard elements and elements with edge structure types A and C o f third pattern (t2~2). 
Widths o f main bodies (w,nin) o f elements with structured edges: wi=250nm, W2~500nm. 
Heights o f structure features: h]~50nm, h2~100nm, h3~250nm.
the case of the standard elements and it was 2.5pm for the narrow elements with structured 
edges and 3.0pm for the wide elements with structured edges. The basic layout of the third 
pattern was almost identical to that of the second pattern.
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5.3 P h y sic a l  M ic r o s t r u c t u r e
Bright field images of the elements were taken in the JEOL 2000 FX microscope in 
order to determine the physical microstructure of the film and the edge acuity of the 
elements. Examples of elements of the third pattern with the sharper tips with Î2 are shown 
in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3.
lOOnm
Figure 5.2
High magnification bright field image of the tip of an 
acicular element with t2 =2 . The dashed line indicates 
the tip geometry of the elements with f/=7.
Figure 5.3
Bright field images of elements with different structure height (third pattern).
(a)-(c) elements with structure type A; (d)-(f elements with structure type C. White lines 
indicate designed edge structure.
The film was micropolycrystalline with an average grain size of 5-lOnm. The edge 
acuity of the standard elements was in the usual range of 5-lOnm and the pattern transfer 
was of good quality. The dashed line in Fig. 5.2 indicates the tip geometry of the blunter
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tips with ti of the second pattern. For the elements with structured edges it was easy to 
distinguish not only the different types of edge structure but also the variation of the 
structure height. Schematics of parts of the designed edges are overlaid in Fig. 5.3 in order 
to gauge the quality of pattern transfer.
In the case of structure type A the quality of the elements was good in terms of 
structure period, the pattern transfer however was less perfect as far as the actual structure 
shape and height was concerned. The height was reduced due to the e-beam writing process 
as discussed in section 3.4.1. The effects became more pronounced with decrease of period 
and increase of height. The worst case is illustrated in Fig. 5.3(c), where the actual height 
of the structure features was reduced to about half the designed height. Furthermore the 
vertices of the structure features were found to be rounded - most notably in the case of the 
smallest structure period p=0.1|im which is illustrated in Figs. 5.3(a)-(c). Especially the 
rounding of the inner vertices is an artefact of the writing process, too (proximity writing, 
section 3.4.1). This also led to variation of the actual minimum width depending on 
structure height and period. Values of the measured minimum width of the elements are 
given in table 5.1 for the narrow elements (w;) with h2 and hs.
Variation of minimum width for elements with structure tvpe A
period 0.5pm 0.33pm 0.2pm 0.1pm
WmkrtW (260±20)nm (290±20)nm (290±20)nm (320±20)nm
Wjuiu (II3) (280±30)nm (330±30)nm (360+30) nm (450±30)nm
Table 5,1
Dependence o f minimum width o f narrow elements with edge structure type A.
Nominal minimum width: wi-250nm; nominal structure heights: h2=I00nm, h3=250nm.
The shape of the elements with type C structure was found to be very true to the design 
with both period and height of the structure features matching well with the designed 
shapes. The main deviation from the design in the case of structure type C was the 
rounding of the inner comers of the structure features. This can be seen in Figs. 5.3(d)-(f) 
where sections of such elements with structured edges are shown together with schematics 
of the edge design. Again this curvature appears to be an artefact of the writing process due 
to proximity writing (section 3.4.1).
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For all elements there was residual PMMA visible mainly within the gaps of the 
structure features and often more pronounced for one side of the elements. The reason for 
this is not clear but higher amounts of remaining PMMA were not found to influence the 
quality of edge structure for the different element sides.
5.4  A s-g r o w n  and  A c -d e m a g n e t ise d  S t a t e
In order to gain insight in the magnetic microstructure of the elements of the second 
and third patterns Foucault images of the elements were taken in the JEOL 2000 FX 
microscope of the samples in the as-grown and ac-demagnetised states. As in the case of 
the first pattern, the differences between the micromagnetic configurations supported by 
the elements in both states were very small and as the ac-demagnetised state is a 
reproducible state, the emphasis of the discussion lies on the ac-demagnetised state.
Figure 5.4 shows an overview of Foucault images and schematics of the magnetisation 
distribution within the central part of the elements (i.e. the middle four structure periods) 
derived from the pictures. It should be noted that similar micromagnetic configurations 
were observed for identical structure parameters irrespective of the tip ratio. The elements 
shown in Fig. 5.4 are of the third pattern and therefore have a tip ratio t2 . Both structure 
types are compared in the figure with type A shown in Figs. 5.4(a)-(c) and elements with 
structure type C displayed in Figs. 5.4(d)-(f). The structure period is constant with 
p=0.33pm for all elements but an example is given for each of the three structure heights 
hi, h2 and hs. The most striking observation was the increase of magnetic contrast with 
increase of structure height as can clearly be seen in Figs. 5.4(a)-(c) and (d)-(f).
The ‘competition’ between the overall shape anisotropy of the acicular elements which 
favoured alignment of the (mean) direction of magnetisation parallel to the element length 
with the local alignment of the magnetisation parallel to the closest edge led to different 
micromagnetic configurations within the elements with structured edges.
In the case of structure type A all elements were found to have a net resultant of 
magnetisation parallel to the element length. This was deduced from the stray fields at the 
element tips, which can be seen in Figs. 5.4(a)-(c). The mean direction of magnetisation is 
indicated by green arrows in the schematics. In the cases of the structure heights hi and /î2 , 
variation of direction of magnetisation was restricted to the edge regions with the contrast 
getting stronger for shorter periods and increase of structure height (Figs. 5.4(a), (b)). The
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only exception were the elements with the longest and the shortest structure period (p=2.0 
and 0.1pm) where no contrast variations could be detected. Further increase of the structure 
height to 250nm led to a drastic change in magnetic microstructure in most cases. Not only 
were the observed contrast variations much stronger, but, even more important, they were 
no longer restricted to the edge regions for periods in the range 0.1-0.5pm. Instead domains 
which extended over the entire element width were clearly visible in zero field conditions. 
While the mean direction of magnetisation was still parallel to the element length, strong 
variations of the magnetisation component parallel to the element width were detected. 
These were a result of the pronounced changes of the local edge direction leading to 
changes of the local direction of magnetisation which were strong enough for domain 
formation. An example forp=0.33pm is given in Fig. 5.4(c).
%  i, ',
(b) (c) (d) (e) (f)(a)
Figure 5.4
Overview of Foucault images of ac-demagnetised elements with structured edges with 
schematics of magnetisation direction within the central four structure periods.
Mapping direction indicated by double arrow. Green arrows indicate mean direction of 
magnetisation. Fine structure in Foucault image of (f) not taken into account in schematic. 
Circles mark stray fields at the ends of the top pair of structure features.
Height of structure features: (a), (d) hi=50nm, (b), (e) h2 - 1 0 0 nm, (c), (f) h3=250nm.
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In the case of structure type C, the elements also had a notable resultant of the net 
magnetisation parallel to the element length with the magnetisation ‘following’ the local 
edge. This resulted in the generation of domain walls, which originated at the outer corners 
of the structure features. In the case of h], this led to the formation of wall sections as well 
as faint double y-configurations (Fig. 5.4 (d)).
The elements with h2 were found to support the flux closure like domain configuration 
in some pairs of structure features, but more commonly the double y-configuration 
(Foucault image in Fig. 5.4(e)). The small domains with magnetisation direction 
antiparallel to the mean direction of magnetisation which are associated with the flux 
closure like domain configuration are again illustrated by red arrows in the schematic of 
Fig. 5.4(e). The flux closure like configurations were however found to be less common in 
the second and third patterns than in the first pattern (chapter 4, Fig. 4.5).
Further increase of the structure height (hs) led to a drastic change of the 
micromagnetic characteristics of such elements. Most notable was the fact that stray fields 
like those at the ends of the structure features in Fig. 5.4(f) were clearly visible (stray fields 
at the ends of the bottom pair of structure features are marked by circles in the Foucault 
image of Fig. 5.4(f)). The intensity of these stray fields was similar to that at the element 
tips. This is an indication that this kind of edge structure led to the generation of bar 
magnet like features which were oriented parallel to the element width, i.e. orthogonal to 
the mean direction of magnetisation. In the case of superposition of these ‘bar magnets’ 
with the basic acicular element the bar magnets even seemed to locally outweigh the 
overall shape anisotropy of such elements. There is some fine structure visible in the 
Foucault image of Fig. 5.4(f), but it is not clear enough to introduce it in the corresponding 
schematic. The bar magnet like mean direction of magnetisation within the pairs of 
structure features, however, is easy to deduce and illustrated by the black aiTows in the 
schematic. The magnetic microstructure of elements with even smaller periods p<0.33pm 
looked very much like that in Fig. 5.4(f), whereas in the case of p>0.5pm flux closure like 
domain configurations similai’ to those shown in Fig. 5.4(e) were observed within all these 
structure features.
With the observation and characterisation of the domain configurations of the elements 
in zero field conditions completed, the behaviour of the elements when subjected to 
external fields was investigated next. In-si tu magnetising experiments were carried out and 
these are discussed in the next section.
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5 .5  M a g n e t is in g  E x p e r im e n t s
The magnetising experiments were earned out in the Philips CM20 FEG microscope 
by tilting the sample in the vertical field of the standard objective lens (section 2.2.5). The 
vertical field was «700 Oe in the case of the second pattern and «950 Oe in the case of the 
third pattern. The reversal processes were monitored in the Fresnel mode. For some of the 
elements DPC images were also recorded at different stages of the magnetising 
experiments.
The discussion of magnetic microstructure focuses on the elements of the third pattern 
(l2). The main reason for this was that the build up of domain configurations in the standard 
elements prior to switching could be observed in more detail for the elements with ?2 - In 
agreement with the standard elements with 1/ it was found that domain formation started at 
the element ends and in the case of the elements with t2 these developed into concertina 
like domain configurations often extending over the entire element. In order to evaluate the 
effects which ai’e solely due to the edge structure it was then of course necessary to 
compare the findings of the standard elements with the shaiper tips with the observations 
of the elements with the same tip ratio but structured edges.
For reasons of clarity and comparability with chapter 4 as well as in an attempt to 
restrict this thesis to a reasonable length, only the magnetic microstructures of the standard 
elements (section 5.5.1) and narrow (wi) structured elements with /12 are discussed in detail 
(sections 5.5.2 and 5.5.3). Overviews of the observed magnetic microstructures are given 
for all naiTow elements and the switching field values are compared for all elements of 
both patterns.
It should be noted that magnetisation reversal generally occuned very quickly for all 
investigated elements independently of tip ratio and edge structure variables. The 
magnetisation was observed to switch in an instant, too rapidly to observe any reversal 
details in the electron microscope. In the following sections the magnetic behaviour up to 
the switching field is discussed in detail. Simulations were also earned out in this work in 
order to shed some light on the reversal processes and they are discussed in chapter 7.
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5.5.1 Sta n d a rd  E l e m e n t s
Figure 5.5 shows an overview of Fresnel images of one of the narrowest standard 
elements (w/) recorded during a magnetising cycle together with schematics of the 
magnetisation distribution for the different stages.
(a) OOe
250nm
^ ^ l1 ? i .U 2 0 O e
.  S -  V - '
Figure 5.5
Fresnel images of standard element with w=250nm recorded during magnetising sequence 
with corresponding schematics of magnetisation distribution. Arrows in Fresnel image (c) 
mark inner comers of element tips. The wall configuration at the right hand side of the 
schematic in (c) is incomplete and is dealt with in detail in Fig. 5.6(c).
At remanence (Fig. 5.5(a)) the elements were clearly single domain with the 
magnetisation direction being parallel to the element length. When a reverse field was 
applied faint contrast variations appeared within the entire element (Fig. 5.5(b)). The 
intensity of these contrast variations increased with increase of the external field. 
Especially at the inner comers of the element tips (marked with arrows in the Fresnel
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image of Fig. 5.5(c)) walls running across the element width were clearly visible. It appears 
as if there were different domain configurations present at the two ends of this element 
which are illustrated in more detail in the schematic of this magnetisation state. The 
configuration at the right hand side of the element was by far the most commonly observed 
for the permalloy elements. It should, however, be noted that this domain configuration 
which was deduced from the Fresnel image in Fig. 5.5(c) is not complete in the 
corresponding schematic and this is discussed in the following paragraph. The contrast 
variations in the central part of the element in Fig. 5.5(c) were more pronounced compared 
to Fig. 5.5(b) indicating ripple like dispersion of the magnetisation / low angle walls. After 
magnetisation reversal the element was single domain (Fig. 5.5(d)).
In order to describe the build up of domain configurations prior to switching, the 
convention introduced by van den Berg (van den Berg et al, 1981) is applied. Groups of 
domain walls are called clusters and the most relevant clusters in our case are so-called 
edge clusters. An edge cluster is formed where a number of walls intersect in a point at the 
edge of a sample. In general many walls may be involved in the formation of an edge 
cluster, but in the case of small magnetic elements, where the magnetisation is known to 
align parallel to the element edges, two principal cases of wall clusters ought to be 
expected and these are illustrated in Fig. 5.6.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.6
Schematics of (a) doublet and (b) triplet clusters and (c) detailed schematic of domain 
configuration at right hand side end of element in Fig. 5.5(c).
In the case of antiparallel alignment of the magnetisation either side of the cluster, a 
doublet cluster (in general: ‘even’ clusters) will be generated (Fig. 5.6(a)) whereas parallel 
alignment of the magnetisation direction either side of the cluster leads to the formation of 
‘odd’ clusters, with the most common being triplet clusters (Fig. 5.6(b)). As the direction 
of magnetisation either side of the edge cluster in the acicular elements is ^parallel, triplet 
clusters ought to be expected as illustrated in Fig. 5.6(c). This does not contradict the
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observations in the Fresnel images of Fig. 5.5 as one of the walls can be considerably 
fainter than the two clearly visible walls which were deduced for the schematic of 
Fig. 5.5(c). Simulations which were carried out in this work supported the formation of 
triplet clusters (section 7.4.1.1). Triplet clusters were also clearly observed in the case of 
wider elements which is discussed next.
Figure 5.7 shows Fresnel images of a wider standard element (W2) recorded during a 
magnetising experiment. Like the narrow element it was single domain at remanence 
(Fig. 5.7(a)) with the direction of magnetisation parallel to the element length.
XI - 4 ; IT. - OOe
500nm
160 Oe
2 0 0  Oe
Figure 5.7
Fresnel images of standard element with w=500nm recorded during magnetising sequence 
with corresponding schematics of magnetisation distribution.
Application of a reverse field led at first to the generation of very faint low angle 
walls, which originated at the inner comers of the element tips (Fig. 5.7(b)). Further 
increase of the applied reverse field not only resulted in the build up of a concertina like 
domain structure prior to switching but all edge clusters were clearly triplet clusters at this
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stage (Fig. 5.7(c)). It should be noted that the observed walls were not straight, however the 
curvature of the walls in the schematic of Fig. 5.7(c) is exaggerated. After magnetisation 
reversal the element was again uniformly magnetised (Fig. 5.7(d)). Although the concertina 
structure was observed very frequently in the wider elements, it was a rather volatile state 
and therefore sometimes difficult to record before switching.
More detailed information about the micromagnetic configurations was revealed by 
DPC images. Images acquired by DPC are taken point by point (STEM, section 2.3.3) and 
this means that DPC imaging is considerably more time intensive than taking Fresnel 
pictures. Therefore only a few DPC images were recorded of interesting magnetisation 
states which were determined in the Fresnel experiments. Figure 5.8 shows an overview of 
a square at remanence (to illustrate the contrast variation depending on the mapping 
direction) and images of the end region of a 500nm wide standard element with t2 prior to 
switching.
\
(b) (c) (d)(a)
Figure 5.8
DPC images of small magnetic elements.
(a) 1 x 1  jum^  square at remanence; (b) mapping direction; (c), (d) standard element with 
w=500nm and t2 = 2  at different field values, arrows in (d) indicate magnetisation 
distribution. Red lines indicate domain wall sections.
The contrast variation within the element while mapping parallel to the length was 
negligible as expected given the strong shape anisotropy of the element and it was also in
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agreement with the interpretation of the Fresnel images (Fig. 5.7). Mapping parallel to the 
element width however clearly revealed the ongoing changes. The build up of the 
concertina structure starting from the tip regions of the element can clearly be observed as 
shown in Figs. 5.8(c) and (d). In column (d) of the figure arrows were overlaid to indicate 
the magnetisation direction present in different parts of the element. Furthermore red lines 
are used to illustrate wall sections forming a triplet cluster.
All standard elements investigated here were clearly found to form multi-domain 
states prior to switching. Domain formation started in the transition region between tip and 
main body of the elements (i.e. ‘kinks’; see Fig. 4.9). Domain configurations which were 
associated with these kink regions of the elements are termed ‘end domains’ throughout 
this thesis even if the kink region was not really close to the element ends (as in the case of 
the wider standard elements with î2 tips, Fig. 5.9(c)). Extended concertina structures were 
commonly observed for element widths w>350nm with the curvature of the domain walls 
becoming more pronounced with increase of element width. Figure 5.9 shows the build up 
of a concertina structure in one of the widest elements fabricated for this work 
(w=1000nm) of the third pattern. In agreement with the observations of the narrower 
element discussed in previous sections (Fig. 5.7) it was single domain at remanence. When 
a reverse field was applied, curved domain walls were generated and a concertina structure 
formed (Fig. 5.9(b)). The wall curvature was observed to increase considerably during 
further development of the domain structure (Fig. 5.9(c)). The red ellipse in Fig. 5.9(c) 
marks the part of the domain structure which was also frequently observed in the case of 
the widest standard elements of the second pattern (f/). It should be noted that this (end) 
domain configuration contains two triplet clusters.
Figure 5.9
Fresnel images of standard element with w=1000nm and t2=2 recorded during magnetising 
sequence; magnetisation reversal occurred at ( 100±20) Oe. End domains similar to that 
marked with the red ellipse were frequently observed in the case of standard elements with 
the same width and tj=l.
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In agreement with the results discussed so far the standard elements of the second 
pattern with tj were found to be single domain at remanence. Prior to switching the 
development of end domains similar to those shown in Fig. 5.7(b) was observed for all 
elements with tj. Growth of these end domains and increase of wall contrast was common 
whereas all three walls of the triplet clusters were only clearly observed in the case of the 
widest elements. The appearance of such end domains was similar to the domain 
configuration within the red ellipse in Fig. 5.9(c). No further development in a concertina 
like domain configuration was however observed in the case of the elements with tj before 
the magnetisation switched. A brief overview of the micromagnetic configurations 
observed in the standard elements of the second and third pattern is given in table 5.2. The 
magnetic microstructures of the elements are described at remanence and prior to 
switching.
Standard Elements
state Second  P attern; t i= l T hird  P attern; ^^=2
Figs. 5.5-5.9
R single domain single domain
PS end domains mainly concertina
Table 5,2
Micromagnetic states o f standard elements o f 2'^  ^and patterns. 
R: Remanent state, PS: Prior to switching.
The main difference between standard elements with the same tip ratio but different 
widths was the monotonie decrease of switching field values for an increase of element 
width. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.10 for the two sets of standard elements of the second 
and third patterns. The difference for the two investigated tip ratios was that the elements 
with the sharper tips (f?) were found to be magnetically harder indicating the importance of 
the tip geometry. The monotonie decrease of the coercivity with increase of the element 
width as well as the dependence of the coercivity of acicular elements on the tip geometry 
is in agreement with earlier work (Kirk et al, 1999). The eiTor bars in Fig. 5.10 are mainly a 
measure for the uncertainty of the tilt angle of the goniometer.
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Switching Field vs Element Width
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Figure 5.10
Switching field values o f standard elements o f second and third pattern o f acicular elements 
versus element width; tip ratio ti~ l  (secondpattern), ti=2 (thirdpattern).
5 .5 .2  E l e m e n t s  w it h  E d g e  S t r u c t u r e  T y p e  A
Magnetising experiments involving detailed observation of the magnetic 
microstructures were also carried out with the elements with structured edges. As already 
mentioned detailed description is restricted to elements with t2 and h2 . It should be noted, 
that the magnetic microstructures, which were observed at remanence in the case of 
elements with edge structure type A agreed well with the ac-demagnetised state of these 
elements (Fig. 5.4).
In order to make presentation of the results easier, a summary is given beforehand in 
table 5.3. In this table the magnetic microstructures in naiTow elements (wi) with edge 
structure type A of the third pattern (^ 2) are described for the remanent state and prior to 
switching. For the benefit of clarity the descriptions used in the table were kept as compact 
as possible and in agreement with common terminology or ternis introduced in this thesis. 
The emphasis lay on similarities instead of detailed elaboration of small differences. The 
applied terminology is as follows: ‘Single domain’ describes uniformly magnetised 
elements, ‘quasi single domain’ is used for almost unifonnly magnetised elements (e.g. 
wall segments present at edge vertices due to local variation of magnetisation direction as a
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result of the variation of edge direction). ‘Concertina’ summarises domain configurations 
with strong similarities to concertina structures when the domain formation started at the 
element ends as a result of tip geometry. ‘Concertina*’ on the other hand describes 
concertina structures which developed from the centre of the elements due to the 
structuring of the edge. ‘Parallelogram domains’ is the term, which was introduced for the 
most characteristic domain shape observed in the case of structure type A.
Structure Tvpe A, Width w, - Third pattern
period state A )=50nm /i2= 100nm A j=250nm
2.0p m (Fig. 5.11)
R single domain single domain quasi single domain
PS concertina concertina* concertina*
0 ,5pm (Figs. 5 .12 , 5 .13)
R single domain quasi single domain parallelogram domains
PS parallelogram domains parallelogram domains parallelogram domains
0 .33pm R quasi single domain quasi single domain parallelogram domains
PS parallelogram domains parallelogram domains parallelogram domains
0.2pm (Figs. 5 .14, 5.16(a), (b))
R quasi single domain quasi single domain parallelogram domains
PS parallelogram domains parallelogram domains walls m ove and merge
0,1pm (Figs, 5.15, 5 .16(c), (d))
R single domain single domain low  angle walls
PS concertina concertina concertina
Table 5.3
Micromagnetic states o f elements with wj and structure type A o f 3'^ pattern (t2=2).
R: Remanent state, PS: Prior to switching.
Comparison of elements with identical structure parameters but different tip ratios 
(second pattern, tp, third pattern t2) showed that any differences were almost negligible. 
This indicates, that the tip ratio of the elements did not have a marked influence on the 
magnetic states of elements with structured edges and the overview given in table 5.3 for 
the third pattern is also valid for most of the elements of the second pattern. Exceptions 
were the elements with p=2.0pm and hi, where instead of the concertina structure only 
magnetic dispersion was observed prior to switching. Some of the elements with Ag and
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p=0.33fim and p=^,2\km were also found to possess faint end domains at remanence (low 
angle walls similar to those illustrated in Fig. 5.14(a)). The domain configurations, which 
were observed in the case of the wider elements did not show different characteristics to 
those described here for the naiTow elements. This is in agreement with the investigation of 
the standard elements with different widths (350nm<w<1000nm), which were also found 
to generate similar domain structures in our experiments.
This means that it was almost exclusively the edge structure parameters which 
determined the magnetic microstructure of the small magnetic elements with the 
characteristic feature of structure type A being the parallelogram domains. As can be seen 
in table 5.3 these domains were not observed for the longest and the shortest investigated 
periods ip=2\xm and p=0.1pm). This suggests that there is a critical range of values for the 
edge structure parameters as far as the magnetic microstructure is concerned and that 
outside this range structuring of element edges does not considerably alter the magnetic 
microstructure of such elements compared to standard elements.
A first example of the detailed observations made during magnetising experiments 
with the naiTow elements (w/) is given in Fig. 5.11 and shows domain configurations in an 
element with type A edge structure with h2 and the longest period (p=2.0pm) at different 
stages of a magnetising cycle. At remanence (Fig. 5.11(a)) the element was uniformly 
magnetised (single domain). Subjecting the element to a reverse field, low angle domain 
walls were generated in the central part of the element close to the outer vertices of the 
structure features. It should be noted, that no end domains were observed for this kind of 
element. This is in agreement with the findings in section 4.5 (Fig. 4.10) where it was 
found that a blunter tip angle otp inhibited the generation of walls at the tip region. 
However the domain structure in the centre developed in a concertina* configuration 
(Figs. 5.11(b), (c)) and after rapid magnetisation reversal the element possessed a single 
domain state (Fig. 5.11(d)).
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500nm
200 Oe
" 210 Oe
230 Oe
Figure 5.11
Fresnel images of element with structure type A (p=2.0/m) recorded during magnetising 
sequence with corresponding schematics of magnetisation distribution.
Decreasing the period of the edge structure changed the micromagnetic states of the 
elements. Fig. 5.12 shows some images of an element with edge structure type A of a 
period p=0.5pm taken during a magnetising cycle. Despite the different tip ratio the 
magnetic microstructure looked very much like that observed in similar elements of the 
first pattern of acicular elements (section 4.5, Fig. 4.8).
At remanence the elements were quasi single domain with only very faint wall sections 
visible originating at the outer vertices of the structure features (Fig. 5.12(a)). The wall 
sections developed in length until they ran across the entire width of the element when 
subjected to a reverse field. Thus, two walls per period were generated which were 
~ parallel to each other and therefore resulted in one ‘parallelogram domain’ per period. At 
a higher field, the wall contrast increased which was an indication for magnetisation 
rotation and there was also some change of the domain sizes observed; the parallelogram 
domains (one of them is highlighted by the red area in the schematic of Fig. 5.12(c)) grew
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at the expense of the other domains (Figs. 5.12(b), (c)). The domains close to the element 
ends were associated with the structure features themselves instead of the tip. This was due 
to the geometry of the element as there was hardly a comer or kink present at the transition 
from the element tip to the main body of the element. The resulting change of edge 
direction and correspondingly the change of magnetisation direction was therefore less 
abrupt at the ‘inner comers’ of the tip (marked by ‘c’ in Fig. 5.12(b)) than at the outer 
vertices of the structure features (i.e. where wall segments already existed at remanence; 
marked by ‘o ’ in Fig. 5.12.(b)). It should be noted, that this observation agrees with 
findings discussed in section 4.5 where a shift of the domain walls from the inner comers 
of the element tips to the outer vertices of the nearest structure feature was also observed 
for certain elements.
500nm
80 Oe
Figure 5.12
Fresnel images of element with structure type A (p=0.5jum) recorded during magnetising 
sequence with corresponding schematics of magnetisation distribution, ‘c ’ marks an ‘inner 
com er’ and ‘o ’ marks an ‘outer vertex’. Red area highlights a ‘parallelogram domain’.
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DPC images were taken to get a more quantitative picture of the ongoing changes. 
Two stages of the build up of the domain structure prior to switching of an element with 
type A structure of a period of p=0.5pm are shown in Fig. 5.13. The mapping direction was 
parallel to the element width as indicated by the double arrow.
\
Mapping
direction 
Figure 5.13
DPC images of an element with structure type A (p=0.5jum, h2 = 1 0 0 nm) at different field 
values, with schematics of magnetisation distribution and parallelogram domains (red 
frames).
The increase in contrast, which was associated with the increase of the applied field 
was due to magnetisation rotation which was already suggested in the discussion of the 
Fresnel images of this element (Fig. 5.12). It was within the parallelogram domains, 
indicated by red frames in Fig. 5.13, where the most considerable change of magnetisation 
direction took place. It should be noted that the parallelogram domains next to the element 
end were often observed to grow more than the others. The schematics derived from the 
Fresnel images agreed very well with those obtained by DPC imaging.
Reduction of the structure period down to p=0.2|uim did not lead to major changes in 
the characteristics of the domain configurations observed prior to switching. At remanence 
the elements were quasi single domain. However, apart from wall sections, which 
originated at the outer vertices of the structure features, faint end domains were already 
present at remanence (Fig. 5.14(a)). When a reverse field was applied, two parallel domain 
walls (i.e. one parallelogram domain) per period were observed which had developed from 
the wall segments at the outer vertices. In the schematic of Fig. 5.14(b) one of these 
parallelogram domains is highlighted by the red area. After magnetisation reversal only 
faint wall sections were visible (Fig. 5.14(c)).
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500nm
m
........ 260 Oe
Figure 5.14
Fresnel images of element with structure type A (p=0.2jum) recorded during magnetising 
sequence with corresponding schematics of magnetisation distribution. Red area illustrates a 
parallelogram domain.
Different behaviour was observed in the elements with the smallest period (p=0.1pm). 
Not only did the elements look single domain in the remanent state as it was difficult to see 
whether there was any magnetisation dispersion present at all (Fig. 5.15(a)), but the domain 
configurations which built up prior to magnetisation reversal (Fig. 5.15(b)) strongly 
resembled the concertina structures which were commonly observed in the standard 
elements (Fig. 5.7(c)).
500nm
Figure 5.15
Fresnel images of element with structure type A (p=0.1/m) recorded during magnetising 
sequence.
DPC images were taken in order to gain a more detailed insight in the differences of 
the magnetisation distribution of the elements with the two smallest periods of structure
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type A (p=0.1pm and 0.2pm). The formation of parallelogram domains was not only 
observed in the Fresnel image of Fig. 5.14(b) but also in the DPC images of such an 
element in Figs. 5.16(a) and (b). Before magnetisation reversal, magnetisation rotation and 
little wall movement were observed. Therefore the mechanisms of domain formation prior 
to switching were the same for structure periods in the range of 0.2-0.5pm.
Examples of the domain configurations which were generated prior to switching in the 
elements with the smallest period p=0.1pm are shown in Figs. 5.16(c) and (d).
\
Mapping
direction
Figure 5.16
DPC images of acicular elements with structure type A (li2 = 1 0 0 nm) at different field values, 
(a), (b )  p = 0 .2 jlüîi; ( c), (d) p=0.1jLtm. Single arrows indicate magnetisation direction. Red 
frames illustrate characteristic domain shapes.
Under the influence of a reverse field faint domains were visible at the element ends. 
These domain structures then developed in a concertina like configuration with the element 
being uniformly magnetised after magnetisation reversal. Therefore the overall behaviour 
of an element with the smallest period (p=0.1 pm) of edge structure type A with /i2  was very 
similar to that of the standard elements. This suggests that the characteristic effects of 
structuring the edges of acicular elements on their micromagnetic states were suppressed 
for the smallest investigated structure period in the case of I1 2 .
Whilst the main focus of the description of the magnetic configurations observed in 
elements with edge structure type A during magnetising experiments lay on narrow (yvj) 
elements with li2 and t2 , the effects of the structure parameters on the coercivity is 
described for all elements. Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show overviews of switching field values 
versus structure period for all investigated elements with edge structure type A.
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Figure 5,17
Overview of switching field values of elements with structure type A of second pattern.
A: type of edge structure, tl: tip ratio =1 for the elements of this pattern,
w l: narrow elements, w2: wide elements, structure heights hl=50nm, h2—100nm, h3=250nm
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Figure 5.18
Overview o f switching field  values o f elements with structure type A o f third pattern.
A: type o f edge structure, t2: tip ratio =2 fo r the elements o f this pattern,
w l: narrow elements, w2: wide elements, structure heights h l-50nm , h2=100nm, h3=250nm
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The effects of the two investigated widths (w;, W2) as well as the three structure 
heights {h], A2 , hs) are compared. In the left column of the figures the results for the narrow 
elements (wj) are displayed and in the right column the graphs for the wide elements (W2) 
are given. The three structure heights are dealt with in the three rows of the overviews. The 
switching field values of standard elements with the maximum {w+2h) and minimum 
width (wj, W2) were also plotted for each graph and they are marked by circles at a period 
of zero and vertical lines indicate the spread of these values.
Figure 5.17 shows a compilation of the switching field values for the elements with 
structure type A of the second pattern (tj). Comparison with the graphs for the first pattern 
(Figs, 4.2(a), (d)) shows that the elements of the second pattern were magnetically softer 
than those of the first pattern. Another difference is that none of the elements with a period 
p=2.0pm was harder to switch than the standard elements for the upper limits. It is not 
clear what caused these differences, it could however be a result of the change of material 
(here permalloy, before soft magnetic NiFe alloy) or due to the different film thicknesses 
(here 22nm, before 33nm). Simulations were run for 20nm and 30nm film thickness of the 
elements, and it was found that for a thickness of 20nm the switching fields were indeed 
reduced. However, none of the elements with structured edges, including those with 
p=2.0pm, was found to be harder to switch than the ‘upper limit’ standard elements in the 
simulations, but the elements with structure type A and h2 with p=2.0pm had the highest 
coercivity of the elements with structured edges (chapter 7, Fig. 7.8).
The notable increase in coercivity for periods of -0.2pm  which was observed in the 
case of Fig. 4.12(a) was also detected in Fig. 5.17(b) and even in Fig. 5.17(a) despite the 
different structure height. It was noted that with the change of period from /?=0.2pm down 
to p=0.1pm the characteristic parallelogram domains were no longer generated (section 
5.5.2, Figs. 5.14-5.16). However, no such maximum was found in the simulations, which 
were earned out for the nanow elements with tj and structure type A with h2 (chapter 7, 
Fig. 7.8(b)).
As expected, the narrow elements in Fig. 5.17 (left column) were generally harder to 
switch than the wide ones. This effect decreased with increase of the structure height. The 
reason for this is that in the case of hs the ‘narrow’ elements were fairly wide at the 
maxima (<750nm and <1000nm). In agreement with Fig. 5.10 the decrease in switching 
field values was less pronounced for wider elements even in the case of structured edges.
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All narrow elements with structured edges reversed at values in the range between the two 
coiTesponding standard elements with the already mentioned distinct maximum for small 
periods. In the case of h} and hs this maximum in switching field values occurred at 0.2pm 
whereas it was 0.33pm in the case of hs. The reason for this shift is not clear. It might 
however be due to the decrease of perfection in the pattern transfer, which was observed 
for the small period structures with h s. This led to the most pronounced broadening of the 
minimum width in these elements (see Fig. 5.3(c) and table 5.1) which could explain a 
further decrease of the switching field. Therefore this drop in coercivity is more likely to be 
an artefact of the patterning process than a result of the designed edge structure.
The wider elements were found to behave differently compared to the narrow ones as 
many of them reversed at slightly higher fields than their upper limit standard elements 
(Figs. 5.17(d)-(f)). However, a moderate maximum in the graphs for elements with small 
period structures appeared, too, and it was at that part of the graphs, where the switching 
field values of elements with structure heights hi and hs exceeded those of the standard 
elements with w s  (Figs. 5.17(d) and (e)). The graph for the elements with hs  (Fig. 5.17(f)) 
on the other hand shows a totally different characteristic, with the maximum found at 
0.5pm and a monotonie decrease for smaller periods.
The behaviour of the elements with the sharper tips ts  (third pattern) is shown in 
Fig. 5.18. As known from Fig. 5.10, the standard elements with ts  were magnetically harder 
than those with t j  and therefore the limits determined by the standard elements were higher 
as well. This characteristic was however not found generally for all elements with 
structured edges: In the case narrow elements with edge structure heights h s  and h s, 
however, the elements with the blunter tips ti were harder to switch than those with ts 
(Figs. 5.17(b), (c) and 5.18(b), (c)).
In the case of the shaiper tips, even the wide elements {ws) with structured edges had 
switching field values which were in the range between the two standard elements 
(Figs. 5.18(d)"(f)). Further it should be noted that only the graphs for the elements with 
structure height hs  (Figs. 5.18(b), (e)) show a similar trend of the graphs of comparable 
elements of the second pattern (Figs. 5.17(b), (e)). However, structuring the edges of 
elements with the sharper tips ts  had a dramatic effect on the coercivity of the investigated 
elements as most of them were found to have switching field values in the range of the 
coercivity of the wider {w+2h) standard elements (lower limit). Furthermore the variation 
of switching field values versus period was very little and, considering the error margins.
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almost negligible for all elements of Fig. 5.18. In the simulations, which were carried out 
for elements with W], ts, hs and structure type A the variation in coercivity was much more 
pronounced but the drop in coercivity for the smallest period was not found. However there 
was a distinct minimum forp=0.33pm (chapter 7, Fig. 7.8(e)).
5.5.3 E l e m e n t s  wiTH E d g e  St r u c t u r e  T y pe  C
The second investigated edge structure type of the third pattern was type C. As in the 
case of structure type A, the main focus of the discussion lies on the elements with hs but a 
brief overview of the observed micromagnetic states of all naiTow elements (wj) of the 
third pattern (^ z) is given in table 5.4 before the detailed description.
Structure Tvpe C, Width Wi - Third pattern
period state Aj=50nm ^2=100nm Aj=250nm
2.0pm (Figs. 5 .19 , 5 .20(a), (b))
R quasi single domain quasi single domain multi-domain (centre)
PS concertina’^ concertina* multi-domain (centre)
0 .67p m (Figs. 5.20(c), (d))
R quasi single domain multi-domain double y-configurations
PS multi-domain multi-domain double y-configurations
0 .33p m (Fig. 5.21)
R quasi single domain double y-configurations double y-configurations
PS double y-configurations double y-configurations double y-configurations
0.25pm R quasi single domain double y-configurations double y-configurations
PS double y-configurations double y-configurations double y-configurations
0 ,2pm (Fig. 5.22)
R double y-configurations double y-configurations double y-configurations
PS double y-configurations double y-configurations double y-configurations
Table 5.4
Micromagnetic states o f elements with wi and structure type C o f 3^  ^pattern (ts=2). 
R: Remanent state, PS: Prior to switching.
Domain configurations at remanence and prior to switching are described again with the 
emphasis on similarities. The terminology is consistent with table 5.3 apart from the 
introduction of ‘double y-configurations’ which stands for the characteristic domain
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configurations observed in the case of structure type C (i.e. one double y-configuration per 
period). ‘Multi-domain’ describes either a state like that in Fig. 5.19(b) (for hj and 
p=2.0pm) or in the cases of hi and h2 with /?=0.67pm domain configurations like those in 
Figs. 5.20(c) and (d). As in the case of structure type A, only small differences were 
observed between sets of elements with identical structure parameters but different tip 
ratio. The elements with p=2.0|xm and hi of the second pattern (fy) were not only observed 
to generate a domain structure in the centre of the element but also to form end domains. 
Apart from that, table 5.4 is also valid for the narrow elements of the second pattern. No 
striking differences were observed between the magnetic microstructures of the narrow and 
the wide elements which was in agreement with the results of elements with structure type 
A as well as standard elements with different widths.
Figure 5.19 shows Fresnel images of an element with the longest period of edge 
structure type C (p=2.0pm) with Ii2 and t2 .
Figure 5.19
Fresnel images of element with structure type C (p=2.0jLtni) recorded during magnetising 
sequence with corresponding schematics of magnetisation distribution.
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The images were recorded during a magnetising experiment and schematics were derived 
for the magnetisation distribution for the different stages and are given along with the 
Fresnel images.
At remanence the elements were almost uniformly magnetised (quasi single domain) 
along their length with faint wall sections barely visible at the comers of the edge stmcture 
features (Fig. 5.19(a)). These walls increased in length and two of them extended over the 
maximum element width when a reverse field was applied (Fig. 5.19(b)). No contrast 
changes were visible at the tip regions of the elements. Further increase of the applied field 
led to the formation of a concertina* structure within the part of the elements with the 
structure features but there was still no trace of domains close to the element ends 
(Fig. 5.19(c)). After magnetisation reversal the elements were almost uniformly magnetised 
with very faint wall sections visible in the comers of the stmcture features (Fig. 5.19(d)).
The DPC images in Figs. 5.20(a) and (b) show the similarity of the domain structures 
which were generated in the widest part of elements with structure type C with p=2.0pm 
and /i2 and the concertina stmctures observed in the standard elements (Fig. 5.8). Domain 
formation and wall movement as well as magnetisation rotation were clearly observed. In 
the case of the smaller period, /?=0.67pm, domains which were already present at 
remanence mainly increased in contrast with little wall movement observed (Figs. 5.20(c), 
(d)). This suggests that the dominant mechanism prior to switching in this case was 
magnetisation rotation within existing domains.
\
Mapping 
direction
(a) " (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.20
DPC images of acicular elements (wi=250nm) with structure type C (li2 = 1 0 0 nm) at different 
field values with schematic of magnetisation distribution.
(a), (b) p=2.0jLtm; (c), (d) p=0.67jUfn. PMMA faults indicated.
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In the case of the smaller structure periods in the range 0.2pm<p<0.33pm similar 
domain configurations were observed at remanence. An example of the typical magnetic 
microstructures detected in Fresnel mode is given in Fig. 5.21 for different stages during a 
magnetising experiment. The structure period is p=0.33|xm and schematics of the 
magnetisation distribution are given for each image.
150Qhm mm
Figure 5.21
Fresnel images of element with structure type C (p=0.33pm) recorded during magnetising 
sequence with corresponding schematics of magnetisation distribution. Red lines indicate 
double y-configuration.
At remanence the elements supported one double y-configuration per period (one of 
them is highlighted by red lines in the schematic of Fig. 5.21(a)). In agreement with the 
observations for the first pattern (chapter 4) no flux closure like configurations were found 
in the remanent states of elements with structure type C while such configurations were 
observed in the ac-demagnetised state of these elements (Figs. 4.6, 4.8 and 5.4). When a 
reverse field was applied, the contrast of the domain walls increased indicating 
magnetisation rotation while wall movement played only a minor role (Fig. 5.21(b)). The 
schematics derived from the Fresnel images (b) and (c) only illustrate the magnetisation 
distribution in the middle section of the element (i.e. the four central structure periods). 
After magnetisation reversal the elements were uniformly magnetised in the main body.
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while faint bisector domain wall configurations were visible within the structure features 
(Fig. 5.21(c)).
A series of DPC images of an element with p=0.2|xm is given in Fig. 5.22. The images 
show that the elements with the smallest structure period were behaving exactly the same 
as deduced for the elements with the longer period p=0.33|xm in the Fresnel experiment 
(Fig. 5.21).
\
Mapping 
direction
Figure 5.22
DPC images of acicular elements with structure type C (h2 = 1 0 0 nm, p=0.2jum) at different 
field values, (c) shows the element after magnetisation reversal. Red lines indicate double 
y-configuration. Schematics of the domain configurations of the area within the blue 
circles are given for (b) and (c).
Most notably one double y-configuration per period was observed even for this 
smallest period as indicated by the red lines in Figs. 5.22(a), (b). Increase of the reverse 
field mainly led to magnetisation rotation prior to switching. It should be noted that, after 
magnetisation reversal occurred in the main body of the elements with 0.2p,m^<0.33p,m, 
the magnetisation was not always reversed in the entire element. This is illustrated in detail 
in the schematics of Figs. 5.22(b) and (c). The domain configuration within the structure 
feature marked by the blue circle was found to change from a bisector like (b) to a flux 
closure like configuration (c). These flux closure like configurations within the small 
structure features were found to be very stable and it took sometimes a much higher field 
(up to twice as high) to saturate the elements completely.
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The influence of the structure parameters on the coercivity of acicular elements with 
edge structure type C was also investigated and the results for the second and third patterns 
are displayed in Figs. 5.23 and 5.24. The layout of the figures is the same as for Figs. 5.17 
and 5.18. Figure 5.23 shows the graphs for elements with edge structure type C of the 
second pattern {tj). It should be noted that the main characteristics of these graphs are very 
similar to those of the graphs for type A of this pattern (Fig. 5.17): The increase of He for 
small periods (Figs. 5.17(a), (b), and 5.23 (a), (b)), which in the case of many of the wider 
elements even lead to an increase of corecivity compared to the standard elements 
(Figs. 5.17(d), (e), and 5.23 (d), (e)) was observed for both structure types.
Comparison of the graphs for the C type elements of the first pattern with those with 
hz of the second pattern shows that in the case of the naiTow elements (Figs. 4.12(c) and 
5.23(b)) the main chai'acteristic - all structured elements reversed at lower fields than the 
upper limit standard elements - agreed well. In the case of the wide elements (Figs. 4.12(f) 
and 5.23(e)), the different behaviour of these elements of the first pattern - being the only 
set of wide elements with distinctly lower switching fields than the standard elements - was 
not confirmed. It was not possible to pinpoint the reason for this difference, because there 
was not only a change of material but also a considerable difference in film thickness and 
in the case of type C structure even the geometry of the elements was altered from 
asymmetric to symmetric.
The behaviour of the elements with the sharper tips (j2 for third pattern) is shown in 
Fig. 5.24. As can be seen from Figs. 5.10 and 5.18, the standard elements with t2 were 
magnetically harder than those with t] and therefore the limits determined by the standard 
elements were higher as well. In agreement with the findings for structure type A, most 
elements with t2 switched within the range of the limits defined by the standard elements 
with the majority of elements having switching field values closer to the lower limits. 
Structuring the edges therefore had again stronger effects on the coercivity of elements 
with the shaiper tips tf- The reduction of the switching field values of the elements with 
structured edges compared to those of the ‘upper limit’ standard elements was more 
pronounced than in the case of the elements with ti.
Simulations which were carried out for the naiTow elements (w;) with h2 and structure 
type C for both tip ratios not only produced similar trends for the graphs. Both sets of 
simulated elements were found to have coercivities closer to the lower limit standard 
elements -  in the case of t2 even below (chapter 7, Figs. 7.10(b), (e)).
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Figure 5,23
Overview o f switching field values o f elements with structure type C o f second pattern.
C: type o f edge structure, tl: tip ratio =1 fo r  the elements o f this pattern,
w l: narrow elements, w2: wide elements, structure heights hl=50nm, h2=100nm, h3=250nm
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Figure 5.24
Overview o f switching field  values o f elements with structure type C o f third pattern.
C: type o f edge structure, t2: tip ratio =2 fo r  the elements o f this pattern,
w l: narrow elements, w2: wide elements, structure heights h l —50nm, h2~100nm, h3—250nm
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5 .6  S u m m a ry
Two patterns of acicular thin film elements with different tip ratios (//, ti) and various 
edge structures were fabricated and investigated in order to ascertain the dependence of the 
magnetic microstructure and magnetisation reversal behaviour on the geometry of such 
elements. Standard elements (without deliberate edge structure) of eight widths were 
designed along with elements with two edge structure types A and C. These edge structures 
had five different periods and three different structure heights (/i;, hz, hs). The two 
minimum widths of the elements with structured edges were wi and W2 .
The physical microstructure of the elements was evaluated first and it was found that 
pattern transfer was in most cases of high quality. However, in the case of edge structure 
type A, the quality of the structure features was found to deteriorate for the smallest 
investigated period (p=0.1|am) in addition with increase of structure height (both due to 
proximity writing).
Investigation of the magnetic microstructure in the as-grown and ac-demagnetised 
states of the samples showed that there was negligible difference between the two states. 
As expected all standard elements were clearly single domain with the mean direction of 
magnetisation parallel to the element length.
In the case of structure type A, variation of direction of magnetisation was observed 
for all elements with structure periods in the range 0.2jLim<p<0.5|xm. The mean direction of 
magnetisation of such elements was still parallel to the element length, but locally the 
magnetisation direction was found to follow the nearest edge. For hi and h2 these effects 
were highly localised and restricted to the structured edges of the elements while in the 
case of hs domains were observed which extended over the entire element width.
Most of the elements with structure type C however were found to support multi­
domain states with the most common feature being double y-configurations in the case of 
0.2pm<p<0.67jim but flux closure like configurations were also observed. The mean 
direction of magnetisation was again parallel to the element length. For elements with hj 
and short periods (p<0.33|im) a bar magnet like behaviour was observed for pairs of 
structure features with their magnetisation direction being orthogonal to the mean direction 
of magnetisation of the entire element. For both structure types neither the different widths 
(w;, W2) nor the different tip ratios (tj, 2^) were found to alter the magnetic microstructure.
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In-situ magnetising experiments were carried out and the development of the magnetic 
microstructure was carefully monitored up to the switching field values. Magnetisation 
reversal itself was too rapid to gain any insight into the reversal mechanisms by means of 
TEM, although all elements were clearly found to be multi-domain prior to switching. As 
in zero field conditions neither the width nor the different tip ratio were found to influence 
the magnetic microstructure for both structure types.
As expected, the coercivity of the standard elements was found to decrease with 
increase of element width as well as for the lower tip ratio (?/). The standard elements with 
t] only developed end domains close to the element tips whilst those with t2 generated 
concertina structures extending over the entire element. It is thought though that more 
developed concertina structures were also generated in the elements with the blunter tips tj 
but that those were not observed due to the fact that these domain configurations were even 
more volatile in the elements with tj than in those with the sharper tips t2 .
The elements with structure type A supported domain configurations at remanence 
similar to those observed in the ac-demagnetised state. Prior to reversal, most elements 
with 0.2pm<p<0.5pm were found to generate characteristic domain configurations 
(‘parallelogram domains’) whilst the magnetic microstructure within the elements with 
p=2.0 and 0.1pm resembled that of the standard elements.
In agreement with the standard elements the coercivity of the elements with structured 
edges was found to decrease with the increase of element width and there was also a 
crucial influence of the tip ratio observed. While in the case of tj a characteristic variation 
with structure period was observed in most cases, the main effect for the elements with ?2 
was a more pronounced drop in coercivity compared to conesponding standard elements. 
The structure period appeared only to have a negligible influence on the coercivity of 
elements with t2 .
The most common feature of the elements with edge structure type C were the ‘double 
y-configurations’. These were observed in all elements with 0.2pm<p<0.33pm not only 
prior to switching but in most cases also at remanence. Between remanence and just prior 
to switching magnetisation rotation was detected but generation and movement of walls 
only played a minor role for the majority of those elements.
The effects of edge structure type C on the coercivity of the elements were in most 
cases very similar to the observations made for the elements with structure type A. 
Furthermore the most common domain configurations for the different edge structure types
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showed considerable similarity e.g. the parallelogram domains and the double y- 
configurations. In both these domain configurations two parallel domain walls were 
observed per period in the main body of the elements. It should be noted, that structuring 
the edges resulted in reproducible high densities of modified Neel walls (up to one wall per 
lOOnm was observed for both structure types). The term modified Neel walls describes the 
fact that Neel walls nonnally have widths in the order of some hundreds of nanometers 
whereas in the case of elements with structured edges this width is obviously reduced due 
to the above mentioned high density of walls.
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C h a p t e r  6 :
A c i c u l a r  E le m e n t s  w i t h  S t r u c t u r e d  E d g e s  o f  T y p e s  A a n d  C 
- F o u r t h  a n d  F i f t h  P a t t e r n
6.1 In t r o d u c t io n
The fourth and fifth patterns were designed with the aim to determine the effects of 
variation of overall width of the elements with structured edges which was present in the 
former patterns. Therefore elements with structured edges but nominally constant width 
were designed in the two new patterns. Sets of elements with structured edges were 
designed with two different widths {wj, W2) and the length of the base rectangle (Fig. 3.9) 
was the same as in the previous chapter (/=2.0pm) as were the two structure types and their 
parameters. Both new patterns were identical apart from the tip ratio with the fourth pattern 
having elements with tj and the elements of the fifth pattern had sharper tips (r )^. The film 
material was permalloy (Ni=goat%Fe==20at%) with a thickness of ~22nm as in the case of the 
second and third patterns. As already mentioned in section 5.1, all four samples were 
fabricated simultaneously in order to achieve the best possible comparability.
The structure of this chapter is as follows: Section 6.2 gives a description of the fourth 
and fifth patterns and the physical microstructure of the elements is discussed in 6.3. 
Section 6.4 deals with the magnetic microstructure of the elements in their as-grown and 
ac-demagnetised states whereas the development of the domain configurations under the 
influence of external fields is described in section 6.5. The main results of this chapter are 
then summarised in section 6.6.
6.2  D e s c r ip t io n  o f  P a t t e r n s
The basic layout of patterns four and five was very similar to that of the two previous 
samples. Each pattern consisted of twelve arrays of elements with five identical ones in 
each row but there was only one row of standard elements in the case of the fourth and fifth 
patterns. As the overall width was nominally constant even for the elements with structured 
edges (Figs. 6.1(a), (b)), only two sets of standard elements were investigated. The width of 
the standard elements was either w/ or W2 . For each width there were 30 standard elements 
on a single membrane. The periods of the edge structures were the same as in the previous
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chapter. In the case of type A edge structure they were p=2.0, 0.5, 0.33, 0.2 and 0.1pm and 
the elements with type C edge structure had periods p=2.0, 0.67, 0.33, 0.25 and 0.2pm. The 
three structure heights hi, h2 and hs were also retained. Examples of the element designs 
and pattern parameters are given in Fig. 6.2.
Type A Type C
(a)
w+2h
(c)
—L j 'n _ j - i2 r i_ d n _ jn _ J ^
(b)
<CT I w w+2hn _ j n _ j n i r i _ j n _ r i _ r
(d)
Figure 6,1
Schematic o f elements with structured edges with and without variation o f the overall width 
o f the elements.
(a), (b) Elements o f 5^ ’^ pattern (t2) with nominally constant element width.
(c), (d) Elements o f 3^  ^pattern (t2) with variation o f element width between w and w+2h.
/
As the fourth and fifth patterns were identical apart from the tip ratios, only an 
overview of the elements of the fifth pattern (?2) is given in Fig. 6.2. Each row is one out of 
the five rows of each of the twelve aiTays of the entire pattern. Such a row is made up of 
elements of nominally constant width and in the case of the elements with structured edges 
structure type and height are constant in each row.
In order to be consistent with the previous chapter the elements with t2 are discussed in 
greater detail with the main focus lying again on the nanow elements (w/) with structure 
height h2 . The designs of these elements are shown in the second rows of the top (type A) 
and bottom (type C) an ay of Fig. 6.2.
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stand, e l’s p=2.0jUm p=0.5jum p=0.33/um p=0.2jum p-O.ljum  
w/=250nni, 1=3.0pm
A
hi
h2
w’2=500nm, 1=4.Opm
fl3
hi
h2
h
stand, el's p=2.0jUm p=0.67pm p=0.33pm p=0.25pm p —0.2pm
wi=250mn, 1=3.Opm
c
hi
h
W2=500mn, l=4.0pm
hs
hi
ho
h-t
Figure 6,2
Standard elements and elements with edge structure types A and C o f fifth pattern (t2=2). 
Widths o f elements: wi=250nm, W2—500nm. Overall lengths o f elements: 3.0 or 4.0pm. 
Heights o f structure features: hi~50nm, h2=100nm, h3=250nm.
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6.3  P h y sic a l  M ic r o st r u c t u r e
Bright field images of the samples were taken in the JEOL 2000 FX microscope. The 
physical microstructure of the film is the same as for the elements of the second and third 
patterns (chapter 5) as all four samples were fabricated simultaneously. The ~22nm thick 
permalloy film was micropolycrystalline with an average grain size of 5-lOnm. Sections of 
elements with structured edges are shown in Fig. 6.3 and schematics of parts of the 
designed edge structure were overlaid as reference. Figs. 6.3(a)-(c) display images of 
elements with structure type A with the smallest period p=0.1 pm and the three different 
structure heights and elements with edge structure type C with the smallest period p=0.2pm 
with hi, h2 and hs are shown in Figs. 6.3(d)-(f). The edge acuity was in the expected range 
of 5-iOnm with the pattern transfer being generally of good quality.
(a)
(d)
F
iOOnm
Figure 6.3
Bright field images of elements with different structure height (fifth pattern).
(a)-(c) elements with structure type A with p=O.Jjum; (d)-(f) elements with structure type C 
with p=0.2jum. White lines indicate designed edge structure. Red lines mark maximum width 
of main body of elements, while dashed red lines indicate nominal width of main body 
(=0 for elements with wi and h^ ).
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As in the previous chapter, the pattern transfer for the elements with edge structure 
type A was good in terms of period, whereas the actual height of the structure features was 
often reduced compared to the design due to proximity writing. The effects became again 
more notable with increase of structure height and in the case of the smallest investigated 
period (p=0.1pm). The worst case is illustrated in Fig. 6.3(c) with red lines marking the 
actual width of the main body of such an element. Instead of the designed ‘zigzag stripe’ 
indicated by the white lines in Fig. 6.3(c) with the nominal width of the main body of the 
element being equal to zero (illustrated by the red dashed line), the elements had a 
considerable main body with a width of «160nm. Therefore the overall geometry was 
altered from a zigzag stripe to a rectangle with spikes in the case of structure type A with 
hs and the shortest period p-O.lpm.
In the case of structure type C the pattern transfer was again superior compared to 
type A. As in the previous chapter the actual edge structure not only agreed very well with 
the design as far as the period was concerned but also with the measured structure height. 
The main imperfection in pattern transfer was again the rounding of the inner comers of the 
structure features as already pointed out in the previous chapter. This can be seen in 
Figs. 6.3(d)-(f) and it should be noted, that due to this rounding of the inner comers the 
rectangles in the case of hs were not just tangent to each other in a point but instead there 
was a transition zone (‘bridge’) of a width of 20-30nm which is highlighted by the red lines 
in Fig. 6.3(f). The design of these elements with hs had no continuous main body 
whatsoever (width of main body =0 as indicated by the dashed red line in Fig. 6.3(f)).
6.4  A s -g r o w n  a n d  A c -d e m a g n e t is e d  S t a t e
In order to evaluate the magnetic microstructure of the elements in their as-grown and 
ac-demagnetised states, the samples were investigated in Foucault mode in the JEOL 2000 
FX microscope. As with the previous samples, no marked differences were observed 
between the two states and the discussion in this section focuses on the ac-demagnetised 
state because it is a reproducible state.
Figure 6.4 shows a compilation of Foucault images of narrow elements (w/) with edge 
structure types A and C together with schematics of the distribution of magnetisation 
direction. The period is p=0.33|am and the tip ratio is t2 for all elements and the effects of 
the three structure heights {hj, h2 , hf) are compared for both structure types. Although
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weak, stray field contrast is visible at the element tips for all elements in the Foucault 
images of Fig. 6.4. The mean direction of magnetisation, which was deduced from these 
images is indicated by the green arrows in the schematics. The most notable effect of the 
geometry of these elements is the ‘channelling’ of the magnetisation through the majority 
of the elements.
m
(b) (c) (d) (e) (f)(a)
Figure 6.4
Overview of Foucault images of narrow (wj) ac-demagnetised elements with structured 
edges (p=0.33pm) and schematics of magnetisation direction within the four structure 
periods marked by single arrows in the Foucault images. Mapping direction indicated by 
double arrow. Green arrows indicate mean direction of magnetisation.
(a)-(c) Edge structure type A with hi=50nm, h2 = 1 0 0 nm, li3=250nm; (d)-(f) Edge structure 
type C with hi, li2 , 113. The ellipse in the Foucault image (f) marks a closure domain.
In the case of structure type A, where the direction of magnetisation simply follows the 
serpentine like geometry of the elements, this channelling effect is immediately obvious 
Figs. 6.4(a)-(c)) and it led to the formation of parallelogram domains in most of the 
elements even in the as-grown and the ac-demagnetised states of the samples. The 
parallelogram domains can easily be seen not only in the Foucault images, but also in the 
associated schematics in Figs. 6.4(a)-(c). In the case of identical period but different
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structure height (as for the Foucault images in Figs. 6.4(a)-(c)), the wall angle was found to 
increase with structure height. For the same structure height, the wall angle was found to 
increase with decrease of structure period. In both cases the outer vertices of the structure 
features were getting sharper and therefore the change in edge direction was more abrupt. 
With the magnetisation aligning parallel to the nearest edge, the associated change in 
magnetisation direction was also more abrupt and therefore the wall angle higher. Thus the 
structure parameters did not generally change the characteristic parallelogram domain 
geometry for structure type A, but the wall angle was found to depend on the structure 
variables. Exceptions were all elements with the smallest period ;?=0.1pm. The elements 
with hi and hi appeared quasi single domain while the elements with hs were multi-domain 
but the parallelogram domains were no longer generated for each half period. The same 
observation was made for the elements with % and the longer period p=0.2jim. It should be 
noted that it were also the elements with small period structure type A with hs which were 
found to deviate considerably from the designed zigzag-shape (Fig. 6.3(c)). In agreement 
with the previous chapter the most common domain shape for edge structure type A was 
the parallelogram geometry. Whilst in the case of the elements discussed in chapter 5 these 
parallelogram domains were generated under the influence of reverse fields they often were 
already present at remanence here.
In the case of structure type C (Figs. 6.4(d)-(f)) the channelling effect was also 
observed clearly for the two smaller structure heights (hi, hi) but to some degree even in 
the case of hj. Within the elements with hi and hi with periods p<0.33|Lim two y- 
configurations were observed per period as can be seen in the schematics of Figs. 6.4(d) 
and (e) for p=0.33^m. It should be noted that the y-configurations observed here were very 
similar to the characteristic domain configurations in the case of structure type C in the 
patterns of chapter 5 (i.e. within the elements with overall variation of width). In the case 
of the elements with edge structure type C with the longer periods (p=0.67 and 2.0jiim) 
with hi and hi, however, only small domains were observed in the step regions of the 
elements but those did not form y-configurations. These configurations were the same in 
the ac-demagnetised state and the remanent state of the elements and they are described in 
section 6.4.2,
The very disjointed elements with structure type C with hs displayed different domain 
configurations (Fig. 6.4(c)) and these were even more dependent on the structure period 
than in the case of the elements with hi and hi. A common feature, however, were closure
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domains at the blunt end of the tip part as marked with the ellipse in Fig. 6.4(f). As far as 
the magnetic configurations within the structure features were concerned those strongly 
depended on the shape of the features. In the case of p=2.0jAm the two nearly separated 
paris of the element were almost uniformly magnetised along the length of the elements 
with the exception of small closure domains at the blunt ‘ends’ in the centre of the 
elements similar to that maiked with the ellipse in Fig. 6.4(f). For /?=0.67pm the structure 
features supported flux closure structures. In the case of the elements with small structure 
periods p=0.2, 0.25 and 0.33pm stray fields were visible at the outer ends of the structure 
features as can be seen in Fig. 6.4(f). In the Foucault image of Fig. 6.4(f) some fine 
structure is visible within the rectangulai' structure features. With these stray fields present 
for most features, flux closure structures could be ruled out for the majority of those 
rectangles. As the transition areas (bridges) had a notable a width (20-30nm) between the 
rectangles, the deduced schematic is thought to be quite close to the actual domain 
configuration.
6.5  M a g n e t isin g  E x pe r im e n t s
As in the case of the previous patterns the in-situ magnetising experiments were 
earned out in the Philips CM20 FEG microscope by tilting the sample in the objective lens 
field. The magnitude of this vertical field was -700 Oe in the case of the fourth pattern and 
«940 Oe for the fifth pattern. The primary imaging mode was again the Fresnel mode but 
for some of the elements the magnetic microstructure was recorded in the DPC mode at 
different stages during magnetising loops. The observations are presented in a similar way 
to the discussion in chapter 5. However, no description of the behaviour of the standard 
elements of the fourih and fifth patterns is given as the observations were identical with 
those of the standard elements of the two previous patterns (section 5,5.1). The 
development of the magnetic microstructure within the narrow elements (w;) with both 
structure types is discussed with emphasis on the elements with hi of the fifth pattern (ti). 
A brief overview of the observed magnetic microstructures within all nanow elements is 
given also and the switching field values are compared for all elements of patterns five and 
four.
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6 ,5 .1  E l e m e n t s  w it h  E d g e  S t r u c t u r e  T y p e  A
As in chapter 5, a summary of the observed domain configurations at remanence and 
prior to switching is given in advance in order to simplify the discussion of the results. 
Table 6.1 summarises the observations of in-situ magnetising experiments earned out with 
the elements of the fifth pattern (^ 2) for the narrow elements (w;). As in the previous 
chapter, the overview in the tables was kept as compact as possible and with the emphasis 
on similarities. The same terminology was used here as for table 5.3. It should be noted, 
however, that in the case of the fourth and fifth pattern a pair of parallelogram domains 
were observed per period instead of just one parallelogram domain per period 
(section 5.5.2).
Structure Tvpe A , W idth wi - Fifth pattern
period state Aj=50nm A2=100nm Aj=250nm
2.0fim R single domain single domain low  angle wall at centre
PS concertina concertina walls at centre and ends
0.5 pm R parallelogram domains parallelogram domains parallelogram domains
PS parallelogram domains parallelogram domains parallelogram domains
0 .33pm (Figs. 6.5, 6.6)
R parallelogram domains parallelogram domains parallelogram domains
PS parallelogram domains parallelogram domains parallelogram domains
0.2pm (Figs. 6.7(a), (b))
R parallelogram domains parallelogram domains parallelogram domains
PS parallelogram domains parallelogram domains walls m ove and merge
0 .1pm (Figs. 6.7(c), (d))
R single domain single domain quasi single domain
PS concertina concertina multi domain
Table 6.1
Micromagnetic states o f elements with wi and structure type A o f 5^ '^  pattern (t2~2), 
R: Remanent state, PS: Prior to switching.
In agreement with the observations in the previous chapter it was found that the two 
different tip ratios hardly altered the m agnetic m icrostructure o f the elem ents at all. 
Therefore table 6.1 is also valid for m ost of the naiTOW elem ents (w;) of the fourih pattern
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(tj). Exceptions were three sets of elements and the differences were restricted to the 
observations prior to switching: The elements with tj and p=2,0\xm with hi and hi and also 
the elements with /7=0.1|pm and hi did not generate a full concertina structure but instead 
only end domains were visible prior to switching. Also in agreement with the findings of 
both previous chapters, the domain configurations which were observed within the wide 
elements (wi) did not show distinct differences to those of the narrow elements which were 
described above.
Thus, the main parameters for the determination of the magnetic microstructure of the 
elements with nominally constant width and structure type A were again the structure 
parameters h and p  and the most commonly observed domain geometry was again found to 
be the parallelogram domains. However, in the case of the elements with nominally 
constant width, a pair of parallelogram domains were observed for each period instead of 
just one in the case of the elements with varying overall width in the previous chapter. The 
absence of the parallelogram domains in the case of the smallest (0.1pm) and longest 
(2.0pm) investigated periods was also consistent with the results of the two previous 
chapters. This supports the idea of critical values for the edge structure parameters to 
profoundly alter the magnetic microstructure of elements with structured edges compared 
to standard elements.
Figure 6.5 shows an overview of Fresnel images of an element with wi and ti with 
structure type A {hi) with a period p=0.33pm at different stages of a magnetising 
experiment. Schematics were derived from the images and are also shown.
At remanence the mean direction of magnetisation was parallel to the element length 
with the magnetisation being ‘channelled’ through the element as a result of the local 
changes of edge direction. Faint low angle walls which were running across the entire 
element width were already visible (Fig. 6.5(a)) forming a pair of parallelogram domains 
per period. One of these parallelogram domains is highlighted by the red area in the 
schematic of Fig. 6.5(a). The walls increased in contrast when a reverse field was applied 
(Fig. 6.5(b)) indicating magnetisation rotation in adjacent domains. Some degree of wall 
movement was detected for the walls next to the element tips. All other walls were firmly 
pinned at (opposite) vertices of the structure features. After magnetisation reversal wall 
sections were still visible at the outer vertices of the elements (Fig. 6.5(c)).
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250nm
400 Oe
LliOOe
Figure 6.5
Fresnel images of an element with structure type A (p=0.33jiim) recorded during magnetising 
sequence with corresponding schematics of magnetisation distribution. The red area in the 
schematic of (a) highlights a parallelogram domain.
DPC images of such an element with /?=0.33pm at remanence and prior to switching 
are shown in Fig. 6.6. The observed increase of domain contrast confirmed magnetisation 
rotation and the absence of wall movement for all walls but those at the element ends was 
also corroborated. One of the parallelogram domains is marked by the red frame in 
Fig. 6.6.
\
Mapping 
direction 
Figure 6 . 6
DPC images an element with structure type A (p=0.33jum, hi^lOOnm) at different field 
values, with schematic of magnetisation distribution. Red frame illustrates a parallelogram 
domain.
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Similar behaviour was observed for all elements with structure type A with hi and 
small periods (0.2pm<p<0.5pm). However, the elements with the longest (p=2.0pm) and 
smallest (p=0.1pm) periods were again found to behave differently. These elements 
displayed strong similarities with the standard elements in their magnetic microstructure in 
zero field and also in their switching behaviour.
In Fig. 6.7 DPC images of elements with structure type A {hi) with /?=0.2pm and 
p=0.1pm are compared. The elements with p=0.2pm (Figs. 6.7(a), (b)) showed the same 
characteristics as the elements with the longer periods 0.5 and 0.33pm (i.e. parallelogram 
domains at remanence and almost exclusively magnetisation rotation prior to switching). 
Elements with the smallest period p=0.1pm (Figs. 6.7(c), (d)), however, did not show 
much variation of direction of magnetisation at remanence. When a reverse field was 
applied to these elements low angle walls were generated with less than two domains per 
structure period. As already mentioned the domain configurations looked more like the 
concertina structures, which were observed in the standard elements (section 5.5.1). The 
magnetic microstructure of the elements with the smallest structure period also resembled 
very much that of the elements with the same structure parameters of the second and third 
patterns (section 5.5.2, Figs. 5.15, 5.16(c), (d)). The red frame in Fig. 6.7(b) illustrates one 
of the characteristic parallelogram domains and the red frame in Fig. 6.7(d) highlights an 
arbitrary domain in an element where pairs of parallelogram domains per period were no 
longer supported.
\
Mapping 
direction
Figure 6.7
DPC images of acicular elements (W]=250nm) with structure type A {hi=100nm) at different 
field values, {a), (b) p-0.2iün; (c), (d) p=0.1jum. Single arrows indicate magnetisation 
direction. Red frames illustrate domain shapes.
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With the discussion of the domain configurations of elements with structure type A 
complete the next sections deal with the investigations of the influence of the edge 
structure parameters on the coercivity of the elements. Overviews of the switching field 
values of all elements with edge structure type A of the fourth and fifth patterns are given 
in Figs. 6.8 and 6.9. The layout of the figures is identical to that in sections 5.5.2 and 5.5.3. 
As the width of the elements was nominally constant in the case of these two patterns 
(apart from the tip regions) only one set of standard elements was investigated and used for 
reference in the corresponding graphs. The reference elements for the nanow elements 
with structured edges were standard elements with wj whilst the coercivity of the wide 
elements with edge structure is compared to the switching field values of the standard 
elements 
with W2 .
The results of these two patterns were in many respects very similar to those for the 
second and third patterns (see section 5.5.2). The main difference was that the elements 
with structured edges of the fourth and fifth pattern were generally harder to switch than 
the corresponding ones of the second and third patterns. The reason for this is almost 
certainly the fact that the elements of the former patterns did not have wider parts than the 
(minimum) width (see Fig. 6.1). It should be noted that this increase of coercivity had two 
main effects on the graphs discussed here. Firstly, the typical maximum of coercivity for 
small periods, which was detected in the previous patterns with tj appeared again 
(Figs. 5.18, 6.8) but as a result of the general increase of coercivity for the elements with 
structured edges this maximum lay in most cases even above the coercivity of the standard 
elements. Secondly, in the case of the shaiper tips (ti) the variation of the coercivity with 
period was again reduced but the drastic drop in coercivity which was detected for the 
elements with variation of width (Fig. 5.19) was not seen for the elements with nominally 
constant width (Fig. 6.9). Another difference was that here all elements with the sharper 
tips tl were magnetically harder than the coiTesponding elements with the blunter tips tj.
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Figure 6 . 8
Overview o f switching field  values o f elements with structure type A o f fourth pattern.
A: type o f edge structure, tl: tip ratio -1  fo r  the elements o f this pattern,
w l: narrow elements, w2: wide elements, structure heights h l —SOnm, h2=100nm, h3=250nm
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Figure 6.9
Overview o f switching field values o f elements with structure type A o f fifth pattern.
A: type o f edge structure, tl: tip ratio = i  fo r  the elements o f this pattern,
w l: narrow elements, w2: wide elements, structure heights hl=50nm, h2=100nm, h3=250nm
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6 .5 .2  E le m e n ts  w i t h  E d g e  S t r u c t u r e  T y p e  C
In accordance with the structure of the previous sections an overview of the observed 
domain configurations during magnetising experiments is given prior to the detailed 
discussion of the results. Table 6.2 summarises the micromagnetic states of the narrow 
elements (w/) with structure type C of the fifth pattern (f )^. As before the principle was to 
determine characteristic similarities rather than minute differences.
Structure Tvpe C, Width wi - Fifth pattern
period state /ij=50nm ^2=100nm /îj= 250n m  ( ‘fishbone’
2 .0pm Figs. 6 .3(f), 6.4(f))
R quasi single domain quasi single domain closure domains
PS concertina'** concertina*** closure domains
0,67pm (Figs. 6 .10, 6.12(a), (b))
R quasi single domain multi-domain -
PS multi-domain y-configurations -
0.33pm (Figs. 6.11, 6 .12(c), (d))
R y-configurations y-configurations -
PS y-configurations y-configurations -
0.25pm R y-configurations y-configurations -
PS y-configurations y-configurations —
0.2pm R y-configurations y-configurations
PS y-configurations y-configurations
Table 6,2
Micromagnetic states o f elements with wj and structure type C o f 5^ ’^ pattern (t2~2).
R: Remanent state, PS: Prior to switching.
The terminology is similar to that of table 5.4. The only new term is ‘closure domains’ 
and describes domains at the blunt end of tip parts (as those marked by the ellipse in 
Fig. 6.4(f)). The micromagnetic states of the nan'ow elements with hs are only described 
for p~2\xm. For the other periods the fine structure within the almost isolated structure 
features was not cleai’ enough in the Fresnel experiments to deduce enough detail and it 
was not considered worthwhile to caiTy out the time consuming DPC experiments with
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these ‘fishbone’ elements (Fig. 6.2, third row in lower aiTay). It should be noted though 
that closure domains were detected at all blunt ends of tip parts in the fishbone elements.
Comparison of the domain configurations observed in the elements of the fifth pattern 
(^ 2) with those detected in the elements of the fourth pattern (tj) showed that there was very 
little difference between the two samples for identical structure parameters. This agrees 
well with previous observations where it was also found that the two different tip aspect 
ratios did not show considerable influence on the magnetic microstructure of the elements. 
Therefore table 6.2 is also valid for most of the corresponding elements of the fourth 
pattern. Exceptions were all elements with /?=2p.m in the state prior to switching: In 
addition to the domain configurations given in the table end domains were generated in all 
these elements.
Comparison of the elements with the two different widths did not yield striking 
differences between the domain configurations for the elements with hi and h2 . However, 
due to the change of the ‘fishbone’ geometry (wj) to elements with considerable main body 
(W2) the magnetic microstructure of the two sets of elements with structure type C with hj 
were different. The wider elements of this kind displayed a similar behaviour to the 
elements with h2 (see corresponding column of table 6,2).
In the case of structure type C the mean direction of magnetisation was also found to 
lie parallel to the element length and the channelling effect which was deduced for the 
elements with structure type A was observed as well. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.10 where 
an overview of Fresnel images of an element with structure type C with p=0.67pm and Ag is 
given for different stages during a magnetising experiment together with the derived 
schematics. At remanence low angle walls which ran across the entire element width were 
visible due to this channelling of magnetisation (Fig, 6.10(a)). When a reverse field was 
applied the configurations of these domain walls changed and despite being curved 
(exaggerated in the schematic), y-configurations were clearly to discern (Fig. 6.10(b)). It 
should be noted that some non-y-configuration walls were also present. Increase of the 
applied field led to an increase of wall contrast indicating magnetisation rotation while no 
further wall movement was observed. After magnetisation reversal faint wall sections 
which originated in the outer comers of the structure features were still present 
(Fig. 6.10(c)).
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(b) 380 Oe
Figure 6.10
Fresnel images of element with structure type C {p-0.67pm) recorded during magnetising 
sequence with corresponding schematics of magnetisation distribution. Red boxes mark 
domain structures which were also found in the case of p —2 .0 pm, while the red lines in (b) 
highlight a y-configuration.
In the case of the longest period (p=2.0pm) the elements were almost uniformly 
magnetised at remanence apart from a faint domain structure which was present at the 
region of the step of such elements. This configuration looked like the one marked with the 
red frame in Fig. 6.10(a). Application of a reverse field led first to an increase of wall 
contrast and at a later stage to the generation of a ‘concertina*’ structure (i.e. a concertina 
structure which started to develop from the centre of the elements). After magnetisation 
reversal, the elements were quasi single domain with two faint wall sections visible in the 
step region (see red frame in Fig. 6.10(c)).
In the case of the structure periods 0.2pm<p<0.33|4m y-configurations were observed 
at remanence. One of them is highlighted by red lines in Fig. 6.11(a). It should be noted 
that there was always a pair of such y-configurations per period observed, which was quite 
similar to the double y-configurations as discussed in the previous chapter. Under the 
influence of a reverse field the walls which were already present at remanence merely 
intensified in contrast indicating an increase of wall angle (Fig. 6.11(b)). After 
magnetisation reversal faint wall structures were still visible within the structure features
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(Fig. 6.11(c)). In the Fresnel image of Fig. 6.11(c) all remaining domain configurations 
after the switch of magnetisation were of the bisector type. This was not always the case 
but the remaining of flux closure like domain configurations within the structure features 
after magnetisation reversal within the main body of the elements as described in section 
5.5.3 (Fig. 5.22) was less common here.
2 m m fi
370 Oe
400 Oe
Figure 6.11
M W
Fresnel images of element with structure type C (p=0.33pm) recorded during magnetising 
sequence with corresponding schematics of magnetisation distribution. Red lines highlight 
y-configuration.
Figure 6.12 shows a compilation of DPC images of two elements at remanence and 
prior to switching. It illustrates the characteristic y-configurations as well as the domain 
configurations which were present at the steps of the longer period elements (p=2.0p.m and 
0.67pm) at remanence (Fig. 6.12(a)). The schematics, which were derived from the Fresnel 
images agreed very well with the schematics in the DPC images. In the case of the 
elements with p=0.67pm transformation of the domains at the steps present at remanence 
(Figs. 6.10(a), 6.12(a)) into y-configurations when a reverse field was applied was clearly 
the result in both experiments (Figs. 6.10(b), 6.12(b)). The observation that y- 
configurations were generally firmly pinned and that there was no movement of such y- 
configuration walls prior to switching was also corroborated (Figs. 6.11(a), (b) and 6.12(c),
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(d)). The observations for the elements with 0.2pm<p<0.33pm were basically identical due 
to the channelling of the magnetisation through the serpentine shapes.
\
Mapping 
direction (a) (b)
Figure 6.12
DPC images of acicular elements (wi=250nm) with structure type C (h2=100nm) at different 
field values, (a), (b) p=0.67jLün; (c), (d) p=0.33jum. Single arrows indicate magnetisatioti 
direction. Red lines highlight common domain configurations.
The investigation of the coercivity of the elements with structure type C is discussed 
next. The results are illustrated in Figs. 6.13 and 6.14 with the layout being identical to that 
of Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 (apart from the missing graphs for the ‘fishbone’ elements). The 
elements with structure type C of the fourth and fifth patterns were also magnetically 
harder than those of the second and third patterns which was in agreement with the 
observations for the elements with structure type A. A considerable number of elements 
with structured edges and ti tips were found to have an even higher coercivity than the 
corresponding standard elements (Fig. 6.13) This was also observed for the type A 
elements of this pattern (Fig. 6.8).
It should be noted, that in the case of the elements with the sharper tips (f?) the 
variation of coercivity depending on structure period was not generally found to be 
markedly reduced compared to the variation of He of the elements with the blunter tips 
(Figs. 6.13, 6.14). Additionally the characteristic drop in coercivity which was found for 
the elements with t2 for both structure types of the elements in the previous chapter 
(Figs. 5.19, 5.25) was not seen here. This was also observed for the elements with structure 
type A of the fourth and fifth pattern and is thought to be a result of the nominally constant 
element width of all elements including those with structured edges.
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Figure 6,13
Overview o f switching field values o f elements with structure type C o f fourth pattern.
C: type o f edge structure, tl: tip ratio =1 fo r the elements o f this pattern,
w l: narrow elements, w2: wide elements, structure heights hl~50nm, h2=100nm, h3=250nm
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Overview o f switching field values o f elements with structure type C o f fifth pattern.
C: type o f edge structure, t2: tip ratio ~2 fo r the elements o f this pattern,
w l: narrow elements, w2: wide elements, structure heights h l-50nm , h2=100nm, h3=250nm
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6 .6  S u m m a r y
As in the previous chapter, two patterns of acicular thin film elements with different 
tip ratios (f/, tf) and various edge structures were fabricated and investigated. In order to 
deteimine the effects, which were due to the variation of element width in the previous 
chapters, the elements with structured edges of the fourth and fifth patterns were of 
nominally constant width (w/ and W2). Structure types and parameters were kept the same 
as in the previous chapter.
The physical microstructure of the elements was evaluated first and it was found that 
pattern transfer was in most cases of high quality. In agreement with the previous chapters 
the quality of the structure features was however observed to deteriorate in some cases for 
edge structure type A (i.e. for the smallest period p=0.1|im).
Investigation of the magnetic microstructure in the as-grown and ac-demagnetised 
states of the samples showed that there was negligible difference between the two states. 
As expected and in agreement with the results of the previous chapters, the standard 
elements were clearly single domain with the mean direction of magnetisation parallel to 
the element length. Also in agreement with the observations in the previous chapter the 
different tip ratios (/;, tf) were generally not found to considerably alter the magnetic 
microstructure.
In the case of the elements with structured edges, the main observation was the distinct 
‘channelling’ of the magnetisation through the elements as a result of the seipentine like 
geometry of most of them. Thus, the variation of magnetisation direction within elements 
with edge structure type A was no longer confined to the edge regions. Instead, a pair of 
parallelogram domains per period was visible within the majority of these elements. The 
mean direction of magnetisation of all these elements was clearly parallel to the element 
length.
In the case of structure type C the channelling effect of the magnetisation was also 
observed with the mean direction of magnetisation being again parallel to the element 
length. The channelling was most pronounced in the case of the two small structure heights 
{hi, hi) but it was also observed to some degree in the case of hs. Most of the elements with 
structure type C were found to support multi-domain states with the most common feature 
being two y-configurations per period. In the case of structure type C with hs and wj, the
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elements were very disjointed and the magnetisation distribution within the structure 
features depended on their shape.
In-situ magnetising experiments were carried out and the development of the magnetic 
microstructure was carefully monitored up to the switching field values. Magnetisation 
reversal itself was again too rapid to gain any insight in the reversal mechanisms by means 
of TEM. All elements were clearly found to be multi-domain prior to switching and it is 
thought that reverse domains were nucleated at some point which then grew rapidly. As in 
zero field conditions, neither the width nor the different tip ratios was found to alter the 
magnetic microstructure for both structure types.
It should be noted that as a result of the channelling effect of the elements with 
structured edges, the majority of these elements were found to be multi-domain even at 
remanence. While wall movement only played a minor role in the transition between 
remanece and prior to switching, rotation was clearly observed. The magnitude of the 
effects depended on the structure parameters. In the case of elements with structure type A 
with hs and the small investigated periods (p=0.2pm and 0.1pm) a remarkable change in 
reversal behaviour was frequently detected: Instead of switching in an instant, the elements 
were found to reverse in stages.
In agreement with the observations in the previous chapter the coercivity of the 
elements with structured edges was found to depend on the element width. The main 
difference was that the elements with structured edges of the patterns of this chapter were 
generally harder to switch than the corresponding ones in the previous chapter. The reason 
for this was that the elements of the fourth and fifth patterns were of nominally constant 
width. This led to the result that some elements with structured edges were magnetically 
even harder than coiTesponding standard elements. A second effect was the drastic drop in 
coercivity, which was detected for the elements with the shaiper tips {ti) in the previous 
chapter was not seen for the elements with nominally constant width. Between remanence 
and the state just prior to switching magnetisation rotation was detected but generation and 
movement of walls only played a minor role for the most of these elements.
Also in agreement with the results of the previous chapter, the effects of edge structure 
type C on the coercivity of the elements were in most cases very similar to the observations 
made for the elements with structure type A and the similarity of the domain configurations 
in the main body of the elements (i.e. two parallel domain walls per period) was also 
coiToborated. As in the previous chapters, structuring the edges led to high densities of
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modified Neel walls (up to one wall per lOOnm was again observed for both structure 
types). Simulations were carried out for some of the elements discussed in this chapter and 
the results are presented in the next chapter.
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C h a p t e r  7:
S im u l a t io n  o f  M ic r o m a g n e t ic  S t a t e s
U s in g  LLG M ic r o m a g n e t ic s  S im u la t o r
7.1 In t r o d u c t io n
In the previous chapters the results of in-situ magnetising experiments involving 
standard elements and elements with structured edges were described. The switching fields 
of the small magnetic elements were determined with high accuracy and detailed 
observations of the build up of domain configurations prior to switching were made. Due 
to the rapid switch of magnetisation it was not possible to observe the reversal mechanisms 
in detail. It was expected though that reverse domains would be nucleated at the coercive 
field value and that these would quickly propagate the magnetisation reversal in the 
elements. There was however no proof for this assumption to be deduced from any of our 
experiments. Using commercially available software it was decided to model the magnetic 
microstructure during magnetising cycles for a number of elements which were 
investigated experimentally (chapters 4-6). Comparison of the micromagnetic behaviour 
determined by the simulations with the observations made in the experiments (i.e. magnetic 
microstructure at remanence, domain configurations prior to switching and coercivity) 
should provide useful insight into the agreement between experimental and theoretical data 
and the mechanisms behind the rapid magnetisation reversal. The simulations described 
here were calculated using a finite element package called ‘LLG Micromagnetics 
Simulator’ (Scheinfein et al, 1998) which solves the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation for 
3-dimensional problems. Please note that the LLG Micromagnetics Simulator will be 
refeiTed to as LLG’ in the following discussion.
In this chapter a brief description of the theory underlying LLG is given in section 7.2 
and the set up of problems is discussed in 7.3. A selection of simulation results is presented 
in section 7.4 with emphasis on nan'ow elements with ts tips. The chapter concludes with 
the summary in section 7.5.
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7.2 T h e o r y  o f  O p e r a t io n  o f  LLG M ic r o m a g n e t ic s  S im u l a t o r
In order to calculate the magnetic microstructure in a ferromagnet the time evolution 
of the magnetisation distribution inside such a system, which is described by the Landau- 
Lifshitz-Gilbert equation must be solved. The Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation has been 
examined experimentally and theoretically (Scheinfein et al, 1991 a, b), (Hubert et al, 
1998) and was found to yield an accurate description of the time evolution of the magnetic 
moment of fixed magnitude in a magnetic field. The Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation has 
the following form:
dM Y -  -  ytz _ _ (7.1)
87 ^y is the gyromagnetic ratio (y  = ~ ^ )  which is determined by the free electron value of
Ye with po: permeability of vacuum, e: elementary charge, m^ : rest mass of
electron) and the spectroscopic splitting factor g (Lande g-factor) which is ~2 for 
feiTomagnets.
a  is the damping parameter (due to spin wave scattering) and is the effective field 
which is determined by
' t o t
H e f f  = - 7 - #: .  (7.2)
is the saturation magnetisation multiplied by the direction cosines and represents the 
value of the magnetisation vector M (r) at each point within the feiTomagnet. 
is the total energy of a system and it is determined in LLG by
^tot = (7.3)
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The contributions to the total energy of a fenomagnetic system are
• the mean field exchange energy between nearest neighbours which is chai'acterised 
by the exchange coupling constant A {erg / cm) ^
• the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy describing the interaction of the magnetic 
moments with the crystal field which is characterised by the constant (uniaxial
anisotropy) or (cubic anisotropy) in units of {erg / cm^)
• the surface magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy correcting for broken symmetry 
in the interaction of the magnetic moments with the crystal field near surfaces which is 
characterised by the constant {erg / cm^)
• the magnetostatic self-energy E^ . arising from the interaction of the magnetic fields 
created by discontinuous magnetisation distributions in bulk as well as at the surface
• the external magnetostatic field energy E,, due to the interaction of the magnetic 
moments with external magnetic fields and
• the magnetostrictive energy E^ arising when mechanical stress or strain is applied to a 
feiTomagnetic material which thereby introduces effective anisotropy into the system 
and is characterised by {erg / cm^ ).
A more detailed discussion of the energy considerations is given in section 1.3. The 
solution of the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation for the equilibrium magnetisation 
distribution is a constrained boundary value problem in two or three spatial dimensions 
with the constraint of constant magnetisation (saturation magnetisation). It should be 
noted that for the analysis of the equilibrium micromagnetic structure the differential
equation need not be integrated directly but = 0 must be fulfilled. This implies that
the effective field must be parallel to the magnetisation M  and the magnetisation
configuration can be relaxed iteratively by positioning each magnetisation vector «parallel 
to the effective field vector throughout the entire mesh of finite elements.
The initial condition can be selected to provide a suitable start for the iteration 
procedure and the iteration process is stopped when the largest residual of a single value of
‘ LLG M icromagnetics Simulator uses alm ost exclusively COS units.
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, « —- drops below the chosen convergence minimum. This convergence minimum is
the value of the largest relative change in the largest component of the direction cosines. It 
depends on the size of the mesh and the closeness to a change in magnetisation such as the 
reorientation close to the coercive field in a hysteresis loop calculation. Equilibrium 
domain wall configurations determined from this energy minimisation scheme agree 
generally very well with configurations determined by solving the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert 
equation directly (Scheinfein et al, 1991 b). Therefore in the case of uniform systems the 
more economical energy minimisation scheme can be used to deteimine equilibrium 
configurations. For more complex systems, however, or in the presence of grain boundaries 
which may serve as nucléation sites it may be necessary to directly solve the Landau- 
Lifshitz-Gilbert equation for the benefit of accurate results (Scheinfein et al, 1998), 
(Victora, 1987).
7.3 Se t  up  o f  P r o b l e m s
A description of the set up of problems as calculated in this thesis is presented in this 
section. When the program is loaded the start-up screen is displayed and choosing the 
'Begin Simulation’ option activates the main LLG input control dialog for setting up a 
simulation. The 'LLG Input Control’ dialog box is illustrated in Fig. 7.1 together with the 
'LLG Computational Details’ box. In the following discussion emphasis lies on the 
features which were relevant for this work starting at the top of the 'LLG Input Control’ 
box (Fig. 7.1(a)).
At this point I would like to acknowledge Prof. M. Scheinfein who not only wrote 
LLG but also helped a lot in the early stages of the simulations carried out for this work. 
His advice and tailor-made additions to the program proved very valuable and timesaving.
•  Read Input Files '.
The 'Input Params’ button in the 'Read Input Files’ box allows to load the input 
parameters of previous calculations and then quickly change the appropriate values to run 
the simulation of a similar problem.
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•  Dimension, Search, 2D Self Energy and Boundary
The default settings of these boxes are given in Fig. 7.1(a) and neither of them was 
changed at any time for the simulations described here.
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Figure 7.1
(a) LLG input control (set for rectangular 
permalloy elements)
(b) Computational details as set for the 
problems calculated in this work.
•  Simulation Volume
In the 'Simulation Volume’ field the overall size of the problem is determined along 
with the ‘discretisation volume’ of the elements (cell size). The unit of the dimensions is 
nanometer and the maximal size of a simulation volume is a cube of 5000^ nm^. It should 
be noted that the two in-plane dimensions in LLG are the X and Z directions, while the Y- 
component defines e.g. the thickness of a thin film element. In the case displayed in 
Fig. 7.1(a) the dimensions are set for a rectangular thin film element with a length of
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2000nm, a width of lOOOnm and a thickness of 20nm. In the next column of the field 
'Simulation Volume’ the size of the discretisation volume is determined by setting the 
number of cells per axis. Usually the cells need to be cubes with a side length of a few 
nanometers (<10nm in the case of permalloy) in order to avoid intrinsic demagnetisation 
effects within each sub-element (Scheinfein et al, 1998). However, in the case of thin films 
of permalloy these effects are very small in the out of plane direction and therefore ‘rods’ 
were chosen as discretisation volumes (cells) in order to cut down simulation time. The 
rods were 20nm high (= film thickness) and had a square base of lOxlOnm^. It is crucial to 
retain a square base for the rods as a rectangular base could introduce notable intrinsic 
demagnetisation effects. Comparison of examples calculated with cubic cells with those 
consisting of rods did not show differences and therefore it was decided to set up all 
simulations with rods for this work.
It should be noted that benchmarks were recently done for the cell size of permalloy 
problems to yield accurate simulation results. It was determined that grid scales of <2nm 
are required to get con*ect details for vortex dynamics and numbers of walls in the 
calculations (Scheinfein, 2000). As exchange energy is a next neighbour phenomenon 
(section 1.3.1) the cell size fixes the corresponding Fourier components. Therefore the 
micromagnetic simulations are not scale free but depend on the chosen grid scale and the 
calculated physics changes slightly with the mesh.
•  Hamiltonian, Evolution, Anisotropy, Easy Axis and Coupling
The default settings in these boxes are shown in Fig. 7.1(a). Neither of them was 
changed for the calculations carried out for this work: For 3D problems the continuous 
'Hamiltonian’ was recommended. 'Relaxation’ was chosen in the evolution box because 
we were not interested in real-time-evolutions for this work. The crystal 'Anisotropy’ of 
permalloy is known to be uniaxial. This setting was applied for our problems although the 
experimental films were polycrystalline. The direction of the crystal anisotropy was 
however chosen parallel to the X-axis which coincided with the 'Easy Axis’ (length) of the 
elements. It should be noted that the shape anisotropy of the elements investigated in this 
work was expected to control the magnetic behaviour (Hubert et al, 1998) and therefore it 
was not expected that the setting of uniaxial crystal anisotropy would markedly influence 
the results. Finally in the version which was used for this work only the direct 'Coupling’ 
was implemented.
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♦ Parameters: Permalloy (Magnetic Parameters)
When the ‘Begin Simulation’ option is enabled, the box 'Parameters: Permalloy’ 
comes up with its default title 'Magnetic Parameters'. In order to model a problem with 
permalloy the default settings for permalloy need to be chosen. By doing so the title of the 
dialog box changes to 'Parameters: Permalloy’, As already mentioned mainly CGS units 
are used in LLG. It should be noted that LLG uses the 0-K value of saturation 
magnetisation of a material and that for most practical systems there is only negligible 
deviation between the Ms values at OK and Ms at room temperature (i.e. well below the 
Curie temperature; Scheinfein et al, 1998, Scheinfein et al, 1991 a). No fluctuations in 
magnetisation due to thermal agitation were considered for the simulations described in 
this work as temperature as parameter was not enabled (in the ‘Computation Parameters’ 
box, next section). Ku is the uniaxial and Kc the cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy (Kc=0 
for permalloy), A  is the magnetic exchange coupling constant (stiffness) in modified CGS 
units (uerg/cm means perg/cm), Ks is the magnetocrystalline surface anisotropy, Rho (p) is 
the resistivity of the material (u-ohm-cm means pOcm) and AMR stands for anisotropy 
magnetoresistance ratio. AMR is the classical anisotropy magnétorésistance effect 
parameter which characterises the change in resistivity for current density J  being either || 
or L to M  (section 1.6).
The 'Material Properties’ button enables the user to change the material parameters 
while 'Layers’ enables the set up of multilayer problems (e.g. GMR). The 'Position 
Depend. Params.’ button was used extensively for this work as one of the options 
coiTelated with this field is to accomplish the definition of complex 2D and 3D shapes. 
Bodies which deviate from purely right angled geometry can be designed by marking 
certain cells or groups of cells which then can be either turned on or off. All standard 
elements as well as the elements with structured edges were generated this way.
•  Computation Parameters
The next dialog box is the ‘Computation Parameters’ field. It should be noted that the 
default setting for 'Convergence’ needs to be changed for permalloy. As mentioned in 
section 7.2 this convergence minimum is the value, which the largest relative change in the
M  Xlargest component of the direction cosines -  -—: needs to decrease in order to stop 
iteration. The LLG default setting is Ix  10"  ^ but a value between I x 10 and 3x10""^ is
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recommended for simulations with permalloy. It should be noted that it is crucial for 
accurate results not to choose the convergence criterion too high as iteration might be 
stopped prematurely before equilibrium is reached. The chosen value for the simulations 
discussed in this work was 2 x lO"'^  as can be seen in Fig. 7.1(a).
Another crucial value is the maximal number of iterations. This is the second exit 
criterion to stop the calculation and if the number is chosen too small the simulation results 
are not reliable because the program might stop iterating before equilibrium is reached. 
'Iterations’ can either be disabled in order to make sure that calculating is not stopped 
prematurely or the number needs to be chosen with respect to the problem. For most of the 
simulations run for this work the chosen value was 15000 (Fig. 7.1(a)) which was found to 
restrict the number of iterations for some cases while also being high enough to yield 
reliable results.
The energy criterion 'Energy #  Up’ was always disabled and the default setting for 
'Numhs=r was never changed. LLG computes the effective field rigorously during each 
iteration cycle, which is the most time consuming part of the computation. Therefore the 
program offers the option to save computational time by changing the Numhs value. 
Setting it to three for example reduces the calculation time by a factor of three. This option 
was not chosen for this work as the solution of a problem is rigorous only for Numhs=l.
‘Gamma’ (y) is the free electron gyromagnetic frequency (Eqn. 7.1) with the most 
typical value being 17.6 MHz/Oe. 'Alpha’ (a) is the phenomenological damping parameter 
(eqn. 7.1) which governs how quickly a solution converges. The default value is 1 and it 
was never changed in this work. According to Scheinfein et al, 1998, real materials can 
have a-values in the 0.01 range but this component of the relaxation is still an issue as 
there is not much known about it. It should be noted that setting a  to one provides the same 
final solution to identical problems as cx;=0.01 solutions in a fraction of computation time. 
It is however not recommended to set a  to a value larger than one.
'Time V  is the starting time in nanoseconds for a real time calculation and 'Time 2’ is 
the ending time but no real time calculations were earned out in this work. 'T{K)’ is for 
activating the finite temperature solver which was also not used in this work.
•  Input Options
The next dialog box is called 'Input Options’. No 'Boundary Conditions’ were set for 
any of the simulations done for this work. The 'Computational Details’ however need to be
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chosen for every problem and the most common settings for this work are displayed in 
Figure 7.1(b). As 'Relax All Points at Once - Use FFTs' (Fast Fourier Transforms) was 
chosen 'Fast FFTs’ needed to be enabled. The 'Integrator’ default setting was never 
changed and 'Use Dual Processors’ was always activated in order to reduce computing 
time. By solving the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation time appears explicitly as a 
parameter. The equation can be solved either directly in time or in quasi time. The main 
difference between these two options is the exit criterion. Pure time methods are integrated 
for a fixed time sequence whereas quasi time methods are focused on obtaining 
equilibrium states (as in this work). The 'Maximum Stable (Quasi) Time Step’ is an 
approximate radius of convergence for the differential equations determined by the 
program. The program does not allow a higher setting of the time step than the maximum 
stable limit as otherwise the solution would become intrinsically unstable.
The next button in the 'Input Options’ field in Fig. 7.1(a) is 'Initialization’ with which 
the starting conditions are set up for a problem. The three main options are (i) uniformly 
magnetised (in a certain direction), (ii) a vortex structure (in a certain plane) and 
(iii) random initialisation condition of the magnetisation within the fenomagnetic body. 
The choice of the initialisation conditions is crucial, especially for problems with high 
symmetry. An example is given at the end of this section.
Activating 'External/Pinning Fields’ allows calculation of problems with constant 
external fields. This was an important option in our case as our magnetising experiments 
were earned out in the Philips CM20 FEG microscope by tilting the sample in an 
appropriate vertical field of the objective lens. This means that a considerable vertical field 
component was present at all stages of the experiments, which could be taken into account 
in the simulations. The value of the objective lens field was «700 Oe for the elements with 
tl and «940 Oe for the elements with t2 .
In order to calculate magnetising experiments (^constant external magnetic field) the 
'Hysteresis’ button needs to be activated and the appropriate maximal field value can then 
be entered in the hysteresis dialog box. Throughout this work uniform sampling fields (i.e. 
constant step size) were applied parallel to the X-direction of the elements for hysteresis 
simulations. This direction was coincident with the length of the elements and therefore 
along the easy axis of the elements. LLG offers the option to 'Create a Movie’ of hysteresis 
(and relaxation) calculations. This is a very helpful option as it allows the user to ‘abandon’ 
the computer while a simulation is running without missing the reversal details, as the
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movie can be replayed after completion of a simulation. The number of saved transition
AMstates is chosen by the user by setting the appropriate value.
'Mask and View’ needs to be activated in order to apply designed masks to problems, 
which deviate from simple right angled geometry.
When the set up of a problem is finished 'Complete Initialization’ is activated and the 
starting magnetisation tensor is computed. After choosing a suitable 'Render Mode’ 
(= display mode; exclusively 'Bitmap’ was chosen for this work because of its similarity to 
Foucault imaging mode) the finial step is to start the simulation. It is then useful to watch 
the development of the problem for some time in order to rule out chaotic behaviour (e.g. if 
the cell size was set up too big) before switching off graphics (to gain a factor two in 
computation time!).
•  Examples
In order to highlight the importance of the starting conditions which need to be set for 
each problem (Fig. 7.1(a) 'Input Options’ field; 'Initialization’ button), two examples are 
compared in Fig. 7.2. The problem to solve was in each case a rectangular permalloy 
element determined by the parameters given in Fig. 7.1 and the aim of the simulations was 
to determine the equilibrium state of magnetisation for such an element in zero field 
conditions. The in-plane dimensions were 2x1 pm^, the film thickness was 20nm and the 
discretisation volumes were rods of 20nm length (film thickness) with a square base of 
lOxlOnm^. Fig. 7.2(a) gives the scale bai' and the colour coding of the magnetisation 
direction for the three spatial dimensions which are indicated by double aiTows and circles 
in Fig. 7.2. Turquoise illustrates alignment of the magnetisation in positive direction of a 
cartesian axis while white marks zero components and yellow codes magnetisation 
direction antiparallel to a certain axis.
Figure 7.2(b) shows the magnetisation distribution within a rectangular element for the 
starting condition uniformly magnetised in X-direction (i.e. zero Y and Z components with 
the resulting colour code white). Fig. 7.2(c) shows the converged state of the element for 
this simulation: Small domains with the magnetisation direction parallel to the edge 
developed at the element ends (in order to reduce magnetostatic energy) but the element 
had still a strong net resultant of magnetisation in positive X-direction. The magnetisation 
direction within the domains is illustrated by single aiTows in Fig. 7.2(c). It should be 
noted, that such a configuration was never observed in any of the elements of this a
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geometry and therefore this result of the simulation does not agree with experimental data. 
Whilst the configuration in Fig. 7.2(c) seems to be some quasi-stable local minimum of the 
total energy of the element, permalloy elements of this geometry and film thickness are 
known to possess flux closure structures in zero field conditions (chapter 3, Figs. 3.13, 
3.14).
The starting condition, which is closest to such a domain configuration is ‘Vortex 
Magnetisation Y-Plane’ as illustrated in Fig. 7.2(d). Relaxation of this initialisation state 
resulted indeed in a flux closure structure which agreed very well with experimental 
observations under zero field conditions as the initial four 90° walls developed into four 
shorter 90° walls originating in the comers and a 180° wall in the centre of the element. 
Magnetisation distribution within the element in its relaxed state is indicated by the single 
arrows in Fig. 7.2(e).
1pm
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 7.2
Comparison of simulation results for different initialisation conditions.
(a) Scale bar and colour scheme;
(b) initialisation ‘Uniform Magnetisation X-Direction’ with result in (c); 
(d) initialisation ‘Vortex Magnetisation Y-Plane’ with result in (e). 
Double arrows and circles indicate ‘mapping directions ’.
(e)
This example illustrates the importance of the starting conditions as this was the only 
difference in the set up of these two simulations but only the result of the second 
simulation was in agreement with experimental observations. This is a well known and 
common discrepancy which arises for simulations of problems with high symmetry. In 
such cases the results even for converged simulations often do not have much in common
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with experimental data. This is a major drawback of modelling high symmetry problems, 
which sometimes can be overcome by choosing appropriate starting conditions 
(Figs. 7.2(d), (e)) or by breaking the symmetry. It should be noted, however, that the 
uniformly magnetised state of the element in Fig. 7.2(b) would also be the starting 
condition of the element for a hysteresis calculation and the micromagnetic state of the 
element in Fig. 7.2(c) would then be the modelled remanent state of the element. As 
already mentioned, such a magnetisation configuration was never observed in either of our 
experiments or reported in any publication known to the author. Therefore it is crucial to 
bear in mind that each model calculates idealised problems (e.g. perfectly straight edges, no 
grains and grain boundaries, no variation in film thickness, exact field directions) while 
real conditions are not perfect. When the calculation of a problem reaches a metastable 
point then the simulation is stopped as the convergence criterion is fulfilled - the modelled 
system appears to be converged. This stresses the general importance of comparison of 
modelled with experimental data.
7.4 M o d e l l i n g  o f  M a g n e t i s in g  E x p e r im e n ts
WITH AND WITHOUT VERTICAL FlELD:
M a g n e t ic  M ic r o s t r u c t u r e  and  H y st e r e sis  L o o ps
The emphasis in the simulations of small magnetic elements in this chapter lies in their 
reversal behaviour rather than pure relaxation calculations or real time behaviour. In 
accordance with the experimental chapters, the main focus of discussion lies on the 
elements with the sharper tips Î2 (third and fifth patterns). The simulation results for the 
switching field values however are compared for both tip ratios. It should be noted that 
whilst most of the standard elements were set up and modelled only narrow (w/) elements 
with h2 were designed and calculated as far as the elements with structured edges are 
concerned. There were two main reasons why only a selection of elements was modelled: 
Firstly limited access time on the computer running LLG and secondly and more important 
the fact that the simulation times for the wider (standard) elements rose considerably as a 
result of the increased simulation volume of those elements. It was therefore expected that 
especially calculation of the elements with W2 would take unjustifiably high amounts of 
time. This consideration was even more important as simulations were run firstly under 
similar conditions as the experiments were earned out (i.e. with vertical fields applied to
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the modelled elements) and secondly the reversal behaviour was calculated for zero vertical 
field. The aim was to gauge the influence of the vertical field as present during the in-situ 
magnetising experiments in the CM20 microscope on the observations discussed in 
chapters 4, 5 and 6. Both sets of simulation results are presented and compared to the 
experimental data. The material parameters were for all cases those of permalloy and the 
film thickness was 20nm for all elements.
7.4 .1  E l e m e n t s  o f  Se c o n d  and  T h ir d  P a tt e r n s
7.4 .1 .1  Sta n d a r d  E l e m e n t s
Figure 7.3 shows an overview of some micromagnetic states of a standard element 
with W] and t2 during hysteresis loop simulations with and without vertical field H y . The
normalised hysteresis loops for the calculations are shown together with the colour scheme 
in Figs. 7.3(d), (e), (i). It should be noted that the hysteresis loop had in both cases the 
square shape expected for acicular double pointed elements. In the case of solely in-plane 
fields however the hysteresis loop (Fig. 7.3(i)) was considerably wider than calculated for 
the presence of the vertical field (Fig. 7.3(d)). This means that the same element was harder 
to reverse for zero vertical field. The varying hysteresis field was applied exactly along the 
length (= easy axis) of the element (parallel to X-direction). The extreme values were 
= ±1000 Oe and the field was varied in steps of 50 Oe. The ‘mapping directions’ are 
indicated by double aiTows and circles in Fig. 7.3.
In the first column of Fig. 7.3 extracts of the simulation are presented in which the 
vertical field, which was present in the experiments was taken into account by applying the 
constant external/pinning field Hy -  940 Oe. The results, which are shown in the second
column are from the simulation in which the vertical field Hy was set zero. All other 
parameters however were identical for the simulations of the two columns.
The most obvious effect of the vertical field can be seen for example in Fig. 7.3(a) 
where an out of plane magnetisation component is clearly visible (light turquoise) in the 
coiTesponding middle image. The value of « 0.12- M, at ‘remanence’ and this
corresponds to a tilting angle of the magnetisation out of the element plane of «7°. This is 
evidence that the vertical field component can not be ignored in the case of small magnetic
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elements: The magnetisation was no longer confined entirely in the plane of the thin film; 
it was instead notably tilted out of plane in the simulation. This is a result of the 
demagnetising effects due to the reduced dimensions of the thin film elements. In the case 
of continuous thin films of permalloy the out of plane demagnetising factor is =1 but it is 
<1 for finite in-plane dimensions (section 1.5).
As the in-plane components of magnetisation in both cases (i.e. with and without 
vertical field) looked very much alike they are discussed together. It should be noted that 
‘Remanence’ here is in agreement with the experiments and means in the presence of a 
vertical field whilst in the case of zero vertical field the state for zero hysteresis field 
=0 Oe is termed Remanence! in the figure. The initialisation condition in both cases 
was uniformly magnetised in X-direction and calculation of the hysteresis loops started at 
= 1000 Oe. As these states were very similar to the = 0 Oe states they are not 
shown in Fig. 7.3. The images in the first row (Figs. 7.3(a), (f)) illustrate the magnetic 
microstructure for =0 Oe and the in-plane components look exactly alike with the 
element being almost uniformly magnetised in X-direction. In both cases there was no 
change of magnetic microstructure until the onset of magnetisation reversal which occuiTed 
at a lower hysteresis field in the presence of the vertical field (Figs. 7.3(b), (g), (d), (i)). As 
observed in the experiments the situation prior to switching was characterised by the 
formation of concertina structures (with triplet clusters) in the end regions of the elements 
(Figs. 7.3(b), (g)). However, unlike in the experiments the concertina structures in the 
simulations did not extend over the entire element length. Instead reversal was initiated by 
the generation of areas where the direction of magnetisation seemed to be reversed (yellow 
in the bottom parts of Figs. 7.3(b), (g)) before the (concertina) domain configuration 
extended over the entire element. The reverse areas appeared in the wall region between 
domains in which the magnetisation already possessed reverse X-components after 
magnetisation rotation. At these sites point-like out of plane components, which are 
marked by ellipses were visible at the corresponding element ends in the middle parts of 
the figures. Such singularities (Bloch lines) usually indicate vortex structures and are also 
found in x-tie walls. It should be noted that despite the thickness of the film (20nm) some 
domain walls were not ‘proper’ Neel walls as they clearly displayed out of plane 
components of magnetisation direction (lines in the middle parts of Figs. 7.3(b), (g)).
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Figure 7.3
Magnetic microstructure of a standard element with a width of250nm of the third pattern 
(t2 = 2 ) for different stages of hysteresis simulations. Double arrows and circles indicate 
mapping directions. Hy=constant=940 Oe for (a), (b), (c). Hy-constant=0 Oefor(f), (g), 
(h). Hysteresis loops (Hx(„mx)= ±1000 Oe) and colour scheme are given for reference.
Under the influence of the vertical field these out of plane components had the same 
direction as the Bloch lines and were parallel to the external vertical field (Fig. 7.3(b)). In
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the case of zero vertical field however both out of plane directions are clearly visible in 
Fig. 7.3(g). Domain walls with out of plane components as well as Bloch lines were 
common features within the element in both cases despite the thickness of the element. A 
more detailed overview of the calculated magnetic microstructure of the Y-component at 
the primary reversal sites of the element for both cases is given in Fig. 7.4 and is discussed 
there.
Figures 7.3(c), (h) show the further development of magnetisation reversal in the 
simulations. Two sets of concertina structures were pushed towards the centre of the 
element in front of rapidly growing reverse domains (yellow in the bottom parts of 
Figs. 7.3(c), (h)) with numerous new Bloch lines being generated during this process 
(Figs. 7.3(c), (h) centre). In the case of the simulation with vertical field iteration for
= -650 Oe stopped when the element possessed a single domain reversed state and the 
same behaviour was observed for the zero field calculation at the higher hysteresis field 
value = -1000 Oe.
As already mentioned, the element was considerably harder to switch in the simulation 
without vertical field component than in the simulation with vertical field (Figs. 7.3(d), (i)). 
This ties in with the generation of the out of plane components during magnetisation 
reversal in both cases: Application of a vertical field was found to induce and support out 
of plane components of magnetisation throughout the magnetising cycle which apparently 
resulted in a reduction of coercivity.
Detailed sections of the out of plane magnetisation distributions of the standard 
element at the onset of magnetisation reversal are shown in Fig. 7.4. The first section 
(Fig. 7.4(a)) is taken from the central part of Fig. 7.3(b) and the second one (Fig. 7.4(b)) is 
taken from Fig. 7.3(g). Some of the domain wall locations together with the magnetisation 
direction distribution derived from the images of the in-plane components of magnetisation 
are overlaid. Circles mark locations of point-like features with increased out of plane 
component of magnetisation. Structures similar to these are singularities known as Bloch 
lines, which are present in the centres of vortex structures and in cross tie walls 
(section 1.3.5).
The central wall configuration in the image of Fig. 7.4(a) consists of crossed walls 
with cross-tie-like magnetisation distribution in the middle and a vortex structure at the 
bottom. The calculated singularities (brighter turquoise within the overlaid circles) are 
consistent with the derived magnetisation distribution. It is still not entirely clear, however,
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whether the strong yellow contrast, which was observed in the image of the X-component 
of the magnetisation of the element in Fig. 7.3(b) (red aiTow in Fig. 7.4(a)) was actually 
due to the existence of a reverse domain at this stage or whether the wall drawn in 
Fig. 7.4(a) was still present.
-600/-650 Oe -950/-1000 Oe
Figure 7,4
Detailed section o f the magnetic micro structure (out o f plane component) at the end region 
o f a standard element at the onset o f magnetisation reversal (Figs. 7.3(b), (g)).
(a) Simulation with Hy=constant=940 Oe; (b) Simulation with Hy=constant=0 Oe.
Domain wall locations and magnetisation distribution overlaid.
The detailed section of the right hand side of the out of plane component of 
magnetisation in Fig. 7.3(g) is shown in Fig. 7.4(b). In agreement with the simulation with 
vertical field the calculated walls were not ‘proper’ Neel walls but possessed out of plane 
components. Here, however, both polarities of out of plane components were generated in 
the simulation (turquoise and yellow in Fig. 7.4(b)). In agreement with these findings, 
Bloch-line-like features were also generated with both polarities. Surprising was again the 
high number of these features being generated in the process and even more puzzling was 
that in many cases two such singularities with opposite out of plane components were very 
close together (marked by large circles in Fig. 7.4(b)). This could be an artefact of the 
simulation as opposite components cancel out numerically which also explains the low net 
resultant of out of plane magnetisation in the state shown in Figs. 7.3.(g), 7.4(b) 
(M y = 0.001 • M ,). There is, however, no explanation at all for the central Bloch-line-like
features in Fig. 7.4(b) as the derived directions of magnetisation as well as the wall 
configurations do not agree with the formation of any singularity at this location (i.e. in
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between the two red arrows). It is not entirely clear at this stage whether these deviations 
resulted due to a principal problem of simulations or if it was simply an artefact of the 
coarse mesh (lOnm instead of <2nm; Scheinfein, 2000).
The domain configurations, which were observed in the magnetising experiments 
(section 5.5.1) agreed generally well with the conesponding simulated magnetic 
microstructures. The build up of a concertina structure was calculated for all standard 
elements starting at the ends of the elements (kink at tip region). In the case of the 
nan'owest calculated element (w=250nm), however, the concertina did not develop over the 
entire element prior to switching. Instead two ‘packages’ of concertina structures were 
pushed through the element until magnetisation reversal was accomplished. In good 
agreement with the experimental observations and unlike in the case of the simulations 
with the narrow elements concertina structures which extended over most of / up to the 
entire element length were calculated for the wider ones (w>450nm). As the field range 
during which those concertina structures were observed in the experiments was between 
-20  and -50  Oe it would need further and very detailed (i.e. time consuming) calculations 
in order to determine unambiguously whether the concertina structures in the simulations 
would generally be found solely during the switch of magnetisation or if they would be 
present over a certain field range as observed in the experiments.
Practically identical transition states were calculated for most of the elements with the 
blunter tips tj. This was not entirely in agreement with the experimental results where no 
highly developed concertina structures were observed prior to switching of those elements. 
However the build up of end domains with a tendency of formation of concertina structures 
was also observed in the experiments. As the domain configurations prior to switching in 
the case of the elements with tj were even more volatile in the experiments than those of 
the elements with ?2 it was hard to determine whether highly developed concertina 
structures were generated or not. It should be noted though, that the development of 
concertina configurations seems a very likely possibility.
At first glimpse the modelled reversal mechanism seems reasonable (formation of 
areas with reverse magnetisation and rapid growth of these areas) and furthermore it 
appears also to be quite convincing given the good agreement of the experimental and 
simulated micromagnetic states. However the high number of generated Bloch lines is 
somewhat surprising as the generation of such singularities is known to be very energy
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intensive. It was expected that once a reverse domain was nucleated no more singularities 
would form.
Further discrepancies emerge when taking a closer look at the polarity of the Néel 
walls respectively the reversal of the polarity of some of the walls which was the result in 
the simulations. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.5 for one end region of an element with t2 .
The experimentally observed domain configuration prior to switching is given in 
Fig. 7.5(a) (i.e. concertina structure). The mean direction of magnetisation points in 
positive X-direction (colour coding: green) and all Néel walls have positive polarity (colour 
code also green). Similar domain configurations to those observed experimentally were 
calculated for the micromagnetic state prior to switching with the polarity of the Néel walls 
being the same in both cases (Fig. 7.5(a)).
Figure 7.5(b) shows a simplified schematic of the further evolution of the calculated 
magnetisation distribution. Whilst the polarity of the domain walls indicated by the dashed 
green lines may or may not be positive any longer, the excessive rotation of magnetisation 
within the two domains closest to the element tip not only leads to reverse components of 
magnetisation within these domains (red aiTows) but furthermore implies reversal of the 
polarity of the (red) domain wall at the bottom of the element. This change in polarity is 
very puzzling and highly unlikely (section 1.3.5).
(a)
\k \ / v y
(h) (c)
Figure 7.5
Schematics o f development o f magnetisation reversal
(a) Micromagnetic state prior to switching, (b) calculated reversal mechanism (rotation), 
(c) theoretical reversal mechanism (nucléation o f a reverse domain).
The reason for this result is that LLG does not consider the concept of the polarity of 
domain walls and the preservation of this polarity. Instead the magnetic moment of each
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cell is freely rotatable and walls evolve naturally as more or less abrupt changes of 
magnetisation direction from one cell to another. As a result of the minimisation of 
discontinuous magnetisation distributions are not prefeiTed solutions. Such a solution 
would however be required in the case of retained polarity of a Néel wall (wall still green 
instead of red in Fig. 7.5(b)) between the two domains with reversed components of 
magnetisation (red arrows in Fig. 7.5(b)). Another problematic area is indicated by the red 
dashed domain wall in the upper part of the element where the most reasonable polarity of 
the calculated Néel wall is in negative x-direction which is also opposite to the original 
polarity.
A more likely reversal mechanism which does not require the reversal of the polarity 
of domain walls is illustrated in Fig. 7.5(c) and agrees with the behaviour explained by 
McVitie et al, 1997. In this case magnetisation reversal implicates the nucléation of a 
reverse domain at the location of a triplet cluster as shown in the bottom pait of the 
element. The magnetisation of this newly formed (nucleated) domain is opposite to the 
original direction of magnetisation (red arrow) as is the polarity of the newly generated 
walls (red walls).
Another result to be gained from the simulations was the coercivity of the modelled 
elements. Figure 7.6 compares the experimental with the calculated switching field values 
of the standard elements with ti in (a) and U in (b). The respective vertical field is given in 
the diagrams.
The main characteristic of the experimental data, the monotonie decrease of coercivity 
with increase of element width, was corroborated in most cases of the simulations as was 
the second finding of the experiments, the higher coercivity of the elements with the 
sharper tips. The main discrepancy was that the calculated coercivities were in general 
considerably higher than the experimental results. In the case of the zero vertical field 
calculations the coercivity was up to ~3x the experimental values and when the vertical 
field was taken into account in the simulations the calculated values were still about twice 
as high compared to the experimental data. The reason for this is not entirely clear but it is 
very likely that it is simply due to the superior perfection of the modelled elements 
compared to the real ones and as the elements possess a high symmetry marked deviations 
between experiment and model can easily arise (section 7.3), (Gadbois et al, 1995). In the 
work of Gadbois l . lx  to 1.7x higher values were also calculated for elements with perfect 
edges compared to elements with imperfect edges (steps of a height of lOnm). It should be
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noted though that those simulations were carried out with rectangular bars instead of 
double pointed elements. Another possible reason for the deviation is that LLG does not 
take into account grains and grain boundaries, which are also known to influence the 
magnetic behaviour of a sample. There is however no explanation at all for the ‘odd’ drop 
of both calculated coercivities of the element with w=500nm and Î2 (Fig. 7.6(b)) which was 
found to be reproducible.
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Figure 7.6
Comparison o f simulated and experimental switching field  values o f standard elements with 
different tip ratios. Vertical field  Hy as indicated.
7.4.1,2 E l e m e n t s  w it h  E d g e  St r u c t u r e  T y pe  A
With the discussion of the hysteresis simulations for the standard elements complete 
the calculated magnetisation reversal behaviour of the elements with structured edges is 
described next. To begin with masks were designed and hysteresis loops calculated for 4 
out of the 24 sets of elements with structured edges from the second (U) and third (^ 2) 
patterns. The elements with width wi and structure height /12 were modelled whilst 
simulation of the reversal behaviour of the wider elements (W2) was intended too but it was 
decided to calculate naiTow elements only as calculation time increased considerably with 
element width. Two sets of simulations were again earned out: Firstly the vertical field 
present in the experiments was taken into account and secondly simulations were run with 
zero vertical field. In accordance with the previous chapters the magnetic microstructure is
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only shown for elements with t2 . Here the element with wy, t2 , Az and structure type A with 
p=0.33|im is discussed in detail. The coercivity is graphed for both groups (U, 2^) of nanow 
elements (w;) with structured edges of type A with /i2 -
Figure 7.7 shows a compilation of domain configurations of the described element 
above during calculated magnetising loops for the two cases with and without vertical 
field. The hysteresis loops and the colour coding are given in Figs. 7.7(d), (e), (i). The 
hysteresis field was applied along the easy axis of the element (X-direction) and the 
extreme values were = ±500 Oe with variation steps of 25 Oe for the calculation with 
vertical field and 50 Oe for the simulation without vertical field. As there were again a lot 
of similarities for both simulations the results are also presented together.
The main difference between the simulation with and without vertical field was again 
the clearly notable out of plane component of magnetisation in the simulation with vertical 
field Hy = 940 Oe (Figs. 7.7(a)-(c) middle parts of illustrations). The details agree well
with the results discussed previously for the simulations of the standard elements (section 
7.4.1.1). The value of the out of plane component was My -  0.11 - for the entire
simulation and con'esponded to an average out of plane tilting angle of magnetisation of 
-6°. Bloch-line-like features were again generated during magnetisation reversal and 
domain walls also displayed some degree of out of plane component as can be seen in 
Fig. 7.7(c). In the case of hysteresis simulation with zero vertical field the magnetisation 
was confined in the plane of the element for most stages of the calculation. In agreement 
with the discussion in the previous section (7.4.1.1) it was only during magnetisation 
reversal when out of plane components in the shape of Bloch-line-like features of both 
polarities (marked by ellipses in Fig. 7.7(h)) were calculated in zero vertical field 
conditions. The domain walls, however, did not display any out of plane component at any 
stage of the simulation.
Magnetisation reversal occuned again very rapidly (squarish hysteresis loops) and a 
notable reduction of the net resultants of magnetisation could already be seen in both 
hysteresis loops prior to switching (Figs. 7.7(d), (i)). At a hysteresis field of 7 /^ = 0  Oe, 
however, the net magnetisation of the element was still very close to saturation irrespective 
of the considered vertical field values. This can be seen in the hysteresis loops and can also 
be deduced from Figs. 7.7(a), (f) where both X-components were alike with the mean 
direction of magnetisation in X-direction. Variation of magnetisation in Z-direction,
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Figure 7.7
Magnetic microstructure o f a narrow (w=250nm) element with edge structure type A with 
period p=0.33pm o f the third pattern (t2 =2 ) fo r  different stages o f hysteresis simulations. 
Double arrows and circles indicate mapping directions. Hy=constant=940 Oefor(a), (b), 
(c). Hy=constant=0 O efor (f), (g), (h). Hysteresis loops (Hx(max)= ±500 Oe) and colour 
scheme are given fo r reference.
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however, was clearly present in both figures. The variation of magnetisation direction was 
strongest within the outer vertices of the structure features and gave rise to the also 
experimentally observed wall sections (section 5.5.2).
When the magnetic microstructure was calculated for reverse fields formation of the 
characteristic parallelogram domains known from the experiments was also the result of 
both simulations (Figs. 7.7(b), (g)). The parallelogram domains were found to increase in 
size and intensify in colour with increase of the reverse field. This is in agreement with the 
experimental observations of section 5.5.2. One of the characteristic parallelogram 
domains is highlighted by a red frame and the distribution of magnetisation direction in the 
main body of the element is indicated by single aiTOWS in Fig. 7.7(b). Under the influence 
of increasing reverse fields the net magnetisation in X-direction was getting notably 
reduced in the hysteresis loop due to the areas in which the magnetisation had -zero 
magnetisation components in X-direction (i.e. the whiteish areas in the bottom illustration 
of Figs. 7.7(g). The formation of the areas with reverse direction of magnetisation was 
again associated with the generation of vortex structures as can be deduced not only from 
the distribution of the in-plane directions of magnetisation but is also consistent with the 
Bloch-line-like features in the middle illustrations of Figs. 7.7(c), (h) which are marked by 
ellipses. At this stage areas with reversed direction of magnetisation appeared (yellow in 
bottom parts of Figs. 7.7(c), (h)) which then grew on the expense of the other domains.
Figures 7.8(a)-(c) show schematics of the distribution of magnetisation direction 
around the primary reversal site of the element in Fig. 7.7(c) whilst Fig. 7.8(d) gives an 
alternative magnetic microstructure for Fig. 7.8(c). Green aiTOWS illustrate magnetisation 
directions with component in positive x-direction and red anows indicate negative 
components of magnetisation direction. Walls with positive polarity are drawn as green 
lines whilst walls with negative polarity are illustrated by means of red lines.
The two walls in Fig. 7.8(a) move towards each other at the bottom edge of the 
element. When they meet the micromagnetic situation becomes highly complex at this site 
(marked by grey ellipse in Fig. 7.8(b)): The wall cluster resembles a doublet cluster 
(Fig. 5.6) which only forms under the condition of antiparallel alignment of the 
magnetisation direction either side of the cluster. This is clearly not the case here. LLG 
solves this problem by introducing an area with reversed magnetisation direction at the 
bottom edge of the element. The free rotation of the magnetic moment in each cell leads to 
the magnetisation distribution illustrated in Fig. 7.8(c). It should be noted that the number
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of walls resulting in this state is quite high. Especially the black wall would not be 
necessary considering a slightly modified magnetisation distribution (Fig. 7.8(d)). It is not 
clear whether the calculated reversal mechanism ought to be expected in reality or if a finer 
mesh in the set-up of the simulation would allow the calculated walls to coalesce more 
naturally.
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 7,8
(a)-(c) Different stages o f magnetisation reversal site corresponding to Figs. 7.7(b), (c).
(d) Suggested alternative domain configuration instead of(c).
— Magnetisation direction with positive/negative component, I I Néel walls with 
positive/negative polarity; # Bloch line.
An overview of the calculated domain configurations of the elements with w; and /12 of 
the third pattern (^ 2) is given in table 7.1 for = 940 Oe. As in the previous chapters the
description was kept as compact as possible and with emphasis on similarities and the 
same terminology was applied as for the conesponding table 5.3. In table 7.1 the domain 
configurations at remanence are again described along with those prior to switching and 
additionally the primary switching mechanism is given. The only new tenn in the table is 
‘stripe domains’ which describes domains, which were perfectly parallel to the element 
width (Figs. 7.9(a), (b)). The element with the shortest period (p=0.1pm) supported almost 
exclusively such stripe domains at remanence with a frequency of one domain per period. 
This stripe domain pattern did not change considerably until magnetisation reversal. In the 
case of these stripe domains the walls originated at the inner vertices of the structure 
features.
It should be noted that identical domain configurations were often calculated in the 
case of the elements with the blunter tips (ti) of the second pattern in the ‘presence’ of the 
vertical field = 700 Oe and also for both calculations in zero vertical field. Therefore
table 7,1 is also valid for most elements with tj and iiTespective of the vertical field. The
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results of all four sets of simulations are summarised in one table: Whilst the catchwords in 
table 7,1 describe the micromagnetic states of the elements with the shaiper tips t2 under 
the influence of the vertical field, it is also possible to work out at a glance whether or not 
the same micromagnetic behaviour was found in the simulations for the elements with the 
blunter tips and in the simulations without vertical field. The way to proceed is to check the 
blue parameters in the table. If different observations were made as those summarised in 
the table then the corresponding blue parameter is cancelled out.
At ‘remanence’ only the element with p=0.1jLtm did not support a (quasi) single 
domain state and it was only in the case of this shortest period that different domain 
configurations were found for the element with the blunter tip tf. In this case the magnetic 
microstructure of the element was multi-domain with less orderliness as in the case of the 
stripe domains. In the simulations with zero vertical field ti(0), t2(0) the elements with 
p=0.1pm were in a quasi single domain state at remanence (Fig. 7.9(c)).
Narrow (wi) Elements with Structure Tvne A (Iit) - Third Pattern (u)
period 2.0pm 0.5pm 0.33pm 0.2pm 0.1pm
state: R single domain
ti, t2(0), ti(0)
quasi single 
domain
tl, t2(0), t](0)
quasi single 
domain
tl, t2(0), ti(0)
quasi single 
domain 
th tffO), tj(0)
stripe domains
state: PS concertina*
ti, tiiO), t](0)
parallelogram
domains
tl, t-iiO), t}(0)
parallelogram
domains
tl, t2(0), t}(0)
parallelogram
domains
t-h tffO), ti(0)
stripe domains
S propagation of 
reversed area(s) 
tl, t2(0), t/(0)
propagation of 
reversed area(s) 
th t2(0), ti(0)
propagation of 
reversed area(s) 
th t2(0), t}(0)
propagation of 
reversed area(s) 
th t2(0), t](0)
propagation of 
reversed area(s) 
th t2(0), t}(0)
Table 7.1
Micromagnetic states o f elements with wj and structure type A o f 3 ' pattern (t2) for  
simulated hysteresis loops with vertical field  Hv=940 Oe.
State R: Remanent state, State PS: Prior to switching, S: Switching.
tj: Simulation fo r element with t] and Hv=700 Oe; tjffO): Simulation with Hy=0 Oe.
In case o f different results fo r  tj, t2(0), tj(0):>fy.l2(0)L, TffOf.
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Figure 7.9
Magnetic microstructure of a narrow (wi=250nm) element with edge structure type A with 
period p=-OA}Jtm of the third pattern (t2=2)for different stages of a hysteresis simulation. 
Double arrows and circles indicate mapping directions.
(a), (b) Hy=const=940 Oe; (c), (d) Hy=const=0 Oe.
In most simulations the elements developed the characteristic parallelogram domains 
prior to switching. However, multi-domain states, which could not be described as 
parallelogram domains were calculated for the elements with the longest and shortest 
structure period. Stripe domains did not change their configuration whilst (quasi) single 
domain states developed into concertina-like configurations. Figure 7.9(d) shows the 
configuration, which was termed ‘«concertina’. Magnetisation rotation in adjacent domains 
was dominant in the stages prior to the calculated switch of magnetisation, which occurred 
by means of generation and propagation of areas with reversed direction of magnetisation 
(table 7.1). It should be noted that despite the differences between experimentally observed 
(table 5.3) and calculated domain configurations for the element with the shortest period 
p=0.1pm there was agreement between simulation and experiment as far as the ‘density’ of 
walls was concerned: The lowest limit was in each case «Iwall/lOOnm. The different 
domain configurations in the simulations for the elements with the shortest period resulted
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merely due to the (arbitrary) direction of magnetisation within the structure features 
(Fig. 7.9).
Generally there was good agreement between the experimental and simulated domain 
configurations at remanence and prior to switching. The modelled reversal mechanism (i.e. 
generation and rapid growth of areas with reversed direction of magnetisation) appears 
more plausible here as each reverse domain was only associated with one singularity. It is 
however suiprising that walls were generated which were not really necessary to form a 
vortex configuration (Figs. 7.8(c), (d)) which might again be an artefact of the coarse mesh. 
Furthermore there were several reverse domains generated instead of just one which then 
quickly propagated through the element.
The calculated coercivity of the naiTow elements (wj) with edge structure type A {h2) 
for the cases with and without vertical field is compared with the experimental switching 
field values of the elements in Fig. 7.10. In Figs. 7.10(a)-(c) the results are graphed for the 
elements with ti and the data for the elements with t2 is illustrated in Figs. 7.10(d)-(f).
In the case of the elements with the blunter tips t} a characteristic maximum appeared 
for short periods in the experimental coercivity graphs (Figs. 5.18(b), 7.10(a)). This 
maximum was not reproduced in the simulations (Figs. 7.10(b), (c)). Another difference 
was that the element with the longest period (p=2pm) was the magnetically hardest of all 
elements with structure type A Q12) in the simulations (Figs. 7.10(b), (c)) whereas the 
element with p=0.2pm was the hardest in the experiments (i.e. maximum for short 
periods). As far as the magnitude of the coercivity is concerned for the elements with 
structured edges there was quite good agreement between the majority of the experimental 
and simulated results. It should be noted though that most elements with structured edges 
were found in the simulations to possess switching field values even below the lower limit 
of the simulated standard elements. This is due to the fact that the standaid elements were 
generally considerably harder in the simulations than in the experiments (section 7.4.1). 
This difference is almost certainly due to the fact that elements with structured edges did 
not have ‘perfect’ (i.e. straight) edges in the simulations and therefore were a better model 
for the real elements with structured edges than the modelled standard elements for the real 
ones.
For the elements with structure type A with h2 and sharper tips (^ 2) the most striking 
observations of the graph of the experimental results, i.e. considerably less variation of the 
coercivity with structure period and a more pronounced drop of coercivity compared to the
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Figure 7,10
Comparison o f experimental and simulated switching field values o f elements with edge 
structure type A o fT ^  and 3'^ patterns. Vertical field as indicated. Circles mark switching 
field  values o f corresponding standard elements; bandwidth illustrated by horizontal lines.
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elements with ti (Figs. 7.10(a) and 7.10(d)) were not coiToborated in the simulations. On 
the contrary the variation of coercivity in the simulations was found to be much more 
dependent on the vertical field as a similar bandwidth of switching field values was the 
result for simulations (i) with vertical field (Figs. 7.10(b), (e)) and (ii) without vertical field 
(Figs. 7.10(c), (f)). Thus, the agreement of the simulated switching field values with the 
experimental results was not as good as the agreement of the magnetic microstructures.
7.4.1.3 E l e m e n t s  w it h  E d g e  St r u c t u r e  T y pe  C
The results of the simulations for the elements with edge structure type C {hi) of the 
third and second pattern are presented next. In accordance with the previous section only 
the element with /?=0.33pm and wy, ?2 is discussed in detail. An overview is given of the 
results for simulations with and without vertical field for elements with ti and t2 . Fig. 7.11 
shows examples of the magnetic microstructure within an element during the hysteresis 
calculations with the vertical field being =940 Oe (Figs. 7.11 (a)-(c)) respectively
77^  = 0 Oe (Figs. 7.11 (f)~(h)) together with the hysteresis loops and the colour scheme
(Figs. 7.11(d), (e), (i)). The hysteresis field was again applied along the easy axis of the 
element (X-direction) with the extreme values being = ±500 Oe and the variation step 
was 25 Oe in the case with vertical field = 940 Oe and 50 Oe for zero vertical field.
In agreement with previous observations the vertical field induced a clearly notable out 
of plane component of magnetisation in the middle parts of the images in Figs. 7.11(a)-(c) 
and the magnitude of the out of plane component of magnetisation due to the vertical field 
was My -  0.11 - M, (coiTesponding to an out of plane tilt of magnetisation of «6°).
However, in the case of edge structure type C different domain configurations were 
calculated for the remanent states of the two simulations (Figs. 7.11(a), (f)). In the 
simulation with vertical field the experimentally observed double y-configurations were 
calculated. One of these characteristic double y-configurations is highlighted by red lines 
and the distribution of magnetisation direction in the main body of the element is indicated 
by single arrows in Fig. 7.11(a). A different magnetic microstructure was calculated in the 
simulation without vertical field. At Remanence! double v-configurations resulted instead 
of double y-configurations and one of these double v-configurations is highlighted by the 
red lines in Fig. 7.11(f). This difference in domain configuration led to a more notable
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Figure 7.11
Magnetic microstructure o f a narrow (w=250nm) element with edge structure type C with 
period p=0.33jLUn o f the third pattern (t2=2)for different stages o f hysteresis simulations. 
Double arrows and circles indicate mapping directions. Hy=constant=940 Oefor (a), (b),
(c). Hy=constant=0 Oe fo r (f), (g), (h). Hysteresis loops (Hx(max)= ±500 Oe) and colour 
scheme are given fo r reference.
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reduction of the magnetic moment for the element in the calculation with = 940 Oe as
can be seen by comparison of the two hysteresis loops (Figs. 7.11(d), (i)).
When the magnetic microstructure of the element was calculated for reverse fields in 
the simulation with Hy = 940 Oe the domain configuration did not change markedly until
the onset of magnetisation reversal. This state is shown in Fig. 7.11(b) where two areas 
with reversed direction of magnetisation were generated as can be seen in the bottom part 
of Fig. 7.11(b) and is indicated there by dashed ellipses. The middle part of Fig. 7.11(b) 
captured the associated changes in the out of plane direction of magnetisation. Bloch-line­
like features of exclusively positive polarity (due to the vertical field) were generated at the 
sites of the reverse domains and these are marked by ellipses. The distribution of 
magnetisation around the Bloch-line-like features was consistent with the one described in 
detail in section 7.4.1.1, Fig. 7.4(a) and therefore leads to similar complications as 
discussed for Fig. 7.5. Another problematic detail is due to the redundant walls which are 
associated with each Bloch-line-like feature similar to the discussion of Fig. 7.8. Both of 
these critical points might again be associated with the large cell size.
After magnetisation reversal in the main body of the element small domains with the 
original direction of magnetisation were still present in eight out of the twelve structure 
features (Fig. 7.11(c) bottom). It should be noted that the remaining of such domains was 
also observed in the experiments and the resulting flux closure like domain configurations 
within the structure features were discussed in detail in Fig. 5.22. The effect on the 
hysteresis loop can be seen in Fig. 7.11(d) where a higher field was required to saturate the 
element than necessary to induce the switch of magnetisation {HswUch- ±325/350 Oe, 
Hsai= ±475/500 Oe).
When the magnetic microstructure was calculated for a reverse field in the case of zero 
vertical field the double v-configurations changed into double y-configurations at a 
hysteresis field value of = -250 Oe. One of these double y-configurations is 
highlighted by red lines in Fig. 7.11(g). This domain geometry did not change considerably 
until switching occurred between = -3 0 0  and -3 5 0  Oe (Fig. 7.11(h)). The primary 
switching mechanism was again generation of areas with reversed direction of 
magnetisation (marked by the dashed ellipses in the bottom part of Fig. 7.11(h)). In 
agreement with former results it was only at these sites where out of plane components, i.e. 
Bloch-line-like features of both polarities were generated and these are marked by the
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ellipses in the middle part of Fig. 7.11(h). Apart from the two polarities of Bloch-line-like 
features the details were the same as discussed in the previous paragraph for the simulation 
with vertical field.
The asymmetric hysteresis loop (Fig. 7.11(i)) resulted from the fact that the 
magnetisation within the element was not entirely reversed at the maximal negative 
hysteresis field value {H^ -  -500 Oe). An important feature of this hysteresis loop is the 
step in the upper magnetisation curve between = -200 and -  250 Oe: It was at this 
stage when the change from double v-configurations to double y-configurations occuiTed 
and led to a clear reduction of net resultant of magnetisation.
An overview of the magnetic microstructures within the elements with structure type C 
and wy, h2 , t2 (third pattern) calculated with vertical field is given in table 7.2. Whether or 
not the magnetic microstructures were the same for the elements with t] and in both zero 
vertical field calculations is indicated by the blue parameters. As before a brief description 
is given for the magnetic microstructures at remanence and prior to switching and the 
primary switching mechanism is given as well. The terminology is similar to that of 
table 5.4 apart from the newly introduced double v-configurations. This describes an even 
more symmetric domain configuration than the double y-configurations. In the case of 
double v-configurations the central walls do not run across the entire element width 
(Fig. 7.11(f)).
In good agreement with the experimental observations table 7.2 is also valid for most 
elements with the blunter tips tj. Only for the element with p=0.25|xm slightly different 
domain configurations were calculated for the ‘remanent’ state: In the case of the element 
with t] only double y-configurations were calculated instead of double y- and double v- 
configurations side by side for the element with t2. It should be noted that no double v- 
configurations were observed experimentally.
As far as the simulations with zero vertical field were concerned only little deviation 
was found compared to the calculated domain configurations with vertical field. In the case 
of vertical field 77^  = 0 no double y-structures were calculated at all for the remanent state
of the elements whilst at a sufficiently high reverse field the double v-configurations 
changed in double y-configurations. The elements with the small periods (p=0.33-0.2pm) 
retained this domain configuration until the onset of magnetisation reversal. All calculated 
micromagnetic states of the elements with 0.2pm</?<0.33[xm prior to switching were
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identical and they also agreed with the experimental observations (table 5.4). Difficulties 
arose again for the detailed investigation of the calculated reversal mechanisms (i.e. highly 
complex wall configurations due to excessive magnetisation rotation rather than nucléation 
of reverse domains).
Narrow (wt') Elements with Structure Tvne C (h?) - Third Pattern (t?)
period 2.0pm 0.67 pm 0.33pm 0.25pm 0.2pm
state; R quasi single 
domain
tj, t2(0), t j (0 )
quasi single 
domain
tj,  t2(0), t j ( 0 )
double y- 
configurations
double y-, v- 
configurations 
T/fâ)
double V - 
configurations
tl, t2(0), t j (0 )
state: PS concertina* 
t}, t2(0), t j (0 )
multi-domain
tl, t2(0), t j ( 0 )
double y- 
configurations
tj, t2(0), t j (0 )
double y- 
configurations
tj,  t2(0),  t j (0 )
double y- 
configurations
tj,  t2(0),  t ](0)
S propagation of 
reversed area(s) 
tj, Î2(0), t j (0 )
propagation of 
reversed area(s)
tj,  t2(0), t j ( 0 )
propagation of 
reversed area(s) 
tj,  tiiO), t j (0 )
propagation of 
reversed area(s)
tj,  t2(0),  t j ( 0 )
propagation of 
reversed area(s)
tj,  t2(0),  t i ( 0 )
Table 7.2
Micromagnetic states o f elements with wj and structure type C o f 3'^ pattern (ti jfor 
simulated hysteresis loops with vertical field  H v - 9 4 0  Oe.
State R: Remanent state. State PS: Prior to switching, S: Switching.
tj: Simulation fo r  element with tj and H v = 7 0 0  Oe; t/ffO): Simulation with H v - 0  Oe.
In case o f different results fo r tj, t2(0), t](0);'hj^Î2tOf W yi.
A comparison of the experimental and simulated switching field values is given next. 
Figs. 7.12(a)-(c) show the results for the elements with tj and in Figs. 7.12(d)-(f) the graphs 
are given for the elements with the shaiper tips t2 . Whilst the calculated coercivity of the 
elements was generally higher than the experimentally determined switching field values 
the agreement between simulations with vertical field (Figs. 7.12(b), (e)) and experiments 
(Figs. 7.12(a), (d)) was good as far as the trend of the graphed values was concerned. The 
finding that the experimental coercivity of the elements with t2 was closer to (even below) 
the lower limit of the standard elements was also corroborated in the simulations with 
vertical field. Further agreement between simulation and experiment was that the coercive
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field values of the elements with structure type C were quite similar for identical period 
in'espectively of the tip ratio. In all simulations as well as in the experiments the element 
with the longest period p=2\im was the easiest to switch. The spread in the calculated 
coercivities for the zero vertical field calculations (Figs. 7.12(c), (f)) is solely due to the 
marked increase of He for the element with the smallest period p=0.2pm.
7.4.2 E l e m e n t s  o f  F o u r t h  and  F if t h  P a tt e r n s
In this section the results of the simulations for the narrow elements (w/) with structure 
types A and C (/z2) of the fourth and fifth patterns are presented. In contrast to the elements 
with structured edges, which were discussed in section 7.4.1 the ones described here were 
of nominally constant width despite the structuring of the edges. As in the previous 
sections the emphasis of the discussion lies on the elements with the sharper tips Î2 (here; 
fifth pattern) and structure period /?=0.33pm. The calculated reversal behaviour of all 
elements with structured edges with &2 of both patterns (fy, t2) is summarised and briefly 
compaied with the experimental findings. In accordance with the previous sections two 
sets of simulations were run (with and without vertical field) and the results are compared.
7.4.2.1 E l e m e n t s  w it h  E d g e  S t r u c t u r e  T y pe  A
The simulations of elements with edge structure type A are discussed first. The set up 
for the first series of simulations was as follows: The width of the elements was wy and was 
nominally constant in the entire element apart from the tips (double pointed elements). The 
height of the structure features was h2 and five different masks with periods between 2.0 
and O.ljLim were designed. Simulations were again run with and without vertical field for 
both sets of elements ( fy ,  Î2). The vertical field was H^ = 940 Oe in the case of the
elements with t2 and 700 Oe for the elements with the blunter tips ti respectively zero for 
the simulations without vertical field. The hysteresis field was again applied solely along 
the easy axis of the elements (i.e. X-direction) with the extreme values being 
H^ = ±500 Oe. In accordance with the previous examples the stepwise variation was 
25 Oe in the calculations with vertical field and 50 Oe for the simulations without vertical 
field.
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Examples of the magnetic microstructure of the element with p=0.33p,m during a 
magnetisation reversal simulation with vertical field Hy = 940 Oe are shown in
Figs. 7.13(a)"(c) together with the resulting hysteresis loop and the colour code 
(Fig. 7.13(d), (e)). Some of the domain configurations of the same element for a zero 
vertical field simulation are given in Figs. 7.13(f)-(h) together with the corresponding 
hysteresis loop in Fig. 7.13(i). With the vertical field Hy = 940 Oe the magnetisation of
the element was again notably tilted out of plane {My -  0.11 - M^ corresponding to a tilt
angle of 6°, Figs. 7.13(a)-(c) centre) which is in agreement with analogous results in the 
previous sections.
The in-plane components of magnetisation distribution looked in both cases exactly 
alike and as deduced from the Fresnel and DPC images in chapter 6 and are discussed 
together. Most notably was the corroboration of the experimental result that due to the 
shape of the elements with structured edges of the fourth and fifth patterns the 
magnetisation was ‘channelled’ through these elements. This channelling gave rise to the 
formation of parallelogram domains even at zero hysteresis field as can clearly be seen in 
the upper parts of Figs. 7.13(a) and (f). It should be noted that in agreement with the 
experimental data two parallelogram domains were formed per period. Single aiTows 
indicate the distribution of magnetisation direction in the element and one of the 
parallelogram domains is highlighted by a red frame in Fig. 7.13(a). Despite the variation 
of the magnetisation direction the element has a high net resultant ( M^ « 0.93 • M^ ) of 
magnetisation in X-direction at ‘remanence’ and remanence!. This can be seen in the 
bottom parts of Figs. 7.13(a) and (f) and in the hysteresis loops (Figs. 7.13(d), (i)).
The magnetic microstructure did not change considerably when the situation was 
calculated for reverse fields. The main change was that the gradient of magnetisation 
direction in the parallelogram domains increased (i.e. increase of wall angles). At the onset 
of magnetisation reversal (Figs. 7.13(b), (g)) two areas with reversed direction of 
magnetisation were generated at the ends of the element (marked by dashed ellipses in the 
bottom parts of the figures). Each of these areas was associated with Bloch-line-like 
features as can be seen in the central part of the image sets (ellipses). The details of the 
calculated vortex structure is similar to that discussed for Fig. 7.8(c) with the difference 
that here only one ‘green’ wall existed. A counteipart to the redundant black wall in 
Fig. 7.8(c), however, was also calculated here (Figs. 7.13.(b), (g)).
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Magnetic microstructure of a narrow (w=250nm) element with edge structure type A with 
period p=0.33jum of the third pattern (t2 - 2 ) for different stages of hysteresis simulations. 
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scheme are given for reference.
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During further development of magnetisation reversal more areas with reversed 
direction of magnetisation occurred at the inner vertices of the element (also associated 
with the appearance of fuither Bloch-line-like features, Fig. 7.13(h)). The fully reversed 
state of the element is shown in Fig. 7.13(c). Despite the element being -saturated after 
magnetisation reversal the magnetisation was still not fully aligned with the hysteresis field 
as can be deduced from the colour variation in the top parts of Fig. 7.13(c). The faint 
colours however mean that the deviations of magnetisation direction from perfect 
alignment in X-direction are rather small. It should also be noted that the colour gets even 
fainter the further it is away from the edges. This agrees very well with the experimental 
observation that after magnetisation reversal faint wall sections were visible which were 
restricted to the outer vertices of the elements (Fig. 6.5(c)).
An overview of the magnetic microstructures resulting from the magnetisation reversal 
simulations for the elements is summarised in table 7.3. The domain configurations are 
described in catchword style for the simulations of the elements with the shaiper tips {t2 , 
fifth pattern) under the influence of the vertical field = 940 Oe.
No deviations in the micromagnetic configurations were found in any of the other 
simulations and therefore none of the blue parameters is cancelled out and table 7.3 is also 
valid for the elements with the blunter tips as well as for the simulations without vertical 
field. The terminology is the same as applied for the description of the experimentally 
observed domain configurations in table 6.1 apart from the ^concertina states calculated for 
the elements with the shortest period p=0.1ftm which were similar to the configuration 
shown in Fig. 7.9(d). The simulated and experimentally observed domain states during 
magnetisation reversal cycles agreed very well apart from the elements with the smallest 
structure period (see table 6.1). There were, however, again problems with the plausibility 
of the simulated reversal mechanism as similar to the discussion of Fig. 7.8 too many walls 
were associated with the generation of areas with reverse direction of magnetisation.
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Narrow (wA Elements with Structure Tvne A (I1 7) - Fifth Pattern (t?)
period 2.0|Ltm 0.5|xm 0.33pm 0.2pm 0.1pm
state: R single domain
tj, t2 (0 ), t](0 )
parallelogram
domains
tl, t2 (0 ), tj(0 )
parallelogram
domains
tj, t2 (0 ), t](0 )
parallelogram
domains
tl, t2 (0 ), ti(0 )
-concertina
ti, t2 (0 ), ti(0 )
state: PS concertina
tj, t2 (0 ), ti(0 )
parallelogram 
domains 
tl, t2 (0 ), t](0 )
parallelogram
domains
tj, t2 (0 ), t/(0 )
parallelogram
domains
tl, t-2 (0 ), tj(0 )
-concertina
tl, tziO), tj(0)
S propagation of 
reversed ai'ea(s)
t], t2 (0 ), ti(0 )
propagation of 
reversed area(s) 
tl, t2 (0 ), t](0 )
propagation of 
reversed area(s)
tj, t.2 (0 ), tj(0 )
propagation of 
reversed area(s)
tl, t.2 (0 ), ti(0 )
propagation of 
reversed area(s)
tl, t2 (0 ), tl(0 )
Table 7.3
Micromagnetic states o f elements with wi and structure type A o f 5*^  ^pattern (t2 )fo r  
simulated hysteresis loops with vertical field H v ~ 9 4 0  Oe.
State R: Remanent state. State PS: Prior to switching, S: Switching.
ti: Simulation for element with ti and Hv~700 Oe; 11 ,2 (0 ): Simulation with Hy-O Oe,
In case o f different results fo r  ti, t2(0), t}(0):>r^T^(Ql IJfOl-
The experimental and simulated switching field values of the elements with edge 
structure type A with h2 of the fourth and fifth patterns are compared in Fig. 7.14. The 
coercive field values of the elements of the fourth pattern are graphed in Figs. 7.14(a)-(c) 
and those of the fifth pattern are graphed in Figs. 7.14(d)-(f).
The experimentally determined trend of the switching field values especially the 
maximum for smaller periods (i.e. p=0.2fim) was corroborated in all simulations. The 
calculated switching field values of the elements with the sharper tips ?2 (Fig. 7.12(e), (f)) 
were very similar to those of elements with the blunter tips t] (Fig. 7.12(b), (c)) with 
identical structure parameters in^espective of the values of the vertical field . Therefore
the result of the experiments that the switching field values of the elements with the 
shaiper tips t2 did not vary as much as those of the elements with ti was not found in the 
simulations.
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The increase of coercivity which was observed experimentally for the elements of the 
fourth and fifth patterns compared to corresponding elements of the second and third 
patterns, however, was also found in the simulations (Figs. 7.10, 7.14).
7 .4 .2 .2  E l e m e n t s  w it h  E d g e  S t r u c t u r e  T y pe  C
In this section the simulations of elements with edge structure type C with h2 of the 
fourth and fifth patterns are presented. The set up was the same as for the calculations in 
the previous section except for the mask to define the shape of the elements. Figure 7.15 
shows an overview of magnetic microstructures of the element with p=0.33pm for different 
stages during magnetisation reversal simulation with vertical field (Hy ~ 940 Oe,
Figs. 7.15(a)"(c)) and without vertical field (Hy =0  Oe, Figs. 7.15(l)-(h)). The resulting
hysteresis loops and the colour scheme are given in Figs. 7.15(d), (e), (i).
In agreement with the previous section the most notable characteristic of this kind of 
element with structured edges and nominally constant width is the ‘channelling’ of 
magnetisation due to the shape of the element. The out of plane component of 
magnetisation resulting from the vertical field (Hy = 940 Oe) was again My -  0.11 -
throughout the hysteresis simulation and is illustrated in the central parts of Figs. 7.15(a)- 
(c) (average tilt of magnetisation out of plane -6°).
In the case of edge structure type C the channelling gave rise to two y-configurations 
per period in most elements in the experiments (section 6.5.2) as well as in the simulations. 
These y-configurations were also the result for both hysteresis simulations for the 
‘remanent’ state (Fig. 7.15(a) as well as in remanence! (Fig. 7.15(f)) for the above 
introduced element. One of these characteristic y-configurations is highlighted by red lines 
in Fig. 7.15(a) and the direction of magnetisation within the main body of the element is 
indicated by single anows. The mean direction of magnetisation was clearly parallel to the 
length of the element in positive X-direction in both cases (Figs. 7.15(a), (f) bottom) and 
the magnetisation in X-direction amounted to about ~ 0.90 • in both zero hysteresis 
field states.
Modelling the magnetic microstructure for reverse fields did not lead to a change in 
domain configuration until the onset of magnetisation reversal. This situation is shown in 
Fig. 7.15(b) where the y-configurations were still present within the region of the element
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with the structured edge while areas with reversed direction of magnetisation appeared in 
both tip regions. No Bloch lines were visible in the central part of the illustration in 
Fig. 7.15(b) as no vortex magnetisation configurations were present. A later stage of the 
calculated magnetisation reversal is given in Fig. 7.15(c). At this point the magnetisation in 
the main body of the element was almost entirely reversed as can be seen in the bottom part 
of the image. There were however small domains remaining in the outer parts of the 
structure features where the original direction of magnetisation was still present. This led to 
flux closure like domain configurations within the structure features and the associated 
Bloch lines in their centres. Magnetisation distributions of this kind were also discussed in 
section 7.4.1.3 (Fig. 7.11(c)) of this chapter and in the experimental chapters 5 and 6 
(section 5.5.3 (Fig. 5.22) and section 6.5.2.). In order to also reverse the remaining domains 
a higher field was necessary as can be seen in the calculated hysteresis loop (Fig. 7.15(d), 
steps in the squarish hysteresis loop for = ±450/ 475 Oe). It should be noted that in the 
case of the elements of the fourth and fifth patterns the remaining of domains with original 
direction of magnetisation was not as common in the experiments as in the simulations.
In the case of zero vertical field the out of plane component of magnetisation was 
again always zero except during magnetisation reversal (Fig. 7.15(g)). During 
magnetisation reversal Bloch-line-like features of both polarities were calculated in the 
centre of vortex configurations as those marked by ellipses in Fig. 7.15(g).
The calculated hysteresis loop for zero vertical field simulation was asymmetric 
because the magnetisation of the element was not completely reversed at -  -500 Oe. 
An even more interesting feature was that the first reversal occuiTed ‘stepwise’ between
= -300 and -  400 Oe. An illustration of a domain configuration during the second 
step of magnetisation reversal is given in Fig. 7.15(g) where ellipses mark locations of 
Bloch-line-like features in the centre of vortices. The Bloch-line-like features had again 
both polarities as observed previously for zero vertical field simulations. In contrast to 
theoretical expectations (sections 1.3.5, 1.5) no out of plane components of magnetisation 
were detected in the centres of the flux-closure like domain configurations within the edge 
structure features in Fig. 7.15(h). This is suiprising as Bloch lines were clearly calculated 
for these locations in the simulations with vertical field (Figs. 7.11(c), 7.15(c)) despite the 
same size of cells in all set-ups.
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An overview of the calculated magnetic microstructures for all elements with edge 
structure type C (h2) of the fifth pattern (^ 2) is given in table 7.4. The terminology is the 
same as applied in table 6.2 where the experimental observations were summarised. In 
accordance with the previous tables in this chapter an overview of the simulation results of 
all four sets of calculations is given in table 7.4 by means of the blue parameters. An 
important result was that the main stages of the reversal calculations did not alter with tip 
ratio or vertical field. Furtheimore should be noted that the experimental observations 
(table 6.2 ) and calculated results were almost identical with the most characteristic feature 
of these elements being the y-configurations. In accordance with the previous simulations 
the switch of magnetisation was initiated by the generation of areas with reversed direction 
of magnetisation. Magnetisation reversal then progressed by means of rapid propagation of 
these reversed areas.
Narrow fw/) Elements with Structure Tvoe C (ho) - Fifth Pattern (to)
period 2.0|am 0.67 jam 0.33pm 0.25pm 0.2pm
state: R quasi single 
domain
tl, t2(0), tj(0)
multi-domain
tl, t2(0), t](0)
y-
configurations
tl, tfO), ti(0)
y-
configurations
tl, t2(0), ti(0)
y-
configurations 
tl, t2(0), t,(0)
state: PS concertina* 
tl, tfO), ti(0)
y-
configurations
tl, t2(0), ti(0)
y-
configurations
tl, t2(0), ti(0)
y-
configurations
tl, t2(0), ti(0)
y-
configurations
tl, t2(0), tj(0)
S propagation of 
reversed area(s)
tl, t2(0), t](0)
propagation of 
reversed area(s)
tl, t2(0), ti(0)
propagation of 
reversed area(s)
tl, t2(0), ti(0)
propagation of 
reversed area(s) 
tl, t2(0), ti(0)
propagation of 
reversed area(s)
t-l, t2(0), tj(0)
Table 7,4
Micromagnetic states o f elements with wj and structure type C o f 5^^^  pattern (12) for  
simulated hysteresis loops with vertical field Hv~940 Oe.
State R: Remanent state, State PS: Prior to switching, S: Switching.
ti: Simulation for element with ti and Hv~700 Oe; tij(0): Simulation with Hp-O Oe.
In case o f different results fo r  t], t2(0), t](0): tfO f.
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The experimental and calculated switching field values for the elements with edge 
structure type C (/Z2) of the fourth (fy) and fifth (ti) patterns are summarised in Fig. 7.16, 
The trend of the graphed simulation results (Figs. 7.16(b), (c), (e), (f)) agreed well with the 
experimental values (Figs. 7.16(a), (d)). There was only very little dependence of the 
coercive field values of the simulations on the two tip ratios and the vertical field. Whilst 
the agreement between absolute values of the experiments and simulation was very good 
for the elements with ?2 (Figs. 7.16(d)-(f)) the calculated switching field values were higher 
than the experimental ones in the case of tj (Figs. 7.16(a)-(c)). Furthermore it should be 
noted that in the experiments the minimum of switching field values was found for 
p=0.67pm for both tip ratios whilst in all simulations the minimum occuiTed for 
p=0.33pm.
7.5 Su m m a r y
Using a commercially available software package (LLG Micromagnetics Simulator) 
simulations were run in which the magnetisation reversal behaviour of standard elements 
and elements with structured edges was calculated. Whilst most of the fabricated and 
experimentally investigated standard elements were also set up in the simulations only 
eight out of the 48 groups of elements with structured edges were modelled. Hysteresis 
calculations were performed for narrow elements (w y )  with both tip ratios (fy, Î2) and both 
edge structure types (A and C) with h2 . Simulations were firstly run with the vertical field 
present in the experiments taken into account and secondly without vertical field and the 
modelled results were compared with experimental data.
As far as the magnetic micro structure was concerned there was broad agreement 
between experimental observations and calculated equilibrium domain configurations. 
Most notable was the fact that experimentally determined characteristic domain 
configurations (i.e. concertina structure, parallelogram domains and (double) y- 
configurations) resulted in the simulations, too. Different domain configurations in the 
simulations with and without vertical field were only calculated in some cases of the 
second and third pattern: The elements with edge structure type A with /?=0.1pm (tj and t2) 
and those with edge structure type C with p=0.33 and 0.25pm (both for tj and ?2) displayed 
different magnetic microstructures in certain stages of the simulations.
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In agreement with the experiments rapid magnetisation reversal was calculated for a 
vast majority of the elements. The resulting calculated hysteresis loops had a squarish 
shape and magnetisation reversal progressed rapidly after the generation of areas with 
reversed direction of magnetisation. Whilst this magnetisation reversal mechanism seemed 
at first plausible a close look at the calculated magnetic microstructure during the switch of 
magnetisation showed puzzling details. Surprising was the result that reversal in the 
simulations was not initiated by the nucléation of a reverse domain but that instead 
excessive rotation of magnetisation in adjacent domains led to questionable processes at 
the primary reversal sites. Such processes included the apparent reversal of the polarity of 
Neel walls, generation of unnecessary walls and a high number of Bloch-line-like features 
(in the case of zero vertical field calculations even ‘pairs of Bloch-line-like features’ of 
both polarities). It is not clear, however, whether these odd processes were merely due to 
the chosen cell size and whether a finer mesh would have yielded more plausible results for 
the reversal details. Another striking simulation result was that in most cases more than just 
one reverse domain were generated and it was also startling that at the locations of the Neel 
walls out of plane components were detected over notable distances (‘not proper Neel 
walls’) despite the thickness of the simulated film of just 20nm. No out of plane 
components were however detected in the centre of remaining flux closure like domain 
configurations within edge structure features of type C for zero vertical field calculations. It 
was suggested that this, too, might be an artefact of the coarse grid.
As far as the standard elements were concerned it was not determined unambiguously 
whether the calculated concertina structures were stable over a certain field range as found 
in the experiments or if they were transition states during magnetisation reversal.
The coercivity of the simulated elements was in most cases higher than in the 
experiments. Whilst the deviations were not so pronounced for the elements with 
structured edges the calculated coercivities of the standard elements were up to 2x as high 
as the switching field values of the experiments. When the simulations for the standard 
elements were run without vertical field the difference between experimental and modelled 
data got even worse (calculated He up to 3x as high compared with the experimental 
values). The majority of elements with structured edges however did not display such a 
pronounced dependence of the switching field on the vertical field. Exceptions were the 
elements with structure type A with long structures periods (p=0.67 and 2pm) of the 
second and third patterns and the elements of structure type C with the smallest structure
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period (p=0.2|Lim) of the same patterns. For these elements the switching field rose 
considerably in the case of zero vertical field calculations.
Apart from that there was generally good agreement between experimental and 
calculated switching field values of the elements with structured edges of the second and 
third patterns. Especially the match of experimental and simulated data for elements with 
edge structure of the fourth and fifth patterns (nominally constant element width) was 
remarkably good.
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C h a p t e r  8;
Co/Cu M u l t i l a y e r s  -  G ia n t  M a g n e t o  R e s i s t a n c e  (GMR)
8.1 In t r o d u c t io n
This chapter deals with another group of magnetic materials with reduced dimensions 
which are multilayer systems of alternate layers of magnetic and non-magnetic materials 
with layer thicknesses in the nanometer range (section 1.6). One of the most striking 
properties of this new generation of artificial magnetic multilayer materials is the 
oscillatory indirect exchange coupling between two magnetic films separated by a thin 
non-magnetic spacer (Heinrich et al, 1994). For those thicknesses of spacer layer where 
the coupling is antiferromagetic, the application of a magnetic field to such an artificial 
antifen’omagnet can cause the system to undergo a metamagnetic transition. The 
associated drop in electrical resistivity p as the magnetic configuration changes from 
antifeiTomagnetic (AF) to ferromagnetic (FM) is termed the giant magnetoresistance -  
GMR (Griinberg et al, 1986), (Baibich et al, 1988), (Grünberg et al, 1991), (Dieny, 1994). 
As the thickness of individual layers in such samples is on the nanometer scale, the 
preparation techniques for such materials are exacting and few structural defects can be 
tolerated. In general it appears that the best quality structures are prepared under ultra- 
high vacuum (UHV) conditions, although there have been few attempts to quantify the 
effects of background gases on the GMR and coupling of such materials. There is broad 
agreement that H2O and O2 are particularly damaging (Yoshizaki et al, 1994), (Kagawa et 
al, 1994) while other authors find a more complex behaviour, with the suggestion that 
certain low levels of O2 can be beneficial, at least in spin-valve structures where the 
interlayer coupling is not necessary to observe GMR (Egelhoff et al, 1997).
The structure of this chapter is as follows: The effects of so-called gas-damage on the 
GMR performance of different multilayer systems are discussed in section 8.2 and the 
prepai'ation of three Co/Cu multilayer samples with different degrees of gas-damage 
which were investigated in this work is described in section 8.3. Sections 8.4 and 8.5 are 
results sections: In the former GMR measurements and MOKE hysteresis loops are 
presented and the latter deals with several applied TEM investigation techniques. A 
summary is then given in section 8.6.
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8.2  E f f e c t  o f  G a s -d a m a g e  o n  G M R  o f  C o/C u  M u l t il a y e r s
It is known that a high level of cleanliness is necessary for a high GMR in Co/Cu 
multilayers, as residual gases damage the film in such a way as to reduce the AF coupling 
(Marrows et al, 1997). Moreover, by selectively damaging only certain parts of the sample 
with gas, it was found that the part of the multilayer most susceptible to damage was the 
bulk of the Cu spacer. This was accomplished by pausing growth at certain points in the 
multilayer stack and allowing residual gases from the chamber to adsorb onto the film 
surface before growth was continued. Multilayers where the spacers were only lightly 
damaged may still show appreciable GMR, although the remanent moment may be 
considerable. The GMR ratio was always found to be higher than would be dictated by a 
simple series circuit of AF and FM coupled regions in the proportions stipulated by the 
remanent fraction. In fact the GMR ratio was found to have a parabolic dependence on the 
remanent fraction, suggesting the possibility of non-collinear aiTangements of adjacent 
layer moments at zero field (Marrows et al, 1999 a). Such non-collinear anangements of 
layer moments have been observed in a large number of layered magnetic systems and 
were explained by the introduction of a non-Heisenberg biquadratic (BQ) term into the 
indirect exchange energy. This needs to be compared with the alternative explanation of 
the non-zero remanence in poorly AF coupled multilayers, where feiTomagnetic bridges or 
pinholes in the spacer layers are thought to lead to a ferromagnetic all y coupled volume 
fraction (Rupp et al, 1993). This would lead to a domain structure at zero field, containing 
regions with low total moment (AF-coupled) as well as areas with high total moment 
(FM-coupled).
Biquadratic interactions in multilayered systems continue to attract much 
experimental and theoretical attention. Almost all investigated coupled multilayer systems 
were found to exhibit some degree of biquadratic coupling. Recently studied examples 
include Fe/Cr (Heinrich et al, 1999), (Rezende et al, 1999), Co/Au (Duden et al, 1999), 
Co/h (Yanagihara et al, 1999) as well as systems with semiconducting (Fe/Si), (Endo et 
al, 1999) and insulating (e.g. Co/Al-O/NiFe), (Yu et al, 1999) spacer layers. Many more 
can be found in a recent review by Demokritov (Demokritov, 1998).
The aims of the work presented here were twofold: To determine unambiguously the 
zero field magnetisation configuration of a sample showing reduced GMR and to attempt 
to find evidence for the gas damage in the physical microstructure. To achieve these goals 
various modes of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) were employed to image both
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the physical and magnetic microstructures of samples showing different interlayer 
coupling and consequently differing GMR ratios.
Sequences of samples were grown at the University of Leeds on both ordinary Si 
substrates and SisN4 window substrates which are suitable for plan-view TEM imaging 
(Khamsehpour, 1996). By application of different imaging modes it was possible to 
investigate the physical and magnetic microstructure of the samples grown on the Si3N4 
window substrates without any further preparation. As the base pressure of the growth 
chamber was raised a reduction in both GMR ratio and AF coupling could be observed. 
These may be linked to changes in the low-field reversal modes of the remanent moment 
which were investigated magnetometrically and by means of Lorentz microscopy. The 
layered structure of the sample was examined by cross-sectional transmission electron 
microscopy (XTEM) at the University of Oxford, imaging vertical slices of samples 
grown on Si.
8.3 P r e p a r a t io n  o f  S a m p l e s  w it h  D if f e r e n t  D e g r e e s  o f  G a s -d a m a g e
Samples were deposited by dc magnetron sputtering in a custom built vacuum system 
at the University of Leeds. The system was equipped with six sputtering targets and had a 
base pressure of better than 2xlO'^Torr. This was achieved by a combination of 
cryopumping to -IxlO'^Torr, followed by the filling of a Meissner trap (Meissner, 1960). 
This is particularly effective in the pumping of water, the main residual gas after 
cryopumping. The residual gas composition was determined using a quadrupole mass 
spectrometer. Once the trap was filled the residual gas was mainly comprised of Ng or CO 
(mass peak 28). In order to control accurately the level of background gas damaging the 
film O2 was introduced through a fine leak valve. The working pressure of 99.9999% 
purity Ar was S.OmTorr, introduced through an ultrahigh vacuum compatible stainless steel 
line. Typical deposition rates were 2.6Â/s for Co and 2.9Â/s for Cu. A magnetic field of 
200 Oe was applied in the substrate plane during growth of the whole multilayer stack by a 
permanent magnet aiTay inside the chamber. To minimise uncontrolled changes in 
deposition conditions all samples discussed here were deposited in a single growth run.
All multilayers investigated in this work were nominally of the form 
{Co(8Â)/Cu(8Â)x25. The Cu thickness was selected to match the first AF coupling peak 
in the oscillation. No buffers or caps were used as those were found to be unnecessary for
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good quality growth and sample longevity. Growth was paused for 10s in the middle of 
every Cu spacer to allow residual gases to sorb onto the surface.
Magnetoresistance was measured by the conventional four-probe dc technique and 
magnetisation loops were measured by the Magneto-optic Kerr Effect (MOKE, 
section 2.4). The field was always applied in the plane of the sample. Low angle x-ray 
scattering measurements were performed at station 2.3 at the SRS (Synchrotron Radiation 
Source) at Daresbury laboratory in order to determine the layer roughness and bilayer 
periodicity of the samples (Daresbury, 2000). All measurements were performed at room 
temperature.
The samples grown on the window substrates were investigated here at the University 
of Glasgow. The physical microstructure was studied using conventional (bright field) 
imaging and diffraction techniques. The magnetic microstructure was investigated using 
different modes of Lorentz microscopy (section 2.3.2; Chapman, 1984). Samples were also 
grown on pieces of (001) Si wafer with the native oxide layer left intact for 
magnetoresistance measurements and for cross-sectional TEM imaging. Meanwhile larger 
pieces of nitride coated Si wafer were used for GMR and MOKE experiments and some of 
the measurements were repeated on the membrane samples after completion of the TEM 
investigations. Sets of samples were mounted side by side on the substrate holders, so that 
the multilayers were grown simultaneously, allowing their properties to be directly 
compared.
8,4 GMR M e a s u r e m e n ts  a n d  H y s t e r e s i s  L o o p s
It was repeatedly found that the GMR ratio decreased as the base pressure was raised 
by the introduction of air or oxygen through the leak valve. For pressures below a
transitional band a GMR ratio of —^  ~ 40% was commonly achieved. In the high
P sa t
pressure regime above the transition zone the GMR is very low. The transition region was 
quite broad (~ 1 0 '^ -1 0 '* T o it )  with a higher base pressure for air than for 0% alone 
(Manows et al, 2000). The saturated resistivities of all samples were comparable, falling 
in the range ~ (20 ± 2) pOcm. The changes in GMR were caused by a decrease in the 
amount of AF alignment in the samples with rise of pressure as borne out by an increase 
in remanent fraction as observed by MOKE. It was also found that pure oxygen was much
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more damaging than air in this regard. This suggests that N2 is much more inert than O2 as 
might be expected.
In Figure 8.1 GMR loops measured at the University of Leeds are graphed for three 
samples, which were deposited on nitride coated Si wafer at different chamber 
background pressures. A drop in GMR ratio was observed as O2 was introduced into the 
chamber. These multilayers were comparable to similar samples grown directly onto the 
Si wafer as the nitride surface is similarly smooth.
Sample i■— «  Samples-T Samples
#  30
-10000 -5000
H Oe
10000
Figure 8.1
Giant magnetoresistance loops fo r  the 
(large) samples grown on Si3N4 at three 
different base pressures,
Sample 1: l.SxlO'^Torr (circles)
Sample 2: 6.2xlO'^Torr (squares) 
Sample 3: 0.9xlO'^Torr (triangles).
It should be noted that the shape of the loops is changing in Fig. 8.1. With the leak 
valve closed ( 1.8 x 10“^  Torr) the GMR peak had a convex top close to the parabolic GMR 
response of an ideally AF coupled multilayer (sample 1). As the background pressure was 
increased to 6.2x10"^ T o it the field required to saturate the samples fell and the GMR 
peak became more pointed (sample 2). These effects were greater still as the pressure was 
finally raised to 0.9 x 10"'^  T o it for sample 3. While the sample resistivities were all very 
similar in the magnetically saturated state with values of about 20pilcm they were of 
course different at zero field due to the different magnetoresistance ratios. Such changes 
in GMR loop shape are known to be associated with biquadratic coupling (Kuo et al, 
1999).
Grazing incidence specular x-ray scans were carried out with all three samples. It was 
found that the first order superlattice Bragg peaks were of similar intensity and full width 
half height maximum (FWHM). The Bragg peaks were not all at the same angle and 
represented bilayer periods of 16.1Â, 15.2Â and I6.4Â in order of increasing background 
pressure (samples 1, 2 and 3). Therefore the sample to sample fluctuation was better than 
1Â from the nominal period of 16Â. Another result of the x-ray investigation was that the 
roughness in the samples was low and of very similar amplitude. The rms roughness of all
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the layers in the samples was determined to be «5.5Â, Simulations were carried out with 
the result that the fluctuations in the Co layer thickness from sample to sample were much 
greater than those in the Cu spacer layer. It follows that the changes seen in the GMR in 
Fig. 8.1 cannot be explained by incorrect spacer thickness - a result coiToborated by the 
fact that the AF coupling peak width and position are not affected by this type of residual 
gas damage (Marrows et al, 1999 a). Another result from the x-ray measurements was that 
the conformai roughness on the Co/Cu interfaces was -2.5Â for all three samples. For 
further details about the x-ray measurements and simulations see Manows et al, 2000.
The changes in GMR amplitude despite the absence of difference in the saturated 
resistivity is suggestive of a reduction in AF-coupling. This would not affect the saturated 
resistivity, as the samples are in the same magnetic state with all layer moments aligned 
parallel to the field. On the other hand the resistivity enhancement at zero field will be 
much smaller than anticipated if the degree of antiparallel alignment is not high. This is 
borne out by MOKE loops (measured at the University of Leeds) for the samples, shown 
in Fig. 8.2. It was possible to explicitly link the drop in magnetoresistance with the rise in 
remanent fraction (Manows et al, 1999 a). Two loops are shown together for each sample, 
one measured with the field applied along the growth field direction and the other 
perpendicular to it. It can be seen that the shapes of the loops are isotropic in field 
direction. This is not surprising as any anisotropy induced in Co by the growth field is 
generally found to be weak (Slonczewsky, 1963), whilst the field required to overcome 
the coupling is much larger, of the order of a few kOe. However in the low field MOKE 
loops presented in Fig. 8.3 it is obvious that some anisotropy was present as the remanent 
moment reversed. For convenience the direction parallel to the growth field will be 
refeiTed to as the easy axis and the orthogonal direction is termed the hard axis. Although 
the degree of anisotropy varies from sample to sample, the "easiest" direction was always 
defined by the growth field. In Figure 8.3(a) both the easy and hard axis loops for 
sample I show considerable rounding. Both loops were somewhat canted and looked very 
much alike. Therefore the overall behaviour appears almost isotropic with the coercivity 
being 27 Oe for both axes.
Meanwhile Figs. 8.3(b) and 8.3(c) were quite similar, with a squarer easy axis loop 
and a canted loop with lower remanent moment for hard axis reversal. The coercive fields 
were 38 Oe (easy axis) and 35 Oe (hard axis) for sample 2 and 31 Oe (easy axis) and
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Figure 8,2
High field MOKE loops of the large samples 
grown on Si3N4  - the remanent moment rises 
as the GMR falls. Easy axis corresponds to 
the direction of the growth field and hard 
axis is perpendicular to it.
(a) Sample 1, (b) sample 2, (c) sample 3.
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Figure 8,3
Corresponding low field MOKE loops of 
Fig. 8.2.
(a) Sample 1, (b) sample 2, (c) sample 3.
20 Oe (hard axis) for the slightly more anisotropic sample 3. At first it is tempting to link 
the degree of induced anisotropy in the films with the exposure to oxygen and there have 
been attempts to do this in the past (Cohen et al, 1960). More recently it was found that 
the correlation is between the degree of anisotropy and the remanent moment (Marrows et 
al, 1999 b). For example, samples grown with 15 Â Cu spacers, corresponding to the
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second FM peak, were always highly anisotropic in their reversal mechanism, regardless 
of the degree of exposure to O2 or any other background gas. For samples with a very low 
remanence due to excellent AF coupling the anisotropy at low fields can be very small.
8,5 T E M  In v e st ig a t io n s
The samples grown on the Si3N4 window substrates were investigated here at the 
University of Glasgow in microscopes highly modified to optimise magnetic imaging 
conditions. The physical microstructure was studied by means of conventional (bright 
field) imaging and diffraction techniques using a microscope based on a JEOL 2000 FX. 
The magnetic microstructure of the samples in the as-grown and ac-demagnetised states 
was imaged in the Foucault mode of Lorentz microscopy (section 2.3.2) also in the 
JEOL 2000 FX microscope. In-situ magnetising experiments were then caixied out in a 
modified Philips CM20 FEG microscope by tilting the sample in a weak vertical field 
(Ho/y~90 Oe) of the objective lens (section 2.2.5). The magnetising experiments were 
monitored using the Fresnel mode of Lorentz microscopy (section 2.3.2).
8.5.1 P h y sic a l  M ic r o st r u c t u r e
As the plan-view bright field images of all investigated samples were 
indistinguishable only one example is shown in Fig. 8.4(a). The samples were of micro­
polycrystalline structure with an average grain size in the range of 15-20nm with no 
texture present as can be seen in the diffraction pattern of the tilted sample (Fig. 8.4(b)). 
The majority of the crystallites had fee structure, but there was evidence for a fraction of 
hep crystallites in the diffraction patterns.
It should be noted, that different means have been applied in order to deteimine any 
differences in the physical microstructure between clean (AF-coupled) and heavily gas- 
damaged (almost entirely FM-coupled) samples. Techniques used include synchrotron x- 
ray analysis, ^^Co nuclear magnetic resonance (Manows et al, 1997) and high resolution 
cross sectional (X)TEM (Marrows et al, 2000). All findings were consistent with those 
described here except for the XTEM investigations where ‘very subtle’ differences were 
found. It should be noted though ‘that it would prove impossible to infer the level of 
background gas that the sample had been exposed to only from XTEM images of this sort’ 
(Marrows et al, 2000).
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Figure 8.4
Bright field image (a) and diffraction pattern (b) of sample 2. Sample was tilted 30° when 
the diffraction pattern was imaged.
8.5.2 M a g n e t i c  M i c r o s t r u c t u r e  -  A s -g ro w n  a n d  A c - d e m a g n e tis e d  S t a t e
The magnetic microstructure of the Co/Cu multilayers was investigated in their as- 
grown state before their ac-demagnetised state was studied. In the case of samples 2 and 3 
no differences were detected between the as-grown and ac-demagnetised states of the 
samples and they also looked very much alike. A pair of Foucault images of the ac- 
demagnetised sample 3 is shown in Figs. 8.5(a) and (b). The sample appeared single 
domain in the field of view with only magnetic dispersion (ripple) being visible. The entire 
Si3N4 window (lOOxlOOpm^) was checked and no domain walls were observed. With such 
a large area being single domain for samples 2 and 3 in the as-grown and ac-demagnetised 
states it seems very likely that both samples were single domain.
While the magnetic microstructure of sample 1 (cleanest) in its as-grown state looked 
also very similar to the other two samples the situation had changed after ac- 
demagnetisation. The micromagnetic configuration of this state is shown in Figs. 8.5(c) 
and (d) and domains are easily visible in Fig. 8.5(c). There is directionality of the domains
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discernible which was -parallel to the mapping direction in Fig. 8.5(c). The domains were 
small with the largest domain size lying in the range of 10x3|im^.
Figure 8.5
Pairs of Foucault images of ac-demagnetised Co/Cu multilayer samples.
(a), (b) Sample 3; (c), (d) sample 1. Double arrows indicate mapping directions.
8.5 .3  M a g n e t isin g  E x p e r im e n t s
As with the small magnetic elements the magnetising experiments were carried out in 
the modified Philips CM20 FEG TEM (section 2.2). The highest possible field
(//=6xlO^Oe) was applied to the samples first before the objective lens field was reduced 
to the value suitable for the investigation of the samples (//o^=90 Oe). This small field 
value was appropriate as the most interesting parts of the hysteresis loops were the low 
field regions (Fig. 8.3). Therefore the samples were only subjected to a very small vertical 
field while imaging the magnetising sequences. Taking also into account that the Co/Cu 
multilayers were continuous film samples, the demagnetising effects due to the vertical 
field component were expected to be negligible. No observations were made which 
contradicted this assumption (e.g. no wall movement was observed which was triggered 
by shifting the samples when the objective lens field was applied).
The Fresnel mode was chosen to monitor the micromagnetic changes in the samples
as it is better suited for dynamic observations than Foucault mode or DPC. As mentioned 
earlier domain wall locations appear as black and white lines (wall contrast) in Fresnel 
images (sections 2.3.2 and 8.5.3.1; Chapman, 1984). In polycrystalline continuous films 
the magnetic dispersion gives also rise to ripple contrast which appears within domains as
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fine black and white lines running perpendicular to the mean direction of magnetisation 
(Fuller et al, 1960), (Hoffmann, 1968), (Hubert et al, 1998).
A second series of magnetising experiments was carried out with the same samples 
and the dependence of the micromagnetic changes on the applied field was investigated 
using the low angle diffraction (LAD) mode (sections 2.3.2 and 8.5.3.2; Chapman, 1984). 
LAD is very well suited to obtain quantitative results of magnetising experiments as 
extremely high camera lengths enable the experimenter to determine the Lorentz 
deflection angle and then calculate the net induction of the sample at different 
stages of the magnetising experiments. Further elaboration even allows conclusions to be 
made about the magnetic coupling in the multilayer stack as will be shown later 
(section 8.5.3.2).
8.5.3.1 F r es n e l  M o d e
In order to gain a more detailed insight into the reversal mechanisms of the samples, 
magnetising experiments were earned out in which the magnetic microstructure was 
monitored firstly using the Fresnel mode of Lorentz microscopy. For all investigated 
samples it was found that the magnetisation reversal processes were dependent on the 
direction of the in-plane component of the applied field. By applying a field in-situ with 
the specimen in different orientations the hard axis was identified for all samples. 
Application of a field in this direction led to the formation of low angle walls which were 
-orthogonal to the in-plane field direction. Under the influence of reverse fields the 
magnetisation within the domains was found to rotate. Wall movement was present in all 
investigated samples and a very common feature was the formation of 360° walls. 
Furthermore it should be noted that the observed walls were generally not straight. 
Sequences of Fresnel images recorded during magnetising cycles are presented for all 
three samples in both axes. Although the directions, which were called hard and easy axes 
in the discussion of the MOKE loops, the observed reversal processes were different from 
those known from a simple feiTomagnetic film. Therefore these directions aie called hard- 
and easy-axis-like directions in the following discussion. For easier orientation in the 
sequences of Fresnel images the images taken at remanence are marked by a green frame. 
Red frames mark images recorded during time dependent processes. The exposure time 
was 2s for all presented Fresnel images. As the micromagnetic reversal behaviour differed
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most markedly for the hard- and easy-axis-like directions of sample 3 and even showed 
certain similarities with the reversal processes of a ferromagnetic single layer sample 3 is 
discussed first.
Sample 3
Figure 8.6 shows sequences of Fresnel images of the micromagnetic states of the 
‘dirtiest’ sample 3 during a magnetising experiment in the hard-axis-like direction 
(Figs. 8.6(a)-(h)) and in the easy-axis-like direction (Figs. 8.6(i)-(p)). After application of 
the highest possible field (i/~6xlO^Oe) the objective lens field was reduced and the 
sample tilt in Fig. 8.6(a) resulted in an in-plane field component of (44±2) Oe. The field 
direction is indicated by the double aiTow and only ripple-like contrast was visible in the 
image. The corresponding mean direction of magnetisation is indicated by the white 
arrow.
At remanence (Fig. 8.6(b)) low angle walls were clearly visible. The walls were not 
straight and displayed a strong directionality («peipendicular to the applied field 
direction). The resulting domains were very narrow and with the ripple-like contrast 
within these domains it was possible to deduce the mean direction of magnetisation within 
some of the broader ones. This is again indicated by white arrows in the image.
Application of a reverse field led to an increase of wall contrast as a result of 
magnetisation rotation within adjacent domains (Fig. 8.6(c)) and further increase of the 
field resulted in further magnetisation rotation and wall movement (Fig. 8.6(d)). It should 
be noted that the fine structure within the bigger domains at that point can hardly be 
described as ripple-like any longer. Whilst the mean direction of magnetisation of some 
domains is illustrated by white aiTows, the magnetic contrast in the domains appeared 
more like low angle walls than magnetisation ripple. When the reverse field was increased 
further (Fig. 8.6(e)) the magnetisation rotation was found to progress together with 
notable growth of some domains.
When a field of (-44+2) Oe was applied to the sample in the hard-axis-like direction, 
a time dependent process was triggered (Figs. 8.6(f)-(h)). The long domains were broken 
up and successively annihilated until the sample was almost uniformly magnetised with 
ripple-like contrast present and small areas sunounded by remaining 360° walls. The time 
scale for the changes was >15 seconds.
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(-37±2) Oe (-44±2) Oe(-37±2) Oe
Figure 8.6
Fresnel sequences of magnetisation reversal of sample 3 ( ‘dirtiest' sample, base 
pressure 0.9 x 10^ Torr). White arrows indicate magnetisation direction.
(a)-(h) Hard-axis-like transition; (i)-(p) easy-axis-like transition.
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These observations tie in quite well with the hysteresis loop for the hard axis in 
Fig. 8.3(c). The magnetic moment at remanence was notably reduced in the magnetising 
experiment as the sample was no longer single domain but instead split up in fine 
domains. Further gradual reduction of the magnetic moment of the sample under the 
influence of increasing reverse fields in the hysteresis loop also agreed well with the 
observed micromagnetic behaviour (magnetisation rotation and some degree of wall 
movement) as did the field range necessary to -saturate the sample (i.e. 40-50 Oe). There 
was however no indication for the time dependent behaviour of the magnetisation 
distribution, which was observed in the TEM experiment at (-44±2) Oe to be deduced 
from the MOKE loop. Furthermore it was difficult to determine the coercive field value 
exactly from the Fresnel images. It appears to be -30 Oe from the Fresnel experiment 
instead of 20 Oe determined by the MOKE loop.
Extracts of the reversal process of the sample with the field in the orthogonal 
direction (easy-axis-like direction) are shown in Figs. 8.6(i)-(p). Most notable is that time 
dependent variations of the magnetic microstructure were observed at three reverse field 
values (Figs. 8.6(k)-(o)).
When the field was reduced to (44±2) Oe after the maximum possible field was 
applied to the sample, magnetic dispersion was present and the clear directionality of the 
magnetisation ripple again indicated that the mean direction of magnetisation (illustrated 
by white arrow) was parallel to the field direction. At remanence (Fig. 8.6(j)) the ripple­
like contrast was increased compared to that in Fig. 8.6(i). The mean direction of 
magnetisation was still pointing along the saturation field direction. Field reversal led first 
to further increase of dispersion followed by the development of low angle walls. At 
higher fields rotation of the magnetisation in adjacent domains was indicated by an 
increase in wall contrast. However, significant reversal of magnetisation did not occur 
until a field of (-30+2) Oe. At this field value a time dependent evolution (time scale 
>15 seconds) of the magnetic microstructure was observed and two stages are shown in 
Figs. 8.6(k) and (1). A large domain was generated in the field of view with the walls 
running almost perpendicularly to the walls developed at lower fields. At a slightly 
increased reverse field a second time dependent variation (duration >10 seconds) of the 
magnetic microstructure was observed resulting in growth of the previously generated 
domains. Areas with this previous domain configuration still present are clearly visible in 
the image of the final state of this process (top left and bottom right comers of
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Fig. 8.6(m)). It should be noted that the new domain walls (A and B) were again very 
iiTegular but that the degree of dispersion within the reversed region was quite similar to 
that observed over the whole field of view at remanence. Hence the mean direction of 
magnetisation could again be deduced and is indicated by a white arrow. Figs. 8.6(n) and 
(o) show stages of the third and last time dependent process (time scale >10 seconds) with 
further reduction of the areas with the highly complex ‘older’ domain configuration. In the 
last image (Fig. 8.6(p) which was taken at a field of (-44 ± 2) Oe the contrast observed 
was almost exclusively magnetic dispersion with the mean direction of magnetisation 
being nearly perfectly aligned with the applied field. Therefore the observed behaviour 
was consistent with the (squarish) low field MOKE loop of the easy axis magnetisation 
reversal in Fig. 8.3(c) and the coercive values from both experiments agree well (MOKE: 
31 Oe, Fresnel: 30/33 Oe).
Sample 2
Different stages of the magnetisation reversal processes in the hard-axis-like and easy- 
axis-like directions of the ‘intermediate’ sample 2 are shown in Fig. 8.7. As in the case of 
sample 3 (Fig. 8.6) magnetic dispersion was present after the applied field was reduced 
(Figs. 8.7(a), (i)) with the mean direction of magnetisation still being aligned with the 
applied field.
In the case of hard-axis-like reversal the dispersion contrast was increased at 
remanence and low angle walls became visible which were running «perpendicular to the 
original field direction (Fig. 8.7(b).
For reverse fields the wall angle increased with increasing field and wall movement 
was also observed (Figs. 8.7(c)-(f)). The situation then changed at a field value of 
(-58±2) Oe when the wall contrast and therefore the wall angle decreased (Fig. 8.7(g)). 
This means that at this stage the magnetisation in adjacent domains started to align. The 
last image of this sequence (Fig. 8.7(h) shows the magnetic microstructure of the sample at 
the same field value as in the previous Fig. 8.7(g) but after a slightly higher field had been 
applied to the sample. The contrast of the remaining walls was further reduced and the 
overall micromagnetic configuration was highly eiratic. It should be noted that the contrast 
in the images of Fig. 8.7 is generally lower compared to Fig. 8.6. As the imaging 
conditions and contrast limits were exactly the same, this is an indication that the degree of 
antifeiTomagnetic alignment was higher in sample 2 than in the dirtier sample 3,
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Figure 8.7
Fresnel sequences of magnetisation reversal of sample 2 ( ‘intermediate' sample, base 
pressure 0.9x10"^ Torr). White arrows indicate magnetisation direction.
(a)-(h) Hard-axis-like transition; (i)-(p) easy-axis-like transition.
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The reason for this assumption is that the overall Lorentz deflection of the electron beam 
after passing through the stack of exchange coupled layers is lower in the case of sample 2 
and therefore results in reduced magnetic contrast (section 2.3.1).
The main characteristics of the corresponding hard axis hysteresis loop in Fig. 8.3(b) 
match again very well with the above described observations (i.e. reduced remanent 
moment, gradual change of magnetisation direction and wider hysteresis loop compared to 
sample 3). The determination of He from the Fresnel sequence is very uncertain due to the 
low dispersion contrast within the domains. He lies in the range -30/-50 Oe in the Fresnel 
experiment and it was 35 Oe in the MOKE measurements.
Figs. 8.7(i)~(p) show a compilation of stages of the magnetic microstructure of 
sample 2 during easy-axis-like reversal (i.e. field direction orthogonal to the hard-axis-like- 
direction). It should be noted that without prior determination of the hard-axis-like 
direction no observations were made neither in this direction nor close to it which were 
consistent with common easy axis reversal mechanisms. A look at the corresponding 
hysteresis loop in Fig. 8.3(b) explains this problem where the changes in magnetisation 
were also more gradual compared to Fig. 8.3(c).
When a field of (52+2) Oe was applied to the sample after application of the largest 
possible field magnetic dispersion was again visible with the mean direction of 
magnetisation being aligned with the field (Fig. 8.7(i)). At remanence (Fig. 8.7(j)) the 
degree of dispersion was increased and the dispersion was clearly less directional than in 
Figs. 8.7(i) and 8.7(b). When reverse fields were applied to the sample, the magnetic 
contrast was found to increase prior to the formation of highly irregular domain 
configurations (Figs. 8.7(k)-(n)). Increase of the reverse field to a value of (-52+2) Oe led 
to a notable reduction of wall contrast indicating further magnetisation rotation in adjacent 
domains leading to a higher degree of alignment of magnetisation (Fig. 8.7(o)). This 
evolution continued when a higher field of (-58±2) Oe was applied to the sample prior to 
subsequent reduction of the reverse field (Fig. 8.7(p)). The magnetic microstructure of the 
sample at this stage was still highly irregular however with an increased degree of 
directionality, which is indicated by the dashed arrow in Fig. 8.7(p). Therefore the 
micromagnetic behaviour of the sample in the Fresnel experiment agrees well with the 
coiTesponding hysteresis loop in Fig. 8.3(b) (i.e. gradual change of magnetisation) however 
the coercivity could only be determined in the range -40/-45 Oe compared to 38 Oe in the 
MOKE measurement.
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Sample 1
Figure 8.8 shows an overview of Fresnel images taken during magnetising sequences 
with the cleanest sample 1. Figs. 8.8(a)-(h) show examples of the hard-axis-like reversal 
and the behaviour in the easy-axis-like direction is illustrated in Figs. 8.8(i)-(p). The most 
notable observation was further reduction of magnetic contrast compared with samples 2 
and 3. This again corresponded well with the higher GMR of the sample and the expected 
higher degree of AF alignment. When the applied field was reduced in the hard-axis-like 
direction from the maximum possible value to (44+2) Oe magnetic dispersion was visible 
with clear directionality and the mean direction of magnetisation could easily be deduced 
(Fig. 8.8(a)). At remanence low angle walls running -perpendicular to the original field 
direction were again visible despite being quite faint (Fig. 8.8(b)). The contrast of the walls 
increased and fine structure became visible when reverse fields were applied (Figs. 8.8(c) 
and (d)). Wall movement and further magnetisation rotation were apparent at later stages 
of the magnetisation reversal process (Figs. 8.8(e)-(h)). Despite the sample being almost 
uniformly magnetised parallel to the applied field at (-54±2) Oe a considerable number of 
360° walls were still present (Fig. 8.8(h)). This observed magnetisation reversal behaviour 
again tied in nicely with the measured hard axis hysteresis loop of the sample (Fig. 8.3(a)). 
Reduction of the magnetic moment at remanence was corroborated as was the successive 
gradual further reduction of the magnetisation dispersion under the influence of reverse 
fields. The He values also agree reasonably: The coercivity was 27 Oe in the MOKE loop 
and it was -23 Oe in the Fresnel series.
A compilation of Fresnel images of the reversal process of sample 1 in the direction 
orthogonal to the hard-axis-like direction is given in Figs. 8.8(i)-(p). Whilst termed the 
easy-axis-like direction the observed reversal behaviour indicated that this direction might 
slightly be off the ‘real’ easy-axis-like direction as a notable degree of magnetisation 
rotation was present in Figs. 8.8(i)-(k).
Fig. 8.8(i) displays the magnetic microstructure after reduction of the applied field 
from the maximum possible value to (44+2) Oe where magnetic dispersion with clear 
directionality was visible and the associated mean direction of magnetisation is indicated 
by the white aiTow. Reduction of the field to (0±2) Oe led to an increase of magnetic 
contrast and some degree of magnetisation rotation (Fig. 8.8(j)). Faint low angle walls 
were present at (-23+2) Oe with the walls clearly showing directionality and further 
rotation of the mean direction of magnetisation (Fig. 8.8(k)).
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m _______
Figure 8.8
Fresnel sequences of magnetisation reversal of sample 1 ( ‘cleanest* sample, base 
pressure 0 .9 x 1 0 “^  Torr). White arrows indicate magnetisation direction.
(a)-(h) Hard-axis-like transition; (i)-(p) easy-axis-like transition.
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Under the influence of a higher reverse field directionality was no longer existent and 
the angle of the walls increased considerably. Furthermore there was a time dependent 
behaviour observed for (-30±2) Oe (Figs. 8.8(1), (m), duration >20 seconds) with wall 
movement and annihilation progressing without any change in the applied field. When the 
reverse field was increased further magnetisation rotation was observed within adjacent 
domains together with wall movement and annihilation (Figs. 8.8(n)-(p)). However at 
(-56+2) Oe there were still a considerable number of 360° walls present whilst the sample 
was almost uniformly magnetised parallel to the applied field (Fig. 8.8(p)). Despite the 
earlier mentioned uncertainty in the orientation of the sample (i.e. probably slightly off the 
easy-axis-like direction) there were no obvious contradictions between the observed 
behaviour in the Fresnel images and the easy axis hysteresis loop of Fig. 8.3(a). The 
coercivities agreed quite well with HdMOKE) ” 27 Oe and 77c(Fresnel) «30 Oe which 
might be mainly due to the almost isotropic behaviour of this sample in the MOKE 
experiment.
Summarising the Fresnel investigations it can be said that the low field reversal 
mechanisms revealed some anisotropy in all three samples as borne out by the low field 
MOKE. In all three cases the easy axis was defined by the growth field direction in the 
sputter chamber. However the degree of anisotropy seemed to be related to the quality of 
the AF coupling with good AF samples showing a more isotropic response to the applied 
field. In the Fresnel experiments it was not possible to find an obvious easy axis with a 
notably sharp switch of magnetisation in samples 1 and 2. The explanation of the 
existence of a pronounced anisotropy for a sample with a large remanent moment is 
unclear at this stage. It was possible to identify the switching behaviour observed in the 
TEM with the coercive fields measured from the low field MOKE in Figure 8.3. The 
highest degree of uncertainty resulted for sample 2 as there was no shaip switch of 
magnetisation or time dependent behaviour observed in the easy-axis-like direction. 
Furthermore the deteimination of 180° walls from the fine structure within domains 
generated in the hard-axis-like reversal was generally not very precise.
Another interesting feature of these experiments was that samples 2 and 3 seemed 
more similar in the low field MOKE, whilst in the Fresnel sequences samples 1 and 2 
were more alike. It should be noted however that the samples all exhibit a continuous rise 
in GMR, AF alignment and isotropy of reversal with falling base pressure during
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deposition. Sample 2 simply appeared more like I or 3 depending on the measurement 
technique used.
The differences in magnetic contrast for the different samples were consistent with 
their GMR values as good AF alignment resulted in high GMR and low magnetic contrast. 
Perfect AF alignment in alternate layers would result in negligible overall Lorentz- 
deflection of the electron beam while passing through the layer stack. Therefore the high 
contrast of sample 3 was in agreement with the low GMR of this sample («7%) whereas 
the much lower contrast of sample 1 was consistent with better antiferromagnetic 
alignment and therefore higher GMR («44%).
A very important result of the Fresnel investigations was that all films looked 
homogeneous in terms of magnetic contrast over the entire field of view (lOOxlOOpm^) 
during all stages of magnetisation reversal. This means that no indication was found for 
alternate regions with AF and FM coupling. Except for the change of overall magnetic 
contrast from one multilayer sample to another, there was no indication of the variation of 
exchange coupling in the different films and there is no option in Fresnel mode to get 
further or even quantitative infoimation about the magnetic coupling in the three 
considered film systems. Much better suited from this point of view are LAD experiments 
which are discussed in the next section.
8.5.3,2 Low A n g l e  D if f r a c t io n
Preliminary considerations:
Whilst the principles of low angle diffraction (LAD) were introduced in section 2.3.2 
an overview is given in this section of the coiTelation between different exchange coupling 
models and the expected LAD patterns for easy- and hard-axis-like reversal prior to the 
presentation of recorded LAD patterns. The magnetising experiments were again earned 
out in the modified Philips CM20 FEG microscope.
Fig. 8.9 shows an overview of schematics for antifen'omagnetic (AF, Fig. 8.9(a)), 
ferromagnetic (FM, Fig. 8.9(b)) and biquadratic (BQ, Fig. 8.9(c)) exchange coupling of 
two magnetic layers. Whilst in the case of AF coupling the resulting net induction is zero 
as both moments cancel out, there is a finite net resultant of induction in both other cases 
which is illustrated by red aiTows in Figs. 8.9(b), (c). It should be noted that BQ coupling
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does not mean an exact coupling angle of 90°, but the entire range between perfect AF 
(180°) and FM (0°) coupling.
Bsi Bsi
net
Bs2
h i e l  =  V  _ _ _ _ _ _ -------l i n e i
(c)
B s2 B s2
( a )  ( I f )
Figure 8,9
Different kinds o f exchange coupling o f two successive Co-layers in Co/Cu multilayer 
systems, (a) Antiferromagnetic (AF), (b) ferromagnetic (FM), (c) biquadratic (BQ).
It is this net resultant and its variation during magnetisation reversal processes which 
gives rise to changes of the Lorentz deflection and this is ‘imaged’ in LAD. Tables 8.1 
( ‘easy axis’) and 8.2 (‘hard axis’) show overviews of models of the alignment of the 
magnetic induction in two successive cobalt-layers for different coupling mechanisms (AF, 
FM, BQ) at positive saturation, at remanence and at negative saturation together with the 
corresponding LAD patterns. The starting condition for each considered bilayer system is 
saturation in positive x-direction. The resulting LAD pattern is a focused spot which is 
deflected according to the Lorentz force.
In the case of easy-axis-like reversal AF coupled layers will ‘relax’ in their preferred 
AF state. The conesponding LAD image is a focused spot with zero deflection 
(Table 8.1(b)). When the sample is saturated in negative x-direction the electron beam is 
deflected in negative y-direction (solid circle. Table 8.1(c)). The situation for a FM 
coupled bilayer system is illustrated next. At remanence the magnetic moment of the 
sample has not changed compared to the saturated state. Therefore the expected LAD 
patterns are identical (Table 8.1(d), (e)). When the sample is saturated in negative x- 
direction the beam is deflected in negative y-direction (solid circle, Table 8.1(f)). BQ 
coupling which can be regarded as an intermediate state between AF and FM coupling is 
expected to result in a reduced net induction at remanence as the saturation inductions in 
two successive layers both possess reduced components of induction in positive x-direction 
(Table 8.1(h)). The net induction is therefore reduced compared to the FM case 
(Table 8.1(e)) and consequently the Lorentz deflection is also smaller.
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‘e,a.’
Saturation (pos) 
alignment -> LAD
Remanence 
alignment -> LAD
Saturation (neg) 
alignment LAD
AF
w (b)
%  ®
FM
©
BQ
(h) eX
8
Table 8,1
Oveiyiew o f alignment o f magnetic induction in bilayer systems with corresponding LAD 
patterns fo r  different kinds o f coupling (antiferromagnetic, ferromagnetic, biquadratic) in 
dijferent external fields in easy axis.
4f Saturation induction in single magnetic layers, t  net resultant o f magnetic induction, 
a corresponding LAD patterns (spots), « position for zero deflection, o former spot location.
‘h .a.’
Saturation (pos) 
alignment LAD
Remanence 
alignment -> LAD
Saturation (neg) 
alignment -> LAD
AF
W (b)
#
W
-*-^5 A
e
FM
(d)
Aand/or, ® ®
T
(f)
o X o
o
BQ
w *an d /(T
(i)
D X o
©
Table 8,2
As table 8.2 but fo r  field  applied in hard axis o f AF, FM and BQ coupled samples.
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In its saturated state the magnetic alignment in the sample and the corresponding LAD 
pattern are identical with the AF and FM cases (solid circles, Table 8.1(c), (f), (i)).
As far as the transition states of the magnetisation reversal of the considered bilayer 
systems are concerned it is not at all clear how the antiparallel alignment at remanence in 
the AF layers will form (i.e. gradual or sudden switch). The loci of the spots in positive 
saturation and at remanence are illustrated by open circles in the LAD pattern for negative 
saturation (Table 8.1(c)). Whether the intermediate states will all lie on a straight line or 
whether there will be some kind of spatial dispersion needs to be investigated.
The situation is much more comprehensible in the FM case. At the coercive field value 
there is a sharp switch of magnetisation expected which results in a ‘jump’ of the LAD 
spot from to Both positions are illustrated in the LAD schematic for
negative saturation (Table 8.1(f)).
The expected transition states in the case of easy axis reversal of a BQ coupled bilayer 
system are also quite straight forward: After a notable reduction of the net resultant of 
induction due to biquadratic alignment of the saturation inductions in successive layers, 
is reduced accordingly. Therefore the width of the anticipated ‘jum p’ is also expected to be 
reduced compared to the FM coupling case. The loci of the most prominent LAD spots 
(saturation and prior to and after ‘jump’) are also illustrated in the LAD schematic for 
negative saturation of the BQ coupled system (open circles, Table 8.1(i)).
The expected situations for hard axis reversal for the three differently coupled bilayer 
systems are illustrated in Table 8.2. The starting condition is again saturation in positive x- 
direction and therefore the second column of Table 8.2 is identical with the second column 
in Table 8.1. When the field is reduced, however, different reversal mechanisms are 
expected compared to the easy axis processes with the main difference being a more 
gradual reversal of magnetisation (i.e. no sudden ‘jumps’).
In the case of AF coupled bilayers a gradual repulsion of the saturation inductions in 
the two layers is expected when the applied field is reduced. The conesponding reduction 
of the net induction results in a successive reduction of down to zero deflection at 
remanence (Table 8.2(b)). When reverse fields are applied the magnetic moments in the 
different layers are thought to gradually align up again until parallel alignment is reached 
in saturation. The expected observation in a LAD experiment is therefore a gradual 
transition from Pj^ ^^ at) to -  Pusat) • I" the LAD schematic for negative saturation in the AF
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case the loci of the spot at positive saturation and remanence are illustrated too (open 
circles, Table 8.2(c)).
The situation for hard axis reversal of FM coupled layers is also shown in Table 8.2. 
When the saturation field is reduced it is expected that domains are generated in order to 
minimise the magnetic moment of the sample. The FM alignment of the magnetic 
moments in successive layers within the domains however is maintained. As there are two 
equivalent possibilities of orientation of the net resultant within the domains, two 
simultaneous spots are expected in the coiTesponding LAD pattern. This is illustrated for 
the remanent state with the assumption of 180° walls in such a sample (Table 8.2(e)). 
When reverse fields are applied to the bilayer the two spots will successively migrate 
towards the locus of the spot for negative saturation which is illustrated by the solid circle 
in the coiTesponding schematic (Table 8.2(f)).
BQ coupling is expected to lead to a similar LAD pattern at remanence as a FM 
coupled sample. Compared to the case of the FM coupled layer system the distance 
between the two spots is reduced for BQ coupling as the net resultant of induction in 
adjacent domains is lower due to the non-parallel alignment of the magnetic moment in the 
successive layers (Table 8.2(h)). With increasing reverse fields the magnetic moments in 
adjacent layers are again aligned up and the resulting locus of the considered LAD spot of 
the saturated sample is illustrated in the schematic of the negative saturation LAD pattern 
(solid circle. Table 8.2(i)).
With the assumption that BQ coupling is the most realistic coupling mechanism a 
more detailed description of the expected LAD patterns during magnetisation reversal 
experiments is given next. Fig. 8.10 illustrates the changes in alignment of the saturation 
induction of two successive magnetic layers for magnetisation reversal in easy axis 
together with the coiTesponding LAD patterns. It should be noted that the bilayer film is 
presumed to be single domain throughout the entire easy axis magnetising cycle.
W hen the applied field is reduced the alignm ent o f the m agnetic induction in two 
successive layers (black and blue aiTOWs) changes from  parallel to alm ost antiparallel as 
the angle between the saturation induction o f the two considered layers gradually 
increases. The situation at rem anence and prior to the sudden switch of m agnetisation are 
expected to be very similar.
At the coercive field value the magnetisation of the sample reverses in a sudden 
‘jump’ which can also be detected in the LAD images. Successive increase of the applied 
field gradually leads to parallel alignment of the magnetic induction in the bilayer system
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with the LAD spot migrating away from the image centre. It should be noted that only half 
the ‘jump-width’ is equivalent to the net resultant of induction.
’jum p‘
â
- T -  / N  A  #
Figure 8.10
Correlation o f the alignment o f magnetic induction in a bilayer system (arrow diagrams) 
with the resulting LAD patterns (bottom row) for magnetisation reversal in easy axis.
Saturation induction in single magnetic layers, t  net resultant o f magnetic induction,
0 corresponding LAD patterns (spots), % position fo r zero deflection.
Figure 8.11 illustrates the expected reversal processes in the hard axis of a BQ coupled 
bilayer system. In the case of hard axis reversal the formation of domains generally ought 
to be expected.
When the applied field is reduced the angle of the magnetic moments in the two layers 
opens up gradually. The resulting LAD pattern is a spot which migrates towards the centre 
of the image frame. Then domains are generated as the BQ coupled inductions and their 
net resultants rotate either clockwise (cw) or counterclockwise (ccw). This leads to the 
formation of two main spots in the LAD pattern which migrate along a circular locus as the 
net resultant of magnetic induction is constant. At remanence the overall magnetic moment 
is expected to cancel out as a result of the foiination of 180° domains which leads to two 
major spots in the LAD pattern lying on opposite sides of the circular locus.
When a reverse field is applied the rotation of the net resultant of induction within 
adjacent domains is expected to continue until the magnetic moments are aligned up and
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only one spot is imaged in the LAD pattern. Further increase of the applied field merely 
leads to migration of the spot away from the image centre as the saturation inductions in 
the two layers gradually align parallel to the external field and each other.
A
rotation cw -  domain A
I
t
rotation ccw -  domain B
V I
Figure 8J1
Correlation o f the alignment o f magnetic induction in dijferent areas (Le. domains) o f a 
bilayer system with the resulting LAD patterns fo r  magnetisation reversal in hard axis.
The two directions o f rotation occur in different magnetic domains o f the sample.
#  Saturation induction in single magnetic layers, t net resultant o f magnetic induction,
9 corresponding LAD patterns (spots), x position fo r zero deflection.
It should be noted that the previous considerations of the magnetic coupling of 
bilayers are also applicable to multilayer samples as these can be regarded as being made 
up from a stack of bilayer systems. For further evaluation and especially in order to relate 
the LAD patterns with the magnetic coupling within the investigated Co/Cu multilayers 
only some more elaboration is necessary. The way to proceed is as follows:
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If the thickness of the magnetic material is known it is possible to quantify the net 
induction simply by correlating it with the Lorentz deflection :
A. = (8.1)
(P^can be determined from the LAD images, e : elementary charge, À : wavelength of the 
electrons -  here: À{2QQkV) = 2.5- , h : Planck’s constant).
The final step is to determine the magnetic coupling within a multilayer system by 
working out the coupling angle 20 between the magnetic induction of successive layers. 
Figure 8.12 illustrates the relation between the half angle 0 (between the saturation 
induction in a single layer and the net resultant of induction) and the coupling angle 29.
Bnct
Bs2 Figure 8.12
Illustration o f coupling angle 29 in a multilayer system.
With
Fne, =B^-cos9  (8.2)
it is then possible to calculate the coupling angle of a multilayer system when the 
saturation induction of the magnetic material is known.
Experiments:
As mentioned previously the LAD experiments were carried out in the modified 
Philips CM20 FEG microscope. The camera length was 170m for all presented LAD 
images. Hard- and easy-axis-like directions were determined as described in section 
8.5.3.1. For easier orientation the LAD patterns of the remanent state of the samples are 
again highlighted by a green frame in all LAD sequences and images taken during time 
dependent processes are marked by red frames. It should be noted that it is generally not 
advisable to compare the absolute position of LAD spots in successive images as some 
degree of beam diift with time cannot be ruled out. The exposure time in all experiments 
was 0.1s and the images were taken in quick succession in order to minimise the drift
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effects. Figures 8.13, 8.14 and 8.15 show overviews of LAD sequences of the three 
samples of magnetisation reversal in easy-axis-like direction.
H lOiirad ----- Figure 8.13LAD sequence of magnetisation reversal of
* sample 3 ( ’dirtiest' sample, base pressure
(30±2) Oe (0±2) Oe (-15±2) Oe (-30±2) Oe 0.9 X 10“^  Torr). Easy-axis-like transition.
H lOprad -----
(45±2) Oe
«
(0±2) Oe (-23±2) Oe (-3 1 ± 2 )O e (-38±2) Oe
%
(-41 ±2) Oe
m
( 4 5 #  Q«
#
(-4 5 1 2 ) Oe
m
(-52±2) Oe (-52±2) Oe*
Figure 8.14
LAD sequence of magnetisation reversal of sample 2 
( ’intermediate' sample, base pressure 6.2 x 10”^  Torr). 
Easy-axis-like transition. (* after (-58±2) Oe)
H lOnrad 
(4312) Oe (012) Oe (-1512) Oe
■0
(-2212) Oe (-2512) Oe
4Ê
(-2512) Oe (-3012) Oe {-36±2)Oe
#  !
(-3 8 1 2 ) Oe :
#
(-4 3 1 2 ) Oe (-4312) Oe (-5412) Oe
Figure 8.15
LAD sequence of magnetisation reversal of 
sample 1  ( ’cleanest' sample, base pressure 
1.8 X10"* Torr). Easy-axis-like transition.
Figure 8.13 shows a sequence of LAD images taken during a magnetising experiment 
with the ‘dirtiest’ sample 3. The field was applied in easy-axis-like direction. The LAD 
sequence in Fig. 8.13 covers the field range between -30  and =-30 Oe. The two main 
characteristics in the LAD images of this sequence are (i) the highly focused spot during 
the entire experiment and (ii) the sudden jump of the LAD spot at a field value of 
( -3 0  ±2) Oe. The highly focused spot indicates that there was only little magnetic
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dispersion present in the sample and the sudden jump (too quick in the LAD experiment to 
capture it on one image despite the short exposure time of 0.1s) was the result of a sharp 
switch of magnetisation. Both findings are consistent with common easy axis reversal of a 
simple ferromagnetic film. They indicate further that the orientation of the sample during 
the LAD experiment was almost certainly even closer to the easy-axis-like direction than 
during the Fresnel experiment. The reason for this assumption is twofold: Firstly the 
magnetic dispersion was negligible during the entire LAD experiment and secondly the 
magnetisation reversal was even quicker in the LAD sequence (time scale <0.Is) than in 
the Fresnel series (time scale > 15s, Figs. 8.6(k), (1)). The coercive field value however 
agreed very well (=-30 Oe) for both TEM experiments. The coercive field and the overall 
behaviour of the sample (i.e. sharp switch of magnetisation and notable remanent moment) 
were also in good agreement with the coiTesponding MOKE loop (Fig. 8.3(c), Hc~3l Oe).
Figure 8.14 gives an overview of the magnetisation reversal behaviour of sample 2 in 
its easy-axis-like direction. At remanence the spot was already notably more spread out 
than in the previous image where a field of (45 ± 2) Oe was applied to the sample. The 
spread increased when reverse fields were applied, A surprising evolution of the LAD 
pattern was observed for ( -3 8  ±2) Oe when the spot developed in a semicircular shape. 
At a higher reverse field of ( -4 5  ±2) Oe a time dependent variation of the LAD pattern 
occuiTed (red frame): The foiTnerly most pronounced area on the circular locus migrated 
towards two intense spots on the opposite side of the circle. Under the influence of higher 
reverse fields most electrons were then focused in a smaller area which corroborates a 
higher degree of alignment of magnetisation in the sample compared to the previous state. 
Whilst these observations do not have much in common with usual easy axis reversal they 
are in good agreement with the observations in the Fresnel experiment and also with the 
MOKE measurements (Figs. 8.7(i)-(p), 8.3(b)): In neither Fresnel nor LAD experiment 
was a sharp switch of magnetisation determined in easy-axis-like direction for this sample. 
The coercive field value of 38 Oe from the MOKE experiments is also in reasonable 
agreement with the observations in the TEM experiments. In the Fresnel experiments 
180° walls were observed for =-40/-45 Oe and it was the same field range in the LAD 
experiments when the foiTnation of the circular locus occurred. The highly complex 
domain configuration which was observed in the Fresnel image for -45 Oe (Fig. 8.7(n)) 
was also consistent with the formation of a wide spread LAD locus as observed for this 
field value. The increasing degree of alignment of magnetisation which was deduced from
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the Fresnel images for increasing reverse field values (Figs. 8.7(o), (p)) was also 
comoborated in the corresponding LAD images.
The magnetisation reversal behaviour of the ‘cleanest’ sample 1 in its easy-axis-like 
direction is shown in Fig. 8.15. Compared to sample 2 the spot was much more focused at 
remanence and up to a reverse field of (-1 5  + 2) Oe indicating a higher degree of 
alignment of magnetisation at these stages in sample 1. A time dependent process was 
observed at (-2 5  + 2) Oe when a jump occurred. At higher reverse fields a similar 
behaviour was detected as discussed in the previous paragraph for sample 2: The spot 
developed in a circular locus prior to the formation of a more localised spot at higher 
fie lds((-30±  2) to ( -3 8  ±2) Oe). Comparison with the Fresnel sequence (Figs. 8.8(i)- 
(p)) and the associated MOKE loop shows that the coercive field value agreed reasonably 
for all three measurements especially considering the fact that the MOKE loop (Fig. 8.3(a)) 
was not very sharp: It was 27 Oe according to the MOKE experiment =-30 Oe due to the 
time dependent process in the Fresnel experiment (no ‘switch’ observed there) and the 
jump in the LAD sequence occuiTed at =-25 Oe. The domain configuration was again 
highly complex in the Fresnel images of Figs. 8.8(l)-(n) which were recorded for similar 
field values as the LAD images with the clear spread of the spot and development circular 
locus in Fig. 8.15. The considerable number of remaining 360° walls in the low field 
Fresnel experiment can of course not be deduced from the LAD pattern.
As discussed earlier (eqns. (8.1) and (8.2)) the ‘jump-width’ of the spot in the easy- 
axis-like magnetisation reversal process can be used to determine the corresponding 
coupling angle of a multilayer system. Figure 8.16 illustrates the deteiTnination of this 
‘jump-width’ from the first detected time dependent process in each of the samples. It 
should be noted that in the case of sample 3 a superposition of the LAD images taken at 
(-1 5  + 2) Oe and ( -3 0 ± 2 )  Oe had to be used (Figs. 8.16(a), (b)) despite the earlier 
mentioned drift of the electron beam. However as these images were recorded one after 
another drift is not expected to perturb the result markedly. A cross grating with a repeat 
distance of = (1/2160) mm was used for calibration purposes (the corresponding LAD 
pattern is shown later in Fig. 8.20(d)). could therefore be deduced from the LAD 
images of the multilayer samples and with eqns. (8.1) and (8.2) it was possible to 
calculate the net induction and the angle 6 between and (Fig. 8.12), as the 
saturation induction and the total thickness of the magnetic material were known. 
The thicknesses of the single layers of Co were known from other investigations
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(Table 8.3, Marrows et al, 2000) as was the saturation induction of the layered Co, 
= 1.16T which is generally found to be markedly reduced in multilayer systems 
compared to the bulk value (bulk value for fee Co: B  ^ = 1.7 T).
H 10|xrad -----► --------- y
e
Sample 3 
(-15±2) Oe
Sample 3 
(-30±2) Oe
Sample 2 
(-45±2) Oe
9
Sample 1 
(-25±2) Oe
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 8.16
Determination of jump-width’ from easy-axis-like LAD patterns of samples 1, 2, 3. 
Approximate field direction indicated in (a).
layer thickness of => total thickness of
sample cobalt magnetic material t^^
1 8.1 Â 20.25 nm
2 7.2 Â 18 nm
3 8.4 Â 21 nm
Table 8.3
Layer thickness of Co in samples I, 2, 3 with resulting total 
thickness of magnetic material t^^.
By means of eqns. (8.1) and (8.2) the corresponding net resultant of induction 
and the angle ^ were worked out and the values are given in Table 8.4. As mentioned 
previously only half the ‘jump-width’ corresponds to . It should be noted that the trend 
of the jump width suggested that the sample with best GMR effect displayed the shortest 
jump distance and that the distance between the positions for start and completion of a time 
dependent process increased with decreasing GMR. This corroborates at first glance the
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expected better AF alignment for good GMR samples. However a closer look at the 
corresponding 0 -values does not support this assumption as the and 6 values for the 
2"^ and 3^  ^sample are not only similar but identical. The reason for this is that the increase 
of from sample 2 to 3 was also due to the higher thickness of magnetic material in 
sample 3 compaied to sample 2.
Vi ‘jum p-w idth’
sample Æ Fnet e
1 1.9 prad 0.16 T 82°
2 3.6 prad 0.33 T 73°
3 4.2 prad 0.33 T 73°
Table 8.4
Overview o f and 6 as introduced in Fig. 8.12 resulting from the 
magnetisation reversal experiment in the easy-axis-like direction.
LAD sequences were also recorded of the three samples during magnetising 
experiments in the hard-axis-like direction and overviews of these observations are given 
in Figs. 8.17, 8.18 and 8.19.
As expected the highest variations of were found for sample 3 and this is the 
reason why the findings for this sample are again discussed first. Fig. 8.17 shows an 
overview of some LAD images of sample 3 while applying a magnetic field in its hard- 
axis-like direction. It should be noted that the LAD spot was generally much bigger than in 
the easy-axis-like experiment (Fig. 8.13) which was an indication for a higher degree of 
magnetic dispersion in the sample during the experiment in the hard-axis-like direction. 
This was consistent with the expected behaviour for hard-axis-like reversal and it was also 
in good agreement with the observations in the Fresnel experiment (Figs. 8.6(a)-(h)). When 
a reverse field was applied the spot spread out considerably in an arc-like shape. At a later 
stage ({ -4 0 ± 2 ) Oe) a time dependent process was triggered where migration of two 
major spots over an ellipsoidal locus was observed (red frame). When a slightly higher 
field was applied the area covered by the LAD spot was much smaller and therefore the 
magnetisation within the sample in better alignment with the external field.
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H  lOpirad -------
#
(30±2) Oe (0±2) Oe (-1 5 ± 2 )O e i-M m o » ^4fMr2> Qe (-43±2) Oe
Figure 8.17
LAD sequence of magnetisation reversal of sample 3 ( ’dirtiest' sample, base pressure 
0.9 X 10"  ^ Torr). Hard-axis-like transition.
H  lOurad -<-► -----
#
(38±2) Oe (16±2) Oe (0±2) Oe (-16±2) Oe (-3 1 ± 2 )O e
OS®
(-45±2) Oe C 58±2) Oe
m
(-5 8 ± 2 )O e*
Figure 8.18
LAD sequence of magnetisation reversal of sample 2 ('intermediate' sample, base pressure 
6 .2  X 10"^  Torr). Hard-axis-like transition. (* after (-69±2) Oe)
H  lOurad -----
(43±2) Oe (22±2) Oe
#
(0±2) Oe
#
(-1 5 ± 2 )O e
&
(-22±2) Oe
0
(-30±2) Oe (-36±2) Oe
0
(-50±2) Oe
Figure 8.19
LAD sequence of magnetisation reversal of sample 1 ('cleanest' sample, base pressure 
1.8 X 10"* Torr). Hard-axis-like transition.
The most surprising characteristic in this LAD sequence (Fig. 8.17) was the development 
of an ellipsoidal locus as such a trajectory was not anticipated. Another important finding 
was that there was only one major spot present at remanence This means that no 
180° walls existed at remanence with the result of non-zero overall magnetisation. 
180° walls must have been present, however, in the sample when the first image of the 
time dependent sequence was recorded ( ( -4 0  ±2) Oe) as it was at this stage where two 
opposing major spots were visible within the ellipsoidal locus. Therefore a non-zero 
magnetic moment at remanence which was also deduced from the Fresnel images was
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corroborated in the LAD experiment as was a time dependent process for field values in 
the range = -4 0 /-4 4  Oe. The coercive field value in the hard-axis-like direction 
according to the TEM experiments was considerably higher than deduced from the MOKE 
experiment. Whilst it was only 20 Oe in the MOKE loop (Fig. 8.3(c)) it was in the range 
30-40 Oe in the TEM experiments.
Figure 8.18 shows a compilation of LAD images of sample 2 taken during a 
magnetising experiment in the hard-axis-like direction. The spot at remanence was again 
more spread out than the corresponding spot in the easy-axis-like direction (Fig. 8.14) 
therefore indicating a higher degree of magnetic dispersion in the sample. Whilst two 
major spots within an ai’c-shaped locus were already visible for a reverse field of 
(“ 31 ±2) Oe it took an even higher reverse field for the formation of =180° walls 
( ( -4 5  ±2) Oe). Further increase of the reverse field lead then to migration of the two 
spots towards each other on an arc-shaped trajectory. As in the case of sample 3 the 
coercive field values which were deteimined from the TEM experiments (Fresnel: between 
30 and 50 Oe; LAD: «45 Oe) were higher than measured in the MOKE experiment 
(35 Oe). The non-zero magnetisation at remanence was found in all three experiments and 
the expected higher degree of dispersion compared to the easy-axis-like reversal was 
corroborated in both TEM experiments.
The observations for the hai'd-axis-like reversal of sample 1 are summaiised in the 
LAD sequence in Fig. 8.19. The main findings agree well with the characteristic results in 
the two previous illustrations. The LAD spot at remanence is more spread out in the hard- 
axis-like direction than in the easy-axis-like direction (Fig. 8.15) and the generation of an 
arc-shaped locus was observed under the influence of reverse fields ( ( -2 2  ±2) Oe) prior 
to the migration towards a single spot ( ( -5 0  + 2) Oe). The reason that no pair of opposing 
spots was generated between ( -  22 ± 2) and ( -  30 ± 2) Oe is almost certainly due to slight 
misalignment of the sample off the exact hard-axis-like direction. Comparison of the hard- 
axis-like in-situ magnetising experiments in the TEM (Figs. 8.8(a)-(h) and 8.19) showed 
that in both cases the net magnetisation of the sample at remanence was not zero which 
was in agreement with the MOKE result (Fig. 8.3(a)). Good agreement was further found 
for coercive field values: He was 27 Oe in the MOKE loop and between =23 and =30 Oe in 
the TEM sequences.
Figure 8.20 illustrates the determination of the long and short axes of the ellipsoidal 
and almost circular loci of the three samples. The procedure to deduce the corresponding
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values for and 6 is the same as described earlier (eqns. (8.1), (8.2)) and the
results are summarised in a table 8.5.
1 H lOprad 
% ^
l V -  •
I
Sample 3 Sample 2
\
Sample 1
f
♦
Spot-to-spot
(-40±2) Oe (-45±2) Oe (-30±2) Oe = 5.4prad
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 8.20
Determination of from hard-axis-like LAD patterns of samples 1, 2, 3. Approximate 
field direction indicated in (a), LAD pattern of cross grating as reference in (d).
sample
Vi max. 
deflect.
/^L(max)
=> 
^net (max)
=>
<^min
Vz mm. 
deflect.
L^(min)
=>
n^etixtàn) m^ax
Ratio of 
ellipse 
axes
1 3.2 prad 0.26 T I T 2.9 prad 0.24 T 78° 1.1
2 5 prad 0.46 T 67° 3.8 prad 0.35 T 72° 1.3
3 11.1 prad 0.87 T 41° 7.6 prad 0.6 T 59° 1.5
Table 8.5
Overview of and 0 as introduced in Fig. 8.12 resulting from the magnetisation 
reversal experiment in the hard-axis-like direction.
Compared to the evaluation of the easy-axis-like reversal there was considerably more 
variation of and therefore 6 resulting from the evaluation of the hard-axis-like 
reversal, especially in the case of the long axes. The values for the coupling angles 20 are 
compared with the so-called equilibrium angles 6{,, which describe the most favourable 
coupling angles in the samples. These equilibrium angles were determined by C. Marrows 
by the procedure outlined in Marrows et al, 2000 and they are given in table 8.6.
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sam p le
m in . cou p lin g  
angle 20„,„
m ax. cou p lin g  
an gle
eq u ilib riu m
an gle
156°
100°
60°
1 154° 156°
2 134° 144°
3 82° 118°
Table 8 , 6
Comparison o f minimal 2^^i„ and maximal coupling angles 2^.^^ 
determined from LAD images with the coupling angle 0  ^ worked out by 
C. Marrows and published in Marrows et al, 2000.
Whilst there was extremely good agreement for the values of sample 1 there was 
considerable deviation for the other two samples. It should be noted though that the 
tendency of the minimal coupling angles agrees quite well with the equilibrium angles: 
The angle in the sample with the best GMR effect (sample 1) was in both cases found to be 
close to 180° (i.e. AF coupling) whilst the sample with the worst GMR effect (sample 3) 
had in both cases an angle <90° and could therefore be regarded more as FM coupled than 
AM coupled. Sample 2, which had an intermediate GMR was also found to possess an 
intermediate coupling angle. Therefore biquadratic coupling was verified and quantified by 
means of two different evaluation methods.
Figure 8.21 illustrates the alignment of the magnetic inductions in two successive Co­
layers at different positions in the considered LAD images. The approximate locations of 
the spots for parallel alignment in the case of saturated samples and nearly parallel 
alignment are given as well.
There was remarkable variation of the coupling angle deduced from the ellipsoidal 
locus of the LAD spot of sample 3 (Fig. 8.21(a)) whilst much less variation was derived in 
the case of sample 2 (Fig. 8.21(b)) and it was found that the exchange coupling was 
-constant in the case of sample 1 due to the circular locus of the LAD pattern 
(Fig. 8.21(c)). This means that there was in all samples a mixture of different 
micromagnetic states present at this one considered field value. It should be noted that this 
ties in well with the findings of the Fresnel experiments where multi-domain states were 
clearly observed in the hard-axis-like reversal processes. A main result of the LAD
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experiments was therefore that with decreasing GMR some kind of additional anisotropy 
gave rise to a deterioration of the exchange coupling with a tendency to FM coupling.
H lOprad
Sample 3 
(-40±2) Oe
(a)
Sample 2 
(-45±2) Oe
(b)
Sample 1 
(-30±2) Oe
(c)
Figure 8.21
Schematics of alignment of magnetic induction in two successive Co-layers for dijferent 
positions in LAD images. Images from sequences in hard-axis-like reversal. Approximate 
field direction indicated in (a).
8.6 Su m m a ry
The effects of gas-damage on the GMR-performance and coupling mechanism of 
Co/Cu multilayers were investigated on a set of three samples. All samples were sputtered 
in a single run with different amounts of gas admitted into the chamber during the growth 
of the non-magnetic spacer layers.
Three techniques have been applied to determine the magnetic anisotropy and 
coercivity of the samples: Low field MOKE loops showed a certain degree of anisotropy 
for all three samples and this was corroborated by both applied Lorentz microscopy modes 
(Fresnel imaging and LAD). As far as the overall hysteresis behaviour is concerned good 
agreement was found for all three investigation methods despite considerable deviations 
between the MOKE and TEM values for the hard-axis-like directions of samples 2 
(intermediate) and 3 (dirtiest). The He values are given for all samples and investigation 
methods in table 8.7.
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sample axis He in MOKE He in Fresnel He in LAD
1 easy-axis-like 27 Oe 30 Oe 25 Oe
hard-axis-like 27 Oe 23 Oe <30 Oe
2 easy-axis-like 38 Oe 40/45 Oe 40/45 Oe
hard-axis-like 35 Oe 30/50 Oe 45 Oe
3 easy-axis-like 31 Oe 30/33 Oe 30 Oe
hard-axis-like 20 Oe «30 Oe 40 Oe
Table 8.7
Comparison o f the coercive field values o f samples 1, 2, 3 fo r  the easy- and hard-axis-like 
directions; He was determined in (i) MOKE-, (ii) Fresnel- and (in) LAD-experiments.
Samples with high GMR were characterised by low contrast in the Fresnel images, a 
conesponding low Lorentz deflection angle Pl in the LAD experiments and a very 
isotropic behaviour. Samples with low GMR on the other hand were showing less isotropy 
and stronger contrast in the Fresnel images and also higher values for pi.
A novel experimental method to determine the coupling angles was presented. 
Comparison with the results of an alternative investigation including simulations showed 
excellent agreement in the case of the cleanest sample 1 (table 8.6). Despite the deviations 
of the values for the coupling angles of the other two samples the trend of variation (i.e. 
angle >90° for samples with good GMR respectively <90° for bad GMR) was as expected 
for biquadratic coupling. Therefore biquadratic coupling was not only verified but 
quantified for all investigated samples.
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C h a p t e r  9:
S u m m a r y , C o n c l u s io n s  a n d  F u t u r e  W o r k
In this work different modes of Lorentz microscopy have been used to determine 
information with high spatial resolution about the magnetic microstructure of two groups 
of magnetic thin film samples with reduced dimensions. One group comprised small 
magnetic elements with artificially textured edges and the other comprised continuous 
Co/Cu multilayer films. For some of the small magnetic elements micromagnetic 
simulations were earned out using commercially available software to aid interpretation of 
results and to evaluate the utility of the software when applied to a model system.
9.1 S m a l l  m a g n e t ic  e l e m e n t s
The small magnetic elements (patterned thin film elements of permalloy) were 
fabricated and investigated with the aim of determining the effects of structuring their 
edges in an attempt to assess the influence of non-perfect (i.e. not entirely straight) edges 
as well as to evaluate the properties of the elements with deliberately modified edges. 
Hence so-called standard elements without deliberate edge structure were studied and 
compared with the behaviour of elements with structured edges. All elements were acicular 
with their length being in the micron range and they had pointed ends. Two different 
widths and lengths as well as two different tip ratios {t=lti/wtip) were investigated. The 
investigated edge structures were periodic repeats of triangles and rectangles and the 
period and height of the structure features were varied systematically.
The results are briefly summarised with respect to future work on small magnetic 
elements of peimalloy with a film thickness in the range «20-30nm:
Standard elements
♦ Coercivity
The coercivity of the elements was found to depend on the element width and the tip 
ratio: He decreases with increase of element width and increases for higher tip ratios 
(Fig. 5.10). It should be noted that elements with /=0.5 were found to have a markedly 
lower coercivity than elements with tj=l or t2-2. This is due to the fact that the generation 
of end domains was associated with the kink in the tip region (see below and Figs. 4,8, 5.5- 
5.9). These end domains were the first domains, which developed during magnetisation 
reversal experiments. It should be noted that it is not expected that tip ratios with />2.5 will
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lead to a further substantial increase of coercivity of standard elements. This is because the 
kink at the inner comers of the tip, which is responsible for the development of domain 
walls, is already fairly blunt (Fig. 4.9).
♦ Magnetisation reversal
All standard elements were found to reverse very rapidly (in an instant). This is 
described by the term ‘switch’ of magnetisation. While a certain degree of rotation was 
observed prior to switching, the actual reversal occumed too rapidly to infer any details 
about the ongoing changes.
♦ Micromagnetic state
At remanence
The standai'd elements with tj and t2 were found to be single domain at remanence 
(Figs. 4.8, 5.5-5.9) while the elements with ?=0.5 supported end domains. It should also be 
noted that the elements with r=0.5 possessed flux closure domain configurations in the ac- 
demagnetised state of the samples as the pointedness of the elements was not strong 
enough to outweigh the high magnetostatic energy of a single domain state.
Prior to switching
All elements were found to develop multi-domain states prior to switching. End 
domains were generated at the inner corners of the element tips (kink). When higher 
reverse fields were applied the contrast of the walls was observed to increase, indicating 
magnetisation rotation. In the case of the elements with the blunter tips tj the magnetisation 
was found to switch at well defined field values without the generation of additional 
domains being observed. In the case of the elements with t2 , however, the end domains 
were found to develop in concertina domain configurations, which extended over the entire 
element prior to the rapid switch of magnetisation also at well defined reproducible field 
values (Figs. 4.8, 5.5-5.9).
Elements with structured edges
♦ Coercivity
The coercivity of the elements was again found to depend on the element width and 
the tip ratio. Whilst He was again increasing with decreasing element width and increasing
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tip ratio (Figs. 4.12, 4.13, 5.17, 5.18, 5.23, 5.24, 6.8, 6.9, 6.13, 6.14), the overall geometry 
of the elements was also observed to distinctly influence He. With respect to the edge 
structure as well as vaiiation of overall element width (Fig. 9.1) different trends of 
switching field values have been observed.
Type A
w w+2h
(a)
(c)
T ypeC
< d  I w w+2h
(b)
(d)
Figure 9.1
Schematic o f elements with structured edges with and without variation o f the overall width 
o f the elements.
(a), (b). Elements with variation o f element width between w and w+2h pattern ( W).
(c), (d) Elements with nominally constant element width (5^ ^^  pattern (t2))
■ Elements with variation of width
Most elements with structured edges were found to reverse at fields between the He 
values of the standard elements with the coiTesponding minimum and maximum width 
(Figs. 5.17, 5.18, 5.23, 5.24), however, the element tip was found to also play an important 
role in the trend of coercivity.
Whilst there was commonly an increase of coercivity observed for small periods of 
both structure types A and C, this increase was more pronounced for elements with blunter 
tips with tj (Figs. 5.17, 5.23). In the case of the wider elements {wf) this increase of He for 
small periods even outweighed the frequently observed decrease of He for elements with 
structured edges compared to the magnetically harder standard elements.
For elements with the sharper tips however, the variation of He which depended on 
the structure parameters was much less pronounced. Furthermore it was observed that the
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coercivity of elements with structured edges and t2 was generally much closer to lower 
limit coercivity of the standard elements (Figs. 5.18, 5.24).
■ Elements with nominally constant width
The main difference between elements discussed in the previous paragraph and these 
here was that the elements with structured edges but nominally constant width 
(Figs. 9.1(c), (d)) were generally harder to switch (Figs. 6.8, 6.9, 6.13, 6.14) than their 
counterparts (Figs. 9.1(a), (b), 5.17, 5.18, 5.23, 5.24). This is not only due to the nominal 
constancy of the element width but also a result of the stronger pinning of the created 
domain walls (see following sections ‘Magnetisation reversal’ and ‘Micromagnetic 
states’). Most surprising was that the majority of the elements with structured edges but 
nominally constant width had similar or even higher coercive field values than the standard 
elements.
It should be noted that with increase of structure height and period differences in the 
quality of pattern transfer depending on structure type were observed. In the case of 
structure type A with the highest investigated structure height hs pattern transfer
deteriorated markedly for small investigated periods due to proximity writing effects 
(Figs. 3.5, 5.3, 6.3). This led generally to less comparable results in the magnetisation 
reversal behaviour.
♦ Magnetisation reversal
Most elements were found to reverse very rapidly. This is again described by the term 
switch of magnetisation. Some elements, however, reversed in stages: These were most 
notably the elements of nominally constant width with structure type A with hs and the 
small investigated periods (p=0.2pm and 0.1pm). In the case of edge structure type C it 
was observed that after magnetisation reversal occurred in the main body of the elements 
with 0.2pm</?<0.33pm, the magnetisation was not always reversed in the entire element 
(Figs. 5.22(b) and (c)) - regardless to the overall width of the elements.
♦ Micromagnetic states
As they are a very clear means to summarise the observed micromagnetic states of the 
elements, the tables from chapters 5 and 6 are again presented here (Tables 9.1-9,4).
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Elements with Variation of Width - Structure Tvpe A, wi, h
period state A ;=50nm ^2= 100nm ftj=250nm
2 .0 |im (Fig. 5 .11)
R single domain single domain quasi single domain
PS concertina concertina* concertina*
0 .5p m (Figs. 5 .12 , 5.13)
R single domain quasi single domain parallelogram domains
PS parallelogram domains parallelogram domains parallelogram domains
0 .33pm R quasi single domain quasi single domain parallelogram domains
PS parallelogram domains parallelogram domains parallelogram domains
0 .2pm (Figs. 5 .14, 5 .16(a), (b))
R quasi single domain quasi single domain parallelogram domains
PS parallelogram domains parallelogram domains walls m ove and merge
0,1pm (Figs. 5.15, 5 .16(c), (d))
R single domain single domain low  angle walls
PS concertina concertina concertina
Table 9.1
Micromagnetic states o f elements with wi and structure type A o f 3'^ pattern (t2=2).
Elements with Variation of Width - Structure Tvpe C. wi. t?
period state A j=50nm &2= 100nm A j=250nm
2.0p m (Figs. 5.19, 5 .20(a), (b))
R quasi single domain quasi single domain multi-domain (centre)
PS concertina concertina* multi-domain (centre)
0.67  pm (Figs. 5 .20(c), (d))
R quasi single domain multi-domain double y-configurations
PS multi-domain multi-domain double y-configurations
0 .33pm (Fig. 5.21)
R quasi single domain double y-configurations double y-configurations
PS double y-configurations double y-configurations double y-configurations
0.25 pm R quasi single domain double y-configurations double y-configurations
PS double y-configurations double y-configurations double y-configurations
0 .2pm (Fig. 5.22)
R double y-configurations double y-configurations double y-configurations
PS double y-configurations double y-configurations double y-configurations
Table 9.2
Micromagnetic states o f elements with wi and structure type C o f 3'^ pattern (t2=2)..
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Elements with Nominallv Constant Width - Structure Tvpe A, wi, t?
period state /*i=50nm /»2= 100nm /fj=250nm
2.0p m R single domain single domain low  angle wall at centre
PS concertina concertina walls at centre and ends
0 .5p m R parallelogram domains parallelogram domains parallelogram domains
PS parallelogram domains parallelogram domains parallelogram domains
0 .33p m (Figs. 6.5, 6.6)
R parallelogram domains parallelogram domains parallelogram domains
PS parallelogram domains parallelogram domains parallelogram domains
0 .2pm (Figs. 6.7(a), (b))
R parallelogram domains parallelogram domains parallelogram domains
PS parallelogram domains parallelogram domains w alls m ove and merge
0.1pm (Figs. 6 .7(e), (d))
R single domain single domain quasi single domain
PS concertina concertina multi domain
Table 9.3
Micromagnetic states o f elements with w; and structure type A o f 5^^^  pattern (t2=2).
Elements with Nominallv Constant Width - Structure Tvpe C, wi, h
period state h i - 5 0 n m /i2= 100nm A j=250nm  ( ‘fishbone’
2 .0pm Figs. 6 .3(f), 6.4(f))
R quasi single domain quasi single domain closure domains
PS concertina* concertina* closure domains
0 .67  pm (Figs. 6.10, 6 .12(a), (b))
R quasi single domain multi-domain -
PS multi-domain y-configurations —
0.33p m (Figs. 6 .11, 6 .12(c), (d))
R y-configurations y-configurations —
PS y-configurations y-configurations -
0 .25pm R y-configurations y-configurations --
PS y-configurations y-configurations —
0.2p m R y-configurations y-configurations -
PS y-configurations y-configurations —
Table 9.4
Micromagnetic states o f elements with wi and structure type C o f pattern (t2=2).
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R means ‘remanent state’ and PS stands for ‘prior to switching’. For detailed description of 
the used terminology see appropriate text sections of tables 5.3, 5,4, 6.1 and 6.2. It should 
be noted that neither the tip ratio nor the element width was found to markedly influence 
the magnetic microstructure of the elements with structured edges. Therefore the tables are 
also valid for most of the elements with the blunter tips as well as the wider elements.
An important result was the observation of characteristic domains depending on the 
structure type. In the case of structure type A ‘parallelogram’ domains were frequently 
observed whereas the characteristic domain configurations of the elements with edge 
structure type C were ‘y-configurations’ (Figs. 5.4, 6.4). It should be noted though that 
there are apparently crucial values of the period. In the case of edge structure type A the 
characteristic parallelogram domains were no longer observed for p=0.1p,m and p=2.0jam. 
Elements with edge structure type C only displayed y-configurations for periods with 
0.2pm<p<0.67p,m.
Another striking observation was the ‘channelling’ of magnetisation through the 
serpentine like elements with nominally constant element width (Fig. 6.4). The reason for 
that was that due to the parallel alignment of the magnetisation to the nearest edge the 
shape of the elements practically defined a path, which the magnetisation followed.
The shape of the investigated serpentine like elements was also found to result in a 
firm pinning of domain walls especially in the case of edge structure type A. This is 
apparently the reason for the higher coercivity of these elements compared to standard 
elements: As magnetisation reversal progresses, solely rotation of magnetisation within 
adjacent parallelogram domains was progressing over wide field ranges before the walls 
finally ‘gave way’ and the switch of magnetisation occurred. Neither the characteristic 
parallelogram domains nor a further increase in coercivity was however observed for 
elements with the smallest investigated period p=0.1jim and the elements with p=2.0pm 
were also not found to develop parallelogram domains. This is also suggestive for crucial 
parameters governing the micromagnetics of thin film samples.
Future work -  Small magnetic elements
As discussed previously, it was found in the course of this work that structuring the 
edges led to changes in the magnetic microstructure compared to so-called standard 
elements with nominally straight edges. An important result of the magnetising 
experiments was that all investigated elements, inclusive the standard elements, were
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multi-domain prior to magnetisation reversal and that high densities of modified Néel 
walls (up to Iwall/lOOnm) were reproducibly generated depending on the period of 
elements with structured edges. As domain walls in ferromagnetic metals are known to be 
a source of resistance and this contribution was already identified on cobalt and nickel 
films (Allen et al, 1997), (Levy et al, 1997) such high wall densities might be exploited for
reduction of unacceptably high coercivity.
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Most elements with structured edges were magnetically softer than standard elements 
of comparable dimensions. The effects were however much less pronounced for wider 
elements and elements with sharper tips. In the course of this work it was not possible to 
also investigate non-periodic edge structures (examples illustrated in Fig. 9.2).
< r "  >
<ZZZZ2Z> . >
Figure 9.2
Examples o f small magnetic elements with non-periodic edge structure.
This would however be important in order to asses the influence of random defects due to 
non-perfect pattern transfer e.g. for patterned storage media as well as field sensors and 
MRAM elements. It might therefore be useful to study such elements in a future project 
especially as observations were made in this work which suggest that there are critical 
values for edge structure period and height: Below a certain length scale, the magnetisation 
seems not to follow the nearest edge section. Further and more detailed investigation is 
however necessaiy in order to verify and quantify this.
In terms of ongoing reseaich in the fields of MRAM and patterned storage media it 
might also prove fruitful to scale the dimensions of the small magnetic elements further 
down as the influence of non-perfect or deliberately structured edges might give rise to 
changes in the micromagnetic characteristics. Thus, elements might no longer be single 
domain at remanence as the variation of edge direction might give rise to the nucléation of 
unwanted walls whereas subtle variation of the edge geometry might result in a desirable
T-
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9 .2  M ic r o m a g n e t ic  s im u l a t io n s
Simulations were carried out in the course of this thesis using a commercially 
available software package (LLG Micromagnetics Simulator™). The aims were to 
determine the agreement of experimental observations of the small magnetic elements with 
corresponding simulation results and to also work out the magnetisation reversal 
mechanisms. The latter was of particular importance as the magnetisation reversal 
occurred too quickly (‘rapid switch’) in the experiments to obtain any insight in the 
ongoing processes.
The equilibrium states of the simulations agreed very well with the experimental 
observations and are summarised by presenting tables 7.1-7.4 again (tables 9.5-9.S). For 
more detailed discussion and explanation of the applied terminology see the conesponding 
text sections in chapter 7. It should be noted that broad agreement was found between 
experimental observations and simulation results as far as characteristic domain 
configurations and crucial values were concerned (i.e. no parallelogram domains were 
found in the experiments as well as the simulations for elements with structure type A and 
p=0.1pm). Questions arose, however, as far as details of the calculated reversal 
mechanisms were concerned (i.e. high number of Bloch-line-like features and (too?) many 
walls being generated as well as puzzling wall dynamics during magnetisation reversal; see 
Figs. 7.4, 7.5, 7.8 and corresponding text sections). It was suggested that these problems 
might be due to the chosen cell size in the simulations, which lay at the upper limit 
suggested in the LLG manual for peiTnalloy.
Future work - Simulations
In order to work out whether the formerly mentioned discrepancies are indeed a result 
of a too coarse grid it might be worthwhile to carry out further simulations. It should, 
however, be noted that a decrease of cell size leads to a pronounced increase in calculation 
time. To counteract this it might prove useful to also scale down the dimensions of the 
simulated element. Furthermore one could change the temperature in the simulations 
which was 0 K for all simulations carried out for this work to room temperature. If the 
details were in agreement with experimental data, especially in the case of the standaid 
elements, then this would be a clear indication of progress! It should be noted, that altering
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Elements with Variation of Width -Structure Tvne A (h?) .  wi. to
period 2.0jam 0.5 pm 0.33pm 0.2pm 0.1pm
state: R single domain
ti, h(0), ti(0)
quasi single  
domain
th t2(0), t/(0)
quasi single  
domain
th t2(0), ti(0)
quasi single  
domain
t2(0), t](0)
stripe domains
state: PS concertina*
th h(0), ti(0)
parallelogram
domains
fh h(0), f](0)
parallelogram
domains
th h(0), t,(0)
parallelogram
domains
ti, t2(0), ti(0)
stripe domains
S propagation o f  
reversed area(s) 
fh h(0), t](0)
propagation o f  
reversed area(s) 
ti. h(0), t!(0)
propagation o f  
reversed area(s)
//, t2(0), ti(0)
propagation o f  
reversed area(s) 
ti, i2(0), ti(O)
propagation o f  
reversed area(s)
0, t2(0), tj(0)
Table 9.5
Micromagnetic states o f elements with wi and structure type A o f 3’^  ^pattern (tzjfor 
simulated hysteresis loops with vertical field 13^=940 Oe.
State R: Remanent state, State PS: Prior to switching, S: Switching.
tr. Simulation fo r  element with tj and H v = 7 0 0  Oe; t],2(0): Simulation with Hv=^0 Oe.
In case o f different results fo r ti, t2(0), tj(0):>h.T^fQX rifAl-
Elements with Variation of Width -Structure Tvne C ih o ) .  w i .  to
period 2.0pm 0.67pm 0.33pm 0.25pm 0.2pm
state: R quasi single  
domain 
tl. t2(0), t,(0)
quasi single  
domain
th t2(0), ti(0)
double y- 
configurations
double y-, v- 
configurations
double V- 
configurations 
th t2(0), t](0)
state; PS concertina*
th h{9), ti(0)
multi-domain
th t2(0), t,(0)
double y- 
configurations
th t2(0), t}(0)
double y- 
configurations
th t2(0), ti(0)
double y- 
configurations 
tl, t2(0), tj(0)
S propagation o f  
reversed area(s) 
th t2(0), ti(0)
propagation o f  
reversed area(s) 
tl, t2(0), t](0)
propagation o f  
reversed area(s)
th t2(0), ti(0)
propagation o f  
reversed area(s) 
th tiiO), ti(0)
propagation o f  
reversed area(s) 
th tztO), ti(0)
Table 9.6
Micromagnetic states o f elements with wi and structure type C o f 3'^ pattern (tz) for  
simulated hysteresis loops with vertical field H v —9 4 0  Oe.
State R: Remanent state. State PS: Prior to switching, S: Switching.
t].' Simulation for element with ti and H y = 7 0 0  Oe; trziO): Simulation with H y - O  Oe.
In case o f different results fo r  ti, t2(0), t](0):'^'T2fffi, .
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Elements with Nominallv Constant Width -Structure Tvoe A w i .  to
period 2.0pm 0.5 pm 0.33pm 0.2pm 0.1pm
state: R single domain
th t2(0), ti(0)
parallelogram
domains
th t2(0), ti(0)
parallelogram
domains
th titO), ti(0)
parallelogram  
domains 
th t2(0), t/(0)
^concertina 
th t2(0), t](0)
state: PS concertina
th t i i0), t i (0)
parallelogram
domains
tl, t2(0), ti(0)
parallelogram
domains
t,, t2(0), ti(0)
parallelogram
domains
th t2(0), ti(0)
^concertina
th t2(0), tj(0)
S propagation o f  
reversed ai’ea(s)
tl, t2(0), tj(0)
propagation o f  
reversed area(s)
th t2(0), ti(0)
propagation o f  
reversed area(s)
tî, t2(0), ti(0)
propagation o f  
reversed area(s)
th t2(0), t i (0)
propagation o f  
reversed area(s) 
th t2(0), t/(0)
Table 9,7
Micromagnetic states o f elements with wi and structure type A o f f f ’^ pattern (tz) for  
simulated hysteresis loops with vertical field  Hy=940 Oe,
State R: Remanent state, State PS: Prior to switching, S: Switching.
ti: Simulation fo r  element with tj and Hv=700 Oe; ti^z(O): Simulation with Hv=0 Oe.
In case o f different results fo r ti, tz(0), Tt(ÜI.
Elements with Nominallv Constant Width -Structure Tvoe C (h?), wi. to
period 2.0pm 0.67 pm 0.33pm 0.25 pm 0.2pm
state: R quasi single 
domain 
th t2(0), t,(0)
multi-domain 
th t2(0), ti(0)
y-configurations 
th t2(0), ti(0)
y-configurations 
th tiiO), ti(0)
y-configurations 
th t2(0), tj(0)
state: PS concertina* 
th t2(0), t,(0)
y-configurations
th toiO), ti(0)
y-configurations 
th t2(0), ti(0)
y-configurations 
th t2(0), t/(0)
y-configurations 
th tiiO), tiiO)
S propagation o f  
reversed area(s)
th t2(0), tj(0)
propagation o f  
reversed area(s)
th t2(0), ti(0)
propagation o f  
reversed area(s) 
th t2(0), t,(0)
propagation o f  
reversed area(s) 
th t2(0), ti(0)
propagation o f  
reversed area(s) 
th toiO), ti(0)
Table 9.8
Micromagnetic states o f elements with wj and structure type C o f 5^ '^  pattern (tz)for 
simulated hysteresis loops with vertical field  Hv=940 Oe.
State R: Remanent state, State PS: Prior to switching, S: Switching.
t}.' Simulation fo r  element with tj and Hv=700 Oe; ti2(0): Simulation with H v-0 Oe.
In case o f different results fo r  tj, tz(0), tj(0):yh.l2(^,
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the edges of standard elements in a way as described in the work of Gadbois et al (1995) 
was tried in the course of this work but did not result in notable changes of the coercivity.
To assure good comparability of simulation and experiment it is recommended to also 
carry out another series of experiments with smaller elements (as already suggested in the 
section ‘Future work -  Small magnetic elements’). It might be necessary to do this in two 
separate projects (i.e. two theses). With the ongoing research in magnetic microstructures 
this could prove very rewai’ding as Lorentz microscopy with its high spatial resolution 
offers the possibility to check the reliability of simulation results which then, when verified 
can be used to guide experiments and fabrication.
An important result of the simulations was that in the case of small magnetic elements 
the vertical field which was present at the samples during the magnetising experiments in 
the Philips CM20 FEG microscope can not be neglected, as it will almost certainly alter 
the reversal characteristics. As a result of the reduced dimensions of the elements the 
demagnetising factor out of the sample plane is no longer =1 but slightly smaller than 1. 
Therefore the magnetisation of the elements will no longer be confined in the sample plane 
under the influence of a vertical field component but can easily be tilted a few degrees out 
of the sample plane (see sections 1.3.3, 1.5 and 7.4.1.1). With vertical components of 
magnetisation already present, it is much easier to generate Bloch-line-like features, which 
are expected to form during magnetisation reversal (Fig. 7.5). For future work it might be 
useful to run the simulations with variable vertical field (as present at the sample due to the 
varying tilt angles in the microscope) instead of keeping the vertical field component 
constant throughout the calculations.
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9,3 CO/CU MULTILAYERS
In this thesis a novel method was introduced to determine and to quantify the magnetic 
coupling behaviour of Co/Cu multilayer samples with different degrees of gas-damage. 
Biquadratic coupling was verified and quantified for low field reversal processes for all 
samples. An important result was that the coupling was consistent throughout the film 
instead of alternating regions with antifeiTomagnetic and ferromagnetic coupling for films 
with low GMR. It should be noted though that changes in coupling strength through the 
layer stack can not be ruled out as the interface/interlayer roughness might vary from 
bottom to top of the layer system. Actually this is quite likely and ties in with the large 
areas, which are illuminated in the LAD patterns and therefore conespond with different 
coupling angles (Fig. 8.21).
However, a tendency of increasing AF alignment (coupling angle >90°) for samples 
with appreciable GMR was already corroborated as well as the tendency of more FM 
alignment (coupling angle <90°) in the case of samples with low GMR (Table 8.6).
Future work -  GMR-samples
To determine the magnitude of the above mentioned possible changes in coupling 
strength through the layer stack it might prove useful to investigate not only series of 
samples with different degrees of gas-damage but of different numbers of layers (i.e. 7, 11, 
15, 19 and 25 Co/Cu layers).
The introduced method could in the future be applied to different kinds of continuous 
and patterned multilayers which exhibit GMR (Co/Cr, Fe/Cr), spin valves (Gillies et al, 
1995) and TMR structures (Moodera et al, 1995) and then be compared to simulation 
results. Thus, the simulations could be adjusted to yield more realistic results and to work 
out crucial parameters in more detail.
C o n v e r sio n  b e t w e e n  CGS and  SI Un it s
Conversion Table
Quantity Symbol CGS Conversion
factor
SI
magnetic induction B G 10-4 T
10^ Afield strength H Oe 4;r m
volume magnetisation 4tiM G or Oe 10^ T
magnetic moment per emu A
unit volume M cm^ 10^ m
demagnetisation factor N
1
4#"
erg J
anisotropy constant K cm^ lO'* m^
erg J
exchange constant A cm 10^ m
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Sy m b o l s  a n d  A c r o n y m s
Symbols and Acronyms
A
a  damping parameter in Landau-
Lifshitz-Gilbert equation 
a ,  CX direction cosine between 
and M
ajx3 change of edge direction for different 
tip ratios 
% angular aperture
a lattice constant
a ^  lattice constant of cross grating
(1/ 2160)mm 
A exchange coupling constant
AF antiferromagnetic
ALD Aldrich photoresist
AMR anisotropic magnetoresistance
B
direction cosine between 
and M
Lorentz deflection 
Lorentz deflection of a saturated 
sample 
B magnetic induction
net induction 
B  ^ saturation induction
BQ biquadratic
c speed of light in vacuum
Cc chromatic aberration coefficient
Q spherical aberration coefficient
CCD charge coupled device
CMR colossal magnetoresistance
CPP current perpendicular to plane
CVD chemical vapour deposition
D
DPC differential phase contrast
E
e tilting angle
e elementary charge
E polarisation of light
Bex exchange energy
Ef Fermi energy
Eh external magnetostatic field
energy; Zeeman energy 
Ehuer interaction energy
Efc magnetocrystall ine anisotropy
energy
Eks surface magnetocrystalline
anisotropy energy 
Er magnetostrictive energy
E, magnetostatic self-energy
Et„, total system energy
E,, wall energy
ELV Elvacite photoresist
F
/  focal length
±Af defocus
F force
Lorentz force 
FEG field emission gun
FFT fast Fourier transform
FM feiTomagnetic
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Symbols and Acronyms
FWHM full width at half maximum 
G
Y gyromagnetic ratio
f y /  direction cosine between
and M
Yc gyromagnetic ratio of a free
electron
g Lande g-factor; spectroscopic
splitting factor 
GMR giant magnetoresistance
h
h
hi
h2
h3
H
H ,
H ,
H in
Hobj
Hsal
Hswitch  
H vert
Hx ,y ,z
H
Planck’s constant
height of edge structure
height of edge structure = 50nm
height of edge structure = lOOnm
height of edge structure = 250nm
external magnetic field
coercive field
demagnetising field
effective field
in-plane field value
internal molecular field
objective lens field
magnetic field value necessary to
saturate sample
switching field value
vertical field value
magnetic field value in certain
direction
IPA isopropyl alcohol
J current density
J{rij) exchange integral for two
interacting particles 
J exchange interaction constant
K
k wave vector
ka maximal spatial frequency in
electron probe 
ki largest spatial frequency falling on
inner detector segments (MDPC)
, K2 anisotropy constants 
Ke cubic anisotropy constant
K,n magnetostrictive anisotropy
constant
Ks surface anisotropy constant
Ku uniaxial anisotropy constant
A electron wavelength; for 200kV
electrons = 2.5 • 10""*^  m
I length (of base rectangle)
II length (of base rectangle) = 2.0pm
h length (of base rectangle) = 4.0pm
I,ip length of tip
LAD low angle diffraction
LLG LLG Micromagnetics
Simulator™; solves Landau- 
Lifshitz-Gilbert equation
M
p  absorption coefficient
jUo permeability of vacuum
nie rest mass of electron
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Symbols and Acronyms
M  magnetisation
Mr remanent moment 
Ms saturation magnetisation 
Mx,y,z magnetisation in certain direction 
M (r) magnetisation at a certain point 
MBE molecular beam epitaxy 
MDPC modified differential phase contrast 
MEM magnetic force microscope 
MIBK methyl isobutyl ketone 
MO magneto-optical
MOKE magneto-optical Kerr effect 
MRAM magnetic random access memory
N
n(E) density of states
M normal surface vector
N demagnetising tensor
Nx,y,z demagnetising factors
Ù)
O
angular frequency
P
0 phase shift 
0  magnetic flux
wave function of incident electron 
exit wave function of electron 
p period of edge structure 
PEEM photoemission electron microscope 
PMMA polymethylmethacrylate 
PS prior to switching
q(x,y) transmission function
R
p  electrical resistance
Psat electrical resistance at saturation
magnetisation 
f  spatial vector
rij distance between two interacting
particles
r,nin radius of disc of least confusion
R remanent state
R, r resistance
Rr Faraday amplitude
Rr Kerr amplitude
Rn regularly reflected electric field
amplitude 
RO reverse osmosis
domain wall energy per unit area 
s spin
S surface
S switching (mechanism)
STEM scanning transmission electron 
microscope
ûo angle of incidence
26 coupling angle in a multilayer
system
6q equilibrium angle in a multilayer
system 
t time
t tip ratio = In/wup
t] tip ratio = 1
?2 tip ratio = 2
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Symbols and Acronyms
fmn thickness of magnetic material
L sample thickness
T temperature
Tc Curie temperature
Type A edge structure type A,
isosceles triangles 
Type B edge structure type B, 
right angled triangles 
Type C edge structure type C, 
rectangles
TEM transmission electron microscope 
TMR tunnel magnetoresistance
V
V velocity
vl Lorentz motion
V volume
W
w width (of base rectangle)
Wi width (of base rectangle) = 250nm
W2 width (of base rectangle) = 500nm
w,ip maximum width of tip of double
pointed elements 
WAM WaveMaker
U
U potential, voltage
UHV ultra high vacuum
USSL ultra small structures lab
UV ultra violet
X
XTEM cross-sectional transmission electron 
microscopy
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